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0. Preliminaries and Introduction 

Many problems in mathematical physics and other sciences reduce to an equation of the form 

du 
dt+Au=O. (1) 

Here u = u(t,x) (t a time variable and x e .0 a space variable) is the unknown function with u(t,·) 

in a certain function space X for each t. Further, A : D (A) c X ~ X is a linear operator. In many 

cases a mathematical or physical consideration suggests that a certain Banach or Hilbert space X 

would be appropriate. In this setting we naturally have the following definitions. 

Definitions 0.1. The initial value problem 

{ 

'::: +Au=O t>O (inX) 

u(O)= Uo EX 

is said to be well posed if there exists a dense subspace D c D(A) of X such that 

(2) 

(i) For any given u0 e D, there exists a continuously differentiable function u : [Q,oo) ~X 

such that (2) is satisfied. 

(ii) For any sequence of continuously differentiable functions u, : [O,oo) ~X which satisfy 

equation (1), u,(O) ~ 0 implies that u"(t) ~ 0 uniformly on compacta oft e [O,oo). I] 

Definition 0.2. A family {T(t) I t~ 0} of continuous mappings on a Banach space (X, 11·11) is 

said to be a strongly continuous semigroup on X, or a C 0 semi group on X, if the conditions below 

are satisfied: 

(i) T(O) =I the identity mapping on X; 

(ii) T(t 1) T(t2) = T(t 1 + tz) for all t 1 ,tz ~ 0 (the semigroup property); 

(iii) For each u eX, the mapping T(: )u: [Q,oo) ~X is continuous. [] 

Definition 0.3. Let (T(t) I t ~ 0} be a C 0 semigroup on X. Its infinitesimal generator is a linear 

operator -A in X such that 

D(-A)= {u eX I lim T(t)u-u exists in X} 
t --.0+ t 

-Au= lim T(t)u-u for ue D(-A). 
t--+0+ t 

IJ 

Theorem 0.4. The initial value problem (2) is well posed iff -A is closable and its closure -A is 

the infinitesimal operator ofa Co semigroup {T(t) I t~ 0} on X. [] 
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This theorem deserves a little more detailed explanation. In fact, if the initial value problem (2) is 

well posed, then A and hence A has D as a core and the semigroup {T(t) I t ~ 0} is obtained by a 

continuation of the solution operator u(t) (·) : D ~X (t~ 0). Conversely, if -A is the 

infinitesimal generator of a C 0 semigroup {T(t) I t ~ 0} then D can be any core of -A. For con

venience of the readers we mention that a subspace D of X is said to be a core of A if D c D(A) 

and(A~v) 

From the above readily follows 

Theorem 0.5. A dense subspace D c D(-A) is a core of the generator -A of a C 0 semigroup 

{T(t) I t~ 0} on X ifT(t)D c D for all t~ 0. IJ 

The following well known theorem of Hille and Yosida in 1948 provides a characterization of an 

infinitesimal generator -A of a C 0 semigroup {T(t) I t ~ 0} in tenns of the spectral property of 

the operator A. 

Theorem 0.6. (Hille-Yosida) A linear operator -A : D( -A) c X ~ X in a Banach space (X, 11·11) 

is the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 semigroup {T(t) I t ~ 0} on X iff the following conditions 

hold: 

(i) A is densely defined and closed. 

(ii) There exists co e lR and M ~ 0 such that (co, oo) c p(A) and 

n (AI +Ar*n::;; M(A.-cork, V'k e !No, V'A. >co. (3) 

IJ 

The proof of the above theorem can be reduced to that for the so called contractive semi group by 

a renonning procedure. A C 0 semigroup {T(t) I t ~ 0} is called contractive if II T(t) II::;; 1 for all 

t ~ 0. For such a class of C 0 semigroup the above theorem reads as follows. 

Theorem 0.6'. A linear operator-A : D(-A) eX~ Xis the infinitesimal generator of a contrac

tive semigroup on X iff 

(i) A is densely defined and closed. 

(ii) (O,oo) c p(A) and 

II (AI +Ar1 11$ A.-1 , V'A. > 0. 

Obviously condition (4) is equivalent to 

(4) 

IJ 
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llu+J.lAull2:11ull, \fjl>O, \fue D(A). (5) 

This is in tum equivalent to that 

Re(Au, u)2= 0, \fu E D(A) (6) 

where 

. llu+tvll-llull 
Re(v,u) = hm = sup < v, w >. 

1-+0+ t wef(u) 
(7) 

Here J :X ~X* is the duality mapping (possibly multivalued). Such an operator A is said to be 

accretive. If for some oo E JR. the operator oo/ +A is accretive, then A is called quasi-accretive. 

As it happens very often, information on the dual operator A* of A is useful for the study of A 

itself. For instance we have 

Theorem 0. 7. Let A be a densely defined closed operator on a Banach space X. Then 

(i) R(A)=X iff3M>O \fueD(A*)[IIA*uii2:MIIull] 

(ii) R(A *)=X* iff 3M> 0 \fu E D(A)[II Au 112: M II u II] 0 

Theorem 0.6' with condition (4) replaced by (6) constitutes the Philips-Lumer characterization of 

infinitesimal generators of contractive semigroups. In particular, a sufficient condition for -A to 

generate a contractive semigroup on X is 

Re(Au, u)2= 0, \fu e D(A) } 

Re(A *v, v)2: 0, \tv E D(A *). 

From Theorem 0.6 follows easily 

(8) 

Theorem 0.8. If A : D(A) c X~ X is a generator of a C 0 semigroup {T(t) I t 2: 0} on a 

reflexive Banach space X, then A* is the generator of the C 0 semigroup {[T(t)]* I t 2: 0}. IJ 

Note that for a non-reflexive Banach space X, [T(· )]* u : [O,oo) ~X* is not necessarily continu

ous, so it is in general not a C 0 semigroup. 

Theorem 0.6 and its variants give perfect necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator -A 

to generate a C 0 semigroup on a Banach space X. Unfortunately these conditions are usually 

hard to check in concrete situations. The following two results, one by Rellich, Kato, Gustafson 

and Chernoff in terms of perturbations, one by De Graaf in terms of the so called auxiliary opera

tors, provide useful sufficient conditions which are easier to verify in some concrete cases. 

Theorem 0.9. (Rellich-Kato-Gustafson-Chemoff) Suppose that A : D(A) c X~ X be an 
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infinitesimal generator of a C 0 semigroup on a Banach space (X, 11·11). Let P be another operator 

in X such thatD(P) ::::> D(A) and 

liP u II~ M II ull +aliA ull, Tfu e D(A) (9) 

where M and a are nonnegative constants with a < 1. Then the operator A + P as defined on D(A) 

generates a C 0 semi group on X. 

If instead of (9) above a weaker condition 

liP ull~ M II ull +II A ull, Tfu e D(A) (10) 

is satisfied, then the operator A+ Pas defined in D(A) is closable and its closure + generates 

a C 0 semigroup on X. 0 

Theorem 0.10. (De Graat) Let A be a closable densely defined operator in a Hilbert space 

(H, (· , • )). Assume that there exists a strictly positive self-adjoint operator Q such that 

D(Q) c D(A), R(Q) =Hand 

Re(u, Au)~ w(u,u) } 
Re(Qu,Au)~ w(Qu,u) Tfu e D(Q). (11) 

Then D(Q) is a core for the operator A and A generates a quasi-contractive Co semigroup on X 

(i.e. a C 0 semi group { T(t) I t :?:! 0} such that { e -0!1 T(t) I t:?:! 0} is contractive for some w:?:! 0). 0 

Theorem 0.10 was given in [Grl]. All the remaining results are quite standard and can be found 

in standard books on functional analysis or monographs on operator semigroups. Cf. e.g. [Fa], 

[Go], [Pa], [R-S], [Ta] and [Yo]. 

Now we give a brief description of the structure of this thesis. For more details we refer to the 

introductions of the respective chapters. 

In Chapter I we are concerned with the construction of the so called regular spaces and hyper

spaces as well as linear operators therein. For a Banach space (X, 11·11) and an invertible operator 

B of positive type in X a scale of Banach spaces {XZ I a e JR.} is defined. More precisely, for 

a:?!! 0, XZ = (D(B"),II·IIa) w_ith II u II"= II B" u II for u e D(B"), and X8 =completion of X with 

respect to the norm II u 11-a =II s-<~ u II for u e X. From these Banach spaces we form their natural 

inductive limits X/t = u Xh (ae [-oo,+oo)) and projective limits x.e = () XB (ae (-oo,+oo]). 
't>O' 'f<CJ 

Thus we have the scheme 

In the above diagram the spaces to the right of X are called regular spaces and those to the left of 

X hyper-spaces. We are thus led to the study of the inductive limits and projective limits of a 
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sequence of Banach spaces in general, as well as linear operators therein. In doing so, the topo

logical structures of the regular spaces and hyper-spaces are clarified and several types of con

tinuous linear mappings on them are characterized. By choosing different space X and different 

operator B various classical spaces of functions or generalized functions are realized functional

analytically as regular spaces or hyper-spaces in the above sense. 

In the second chapter we discuss the regularity and extendibility of a Co semigroup e-tA on X 

with respect to a scale of Banach spaces {Xi I cr e IR} constructed in Chapter I. More precisely, 

conditions between the operators A and Ba (or A* and (B*)cr) are given so that the semigroup 

e-tA on X restricts to a C 0 semigroup on xz (or extends to a C 0 semigroup on Xjf). Applications 

to matrix operators in 12 and to second order partial differential operators on L 2(1Rn) are 

presented. We also set two criteria for an infinite matrix ( ajk) to generate a C 0 semi group on l 2. 

In Chapter III we formulate and prove a Hille-Yosida type theorem for locally equi-continuous 

semigroups on the inductive limit space of a sequence of Banach spaces. We emphasize that 

instead of semi-norms of the inductive limit, which are hard to find and to deal with, we use the 

norms of the constituents of the inductive limit. The result together with that of Ouchi applies 

readily to the spaces xrf defined in Chapter I. 

In the last chapter weighted L 2 spaces of harmonic functions on IR.q (q;;:;: 2) and several naturally 

arising linear operators in them are studied. The central idea is an identification of a weighted L 2 

space of harmonic functions on lR q with the domain of a suitable positive self-adjoint operator in 

L 2(sq-t) (Sq-t the unit sphere in /Rq); the identification is the natural restriction-extension pro

cedure. In particular, we have natural weighted L 2 spaces of harmonic functions on IR.q wherein 

the differentiation operators are continuous or even compact. Also, working in the opposite 

direction we arrive at a complete characterization of the ranges of the propagator of the fractional 

spherical diffusion equation ~~ = - (-ALB) v/2 u, where ALB is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on 

sq-t. 
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I. Regular Spaces and Hyper-spaces 

This chapter is devoted to the construction of regular spaces, hyper-spaces and their linear opera

tors. 

In the first section we discuss topological properties of the inductive limit E+ of an increasing 

sequence of Banach spaces { (E11 ,II·IIE.) I n e IN o} and of the projective limit p- of a decreas

ing sequence of Banach spaces ((F, ,II·IIF.) I n e /N0 }, as well as linear operators in them. One 

point is the idea of using the so called interpolation type inequalities in the study of the topologi

cal properties of inductive limits. Four types of continuous mappings T, i.e. E+ ~ £+, E+ ~ F-, 

p- ~ fr and r ~ E+ (E+ and ft+ are spaces of type E+ and r respectively), are characterized 

in terms of, in particular, estimates of the form 

The essential trick here is a "two dimensional" and a "three dimensional" diagonal argument. 

In the second section so called regular spaces and hyperspaces are defined and studied. Given a 

linear operator B : D(B) c X ~X of positive type in a reflexive Banach space (X, 11·11) we define 

a scale of Banach spaces {Xi I ere JR} as follows: For a0::0,Xj=(D(Ba),ll·ll 0 ) with 

H uUa =II 8° ull; fora< OXZ is the completion of (X ,11·11-a) with K u H-a = HB-a ul for u eX. In 

terms of this family of Banach spaces {X9 I a e JR} we define x'ft = u Xj with inductive 
a> a, 

limit topology for a0 e ( oo , -oo 1 and xir = n Xi with projective limit topology for 
a<a, 

a0 e [co, co). By the properties of fractional powers of linear operators and by the results in the 

first section we are able to clarify the relations among the spaces defined above and their topolog

ical properties as well as to give characterizations of continuous mappings thereupon. Together 

with B the dual operator B* is an operator of positive type in the dual space X*; thus we have the 

spaces (X*)i•, (X*)it and (X*)i*. There hold the natural duality relations (Xj)* =(X*)ji, 

[(X* )ji ]* = Xj and similarly for the inductive and projective limits. We have the diagram 

XB' :::>Xba>- =>Kif =>Xb-a)+ :::>X}f :>X :>Xi'" :>X]"" =>Xi :::>Xf" :>X'; 

(X*)ji'r :::> (X*)h-.1')+ :::> (X*)ji :::>(X*).fil'>- :::> (X*)i* :::>X* 

X*:::> (X*)}}t :::> (X*)i* :::> (X*)i• :::> (X*)jt :::> (X*)i'•. 

The spaces to the right of X and X* are called regular spaces and the spaces to the left hyper

spaces. Conditions are given for a densely defined operator A : D(A) eX~ X to be extendible to 

a continuous operator acting between a pair of hyperspaces, in terms of its dual operator 

A* :D(A*)cX* ~X*. 

Finally, in the third section we present various examples of regular spaces and hyperspaces by 

choosing different Banach spaces X and operators B. In this way a number of classical function 

spaces and generalized function spaces are realized as regular spaces and hyperspaces 
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respectively. More precisely we have the following illustrative table. 

X B Xj 

comments 

1) JP diag p .. k} JP·ap,k} 

weighted tP spaces 

2) LP u(x) 1-7 A(x)u(x) LP·a {A(x)} 

weighted LP spaces 

3) LP(R''') /-ll(ll Laplacian) wp,2c:J 

Sobolev spaces on R 11 

4) L 2([0,21t]11
) I-ll W~r 

Periodic Sobolev spaces on IR" 

w;;r periodic test space 

wp:; periodic generalized space 

5) L2(R11) x2-l1 (LW)2·2cr 

Modified Sobolov spaces 

(LW)2
• ... Schwartz test space 

(LW)2
·-- Schwartz tempered 

d'- 1 

6) LP(R) e 
- dx2 

=A 
p,'4; 

Ranges of heat-diffusion equation 
2 d% 
z--

7) Lz(IR) tJx2 
X lallh(a/2) e 

Spaces of Van Eijndhoven-Meyers 

Xf = S~ Gelfand-Shilov 

8) Lz(sq-l> e <-t:.u.>.n HAiu (v,a) 

Weighted spaces 

of harmonic functions on Rq 

(Sq-l unit sphere in Rq) (llLB Laplace-Beltrami) HAq(p.) 

Linear operators are discussed in these spaces. 

1.1. Inductive Limits and Projective Limits of Sequences of Banach Spaces 

Let there be given a sequence of Banach spaces { (E,., U • 011 ) I n e 8'1 0 } such that E,. c En+1 for 

all n e 8'1 0 and the em beddings are all continuous, i.e., 

II u H11+t s; M,. II ull, 'Vn e DV'o, 'Vue E,. (1) 

where the M, 's are positive constants. In this case there always exists a corresponding sequence 

of new norms I • I,. onE,. which are each equivalent to U ·1111 and which are monotone decreasing, 

i.e. 
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I u 1,.+1 S I u 1,. 'Vn e /No, 'Vue E11 • (2) 

(3) 

Therefore in the sequel of this section we always assume the monotonicity of the sequence of 

nonns 11·1111 • 

On the vector space E+ = v E11 the locally convex inductive limit topology O"ind is imposed; a 
ne /N0 

balanced convex set u in E+ is a neighbourhood of zero in (E+ , o-ind) iff u n E11 is a neighbour

hood of zero in E11 for all n e IN O· In general, topological properties of a subset G in E+ cannot 

simply be reduced to the corresponding properties of the sets G n E11 in E11(n e IN o). For 

instance, Makarov has given various examples of inductive limits in which bounded sets in 

(E+ , O"ind) are not bounded in any of the spaces (E11 , 11·1111), or even not situated in any of them. 

However, there do exist conditions which ensure that a set G is bounded in (E+ , o-ind) iff it is 

bounded in some E110 (no depends on G); such a sequence {E11 I n e JN0 } or its inductive limit 

E+ is said to be regular. We cite the following result of Floret {Fl2]. 

Theorem Ll.l. LetK11 be the closed unit ball in E11.1ffor all sequences {em I me /No} ofposi-
n 

tive numbers and all n e IN O• :E emKm is closed in En+l, then the inductive limitE+ = ind E11 

m~ ~~~-

is regular. D 

As consequences of the above theorem we have the following corollaries. 

Corollary 1.1.1. ([Fl2]) If there exists a semireflexive locally convex space E and an injective 

continuous operator T : E+ = ind E11 -+ E such that T K11 is closed for all n, then E+ is regular. 
0 ~~~-

Corollary 1.1.2. ({Fl2]) The inductive limit of a sequence of dual Banach space with the inclu

sion mappings being dual mappings is regular. D 

As pointed out by Floret, the familiar fact that inductive limits of sequences of locally convex 

spaces with (weakly) compact linking mappings are regular follows from Corollary 1.1.2 in view 

of the following lemma ([Oro]). 

Lemma 1.1.3. Let K be an absolutely convex, weakly compact subset of a locally convex space 

V. Then there is a Banach space E such that [K] =E* isometrically and [K]I =E* ~Vis 

a(E* ,E)- a(V, V*) continuous. Here [K] denotes the linear hull of K equipped with the Min

kowsk:i nonn mK. 0 
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If the inductive limitE+ = ind E,. is regular, then it readily follows that E+ is homological and 
n-+oo 

barreled. If, in addition, an interpolation-type inequality is satisfied, then we can also character

ize converging nets or sequences, Cauchy nets or sequences and compact sets in E+ and conse

quently obtain the completeness of E+. 

Theorem 1.1.4. Suppose that the inductive limit E+ is regular and that E+ is continuously 

embedded in some Banach space E. Assume for each n e IN 0 there is k(> n) and a function 

<Pn,k : JR.+ x JR.+~ JR.+ such that the interpolation inequality 

(4) 

holds. Here the function <l>n,t(t,s) is monotone in each of its variables and such that $,.,k(t,s) ~ 0 

as s ~ 0 for each fixed t. Then we have 

{i) A bounded set {ua I a e I} in E+ converges (to zero) in E+ iff it converges (to zero) in 

someE,.. 

(ii) A bounded set { Ua I a e I} in E+ is a Cauchy net in E+ iff it is a Cauchy net in some E,.. 

(iii) A subset G in E+ is compact iff it is compact in some E,.. (The same is true for relative 

compactness.) 

(iv) E+ is complete. 

Proof. 

(i) Assume that a bounded set {ua I a e /} converges to zero in E+. The regularity of the 

inductive limit E+ implies the existence of some n e IN 0 such that { Ua I a e I} c E,. and 

II Ua II S M,. for all a e I where M,. is a positive constant. On the other hand the continuity of 

the embedding from E+ into E ensures that the net converges to zero in E, i.e .• II ua II ~ 0. 

Then, by assumption, there exists some k >nand a functioncp,.,k such that (4) is satisfied. In 

particular 

II Ua II,~;S $11,k(ll Ua1111 , II Ua II) 

S <l>n,k (M,., II Ua II) 

from which follows that II ua II,~;~ 0. The converse is trivial. 

(ii) The proof is entirely similar to that of (i) and is omitted. 

(iii) Let the subset G be compact in E+. In particular it is bounded in E+ and the regularity of 

the inductive limit implies the existence of some n e IN 0 such that G c E,. and II u 11 11 s M,. 

for all u e G, where M,. is a positive constant. By our assumption we can choose some 

k > n such that (4) is valid. Then, for a given sequence {um I me JN0 } c G, the compact

ness of Gin E+ implies the existence of a subsequence { Um• ~ v e G in E+ and hence in E, 

i.e. II Um -vII~ 0 as m' ~ oo, From 
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II Um' - V I k S cpn,k 01 Um' - V lin , II Um' - V II) 

s ,..,k (2Mn • n Um' -vII) 

follows readily {um'} ~ v in Ek. This shows the sequential compactness of Gin E1o which 

is however equivalent to compactness in the Banach space Ek. The converse is trivial. 

(iv) follows directly from (ii) and from the equivalence of bounded completeness and complete-

ness (Satz 4.3 in [Fll]). [] 

In analysis we meet projective limits as well as inductive limits of Banach spaces. However, the 

theory for projective limits of Banach spaces is much simpler and more "classical" than that for 

inductive limits. For completeness and easier citation we state the following standard results on 

projective limits of Banach spaces, the proof of which is straightforward and can be found in the 

standard text books on functional analysis and generalized functions, e.g., [0-S], [Sch] or [Wil]. 

Let there be given a sequence of Banach spaces {(Fn, B·lln) I n e /No} such that Fn ::::> F,.+1 for 

alln e /No and 

II uii,.S M11 R ulln+l Vue Fn+l, Vn e /No. (4) 

If we set 

{

I· 10 =ll·llo 

I· 111 +1 =MoMt • · · Mn 11·1,.+1 n e /No 
(5) 

then each of the new norms I • 111 on F 11 is equivalent to the original II· U,. and they are monotone 

increasing: 

(6) 

Let us assume that p- = ti F n be not empty and equip p- with the locally convex topology 
ne /N0 

'tproj generated by the sequence of norms (11·11,. I n e IN0 }. Then we have 

Theorem Ll.S. 

(i) p- is a Frechet space, i.e., a complete metrizable locally convex space. 

(ii) A sequence {un In e /No} in p- converges (to zero) in (F- ,'tproj) iff it converges (to 

zero) in all the spaces F ,.. 

(iii) A sequence {II u,. I n e /No} in p- is a Cauchy sequence in (r, 'tproj) iff it is a Cauchy 

sequence in each of the spaces F ,.. 

(iv) A set G in p- is compact in (r , 'tproj) iff it is compact in each of the spaces F,.. The same 

applies to relative compactness. [] 
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Now we proceed to characterize continuous mappings between spaces which are inductive limits 

or projective limits of sequences of Banach spaces. 

Theorem 1.1.6. Let {(E,.,II·Il8.) In e JN0 and {(E,.,II·II£.) In e /N0 } be two sequences of 

Banach spaces with inductive limits E+ and£+ respectively, and let£+ satisfy the conditions in 

Theorem 1.1.4. Let {(F,.,II·IIp.) I ne /N0 } and {(F,.,II·IIft.) I ne JN0 } be two sequences of 

Banach spaces with nonempty projective limits F- and ft- respectively. 

(i) For a linear mapping T : E+ ~ £+ the following are mutually equivalent: 

1) Tis continuous. 

2) If a sequence {um I me JN0 } is contained and converges (to zero) in E., for some 

n e IN o, then { T Um I m e IN o} is contained and converges (to zero) in some E;;. 

3) For any n e IN 0 there exists an ii e IN 0 such that 

(7) 

where (and below) M..,ii is a positive constant. 

(ii) For a linear mapping T : F- --+ ft- the following are mutually equivalent: 

1) Tis continuous. 

2) Ifasequence {um I me JN0 } converges(tozero)ineachF,., then {Tum I me /No} 

converges (to zero) in each ft ii. 

3) For any ii e IN 0 there exists an n e IN 0 such that 

IITullt.~M.,,iillullp •• 'VueF-. 

(iii) For a linear mapping T : E+ --+ F- the following are mutually equivalent: 

(1) Tis continuous. 

(8) 

(2) If a sequence {um I me /No} is contained and converges (to zero) in some E.,, then 

{Tum I me /No}converges(tozero)inallthespacesFk(ke IN0). 

(3) For each n and kin IN 0 holds that 

(iv) For a linear mapping: T : F- -..+ E+ the following are mutually equivalent: 

(1) Tis continuous. 

(9) 

(2) If a sequence {um I me /No} converges (to zero) in all the spaces F,.(ne IN0 ), then 

{TUm I me JN0 } is contained and converges (to zero) in some Ek. 

(3) There exist n and kin IN 0 such that 

(10) 
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Proof. Since the arguments in the proofs to the four cases are quite similar, here we only include 

the proofs to cases (i) and (iv). 

(i) 3) =1> 2) is trivial. 2) =1> 3): Suppose that there exists an n e IN 0 such that 

sup IITull£
1 

=oo Vie /No. 
lluiiBo "'' 

Then, for each i e IN 0 we can find a sequence { Uij I j e IN 0 } such that 

llu;j liE,. = 1 and H T U;j ll£
1 
~ j 2 

, j e IN O· 

(10) 

Form the diagonal sequences { T U;; I i e IN 0 } and { u;; I i e IN o}. We have for each j e IN o 

andi > j 

and consequently 

However 

II T(uu 1 i) lls
1 
~ oo as i ~ oo for each j e IN 0• 

llu;;/iiiE, = ~ ~0 as i ~ oo. 
l 

The above two relations contradict with the statement in 2). Thus we have proved the equivalence 

of2) to 3). 

1) =1> 2): If a sequence {um I me /No} is contained and converges to zero in some E,., then it 

converges to zero in E+ and from the continuity ofT follows that {Tum I m e IN 0 } converges to 

zero in if.+. Theorem 1.1.4 (i) ensures the existence of some n e IN 0 such that { T um I m e IN 0 } 

is contained and converges to zero in E ii. 

3) =1> 1): Consider the restrictions of T to the subspace E,.(n e JN0). For a sequence 

{u,. I me /No} lying and converging to zero in E,., since there exists an ii e /No such that (7) 

holds, {TUm I m e IN 0 } converges to zero in E6 and therefore in £+. Thus all the restrictions 

are continuous. Now let U be a convex neighbourhood of zero in if.+. Obviously r-t (U) is con

vex in E+ and E,. f'l 1 1 (U) = <Tt E. f 1 (U) is a neighbourhood of zero in E,.. So r-t (U) is a 

neighbourhood of zero in E+ and Tis continuous. 

Thus we have completed the proof for (i). 

(iv) (3) =1> (2) is trivial. 

(2) =1> (3): Suppose that there be no pair of n and k such that (10) is valid. Then for any n e IN 0 

and k e IN o we can find a sequence { Un,kJ I j e IN o} in Fsup- such that 

II Un,t,jiiF. = 1, II Tu,.,kJIIE.. ~ j 2
, V j e /No. (11) 

Now we form the sequence {vi I j e /No} with vi= ui.i.i• which is the diagonal of the "cube" of 
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elements {un,k,j I n,k,j e /N0 }. For each n e /N0 we have, in view of the first relation in (11) 

For each k e /N0 we have, in view of the second relation in (11) 

.IIT(vj/j)IIE.~IIT(vj/j)IIEi~j, Vj~k. 

(12) and (13) readily lead to the conclusion that 

llvi/jllp.~ou~oo), Vne JN0 } 

IT(vj/j)ll& ~cou~oo), Vke /No 

which contradicts the statement in (2). 

(3) ~ (1) is obvious. 

(1) ~ (2) follows from Theorem 1.1.4 (i). 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

[] 

Note that the regularity of E+ and its satisfying an interpolation type inequality are used only in 

the arguments of (1) ~ (2) above, not in the other implications. By the way we also remark that 

for a specific case of (iv) above both [Or3] and [E-01] gave an incorrect proof and the proof 

given in [E-02] is quite lengby. 

Corollary 1.1. 7. In each of the four cases in the above theorem, a linear operator T is continuous 

iff it is bounded, i.e. it maps bounded subsets into bounded subsets. [] 

Corollary Ll.S. (E+)* = n E: 
ne IN0 

cr)* = v F!. 
ne /No [] 

Corollary Ll.9. 

(i) If E+ = i+ are vector spaces, then the following are mutual equivalent: 

1) E+ =E+ as topological vector spaces, and both£+ and E+ satisfy the mentioned con

ditions in Theorem 1.1.6. 

2) If a sequence {um I me /N0 } is contained and converges (to zero) in some En, so 

does it in some E ii, and vice versa. 

3) For any n e IN 0 there exists some n e IN 0 and a positive constant Mn,ii such that T 

maps En into £; and 

and vice versa. Note that in this case the regularity (and an interpolation type 
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inequality) of£+ implies that of E+. 

(ii) If p- = ft- as vector spaces, then the following are mutually equivalent: 

1) p- = as topological vector spaces. 

2) If a sequence {um I me /No} converges (to zero) in each of the spaces Fn (n e /No). 

then it is convergent in each of the spaces ft ii (ii e IN 0). 

3) For any ii e IN 0 there exists some n e IN 0 and a constant M,._ii > 0 such that 

II u lift. S Mn,ii II u lip. 'Vue p+, 

and vice versa. 

IJ 

We point out that Theorem 1.1.6 (ii) and its counterparts in the above corollaries (the case of pro

jective limits) are somewhat standard (see, e.g., [G-S], [Sch] and [Wil]). They are included here 

mainly for completeness. It seems that Theorem 1.1.6 (i) and its corollaries are not current in this 

general setting. Gelfand and Shilov made the statement, in [G.S.], vol. II, Chapter 1 Section 8, 

that sequential continuity and sequential boundedness for a linear mapping between two spaces of 

inductive limit are equivalent to each other; however their proof is not correct. The advantage of 

the above theorem and its corollaries consists in characterizing the continuity of linear mappings 

in terms of inequality estimates rather than in topologies, which are the usual tools of analysis. 

At the conclusion of this section we remark that in many instances of inductive limits interpola

tion type inequalities as ( 4) indeed hold. It will be the case in the definition and discussion of reg

Ular spaces and hyper-spaces involving fractional powers of operators; see the next section. This 

applies also to the spaces defined by ter Elst as intersections of Grevery spaces ([tE]). Here we 

give another example. 

Example 1.1.10. Let q:::: 2 be a natural number and a,b > 0. The space HA: (a,b) consists of all 

harmonic functions u{x) on /Rq such that 

lluii
11
=(J lu{x)l 2 e-al.xl"dx)'h<oo. (15) 

JR• 

It is a Hilbert space with the, given norm and its corresponding inner product. In the following q 

and b are fixed. It is easy to see that if a 1 > a 2 > 0 then 

HA:(a~tb) :;;)HA:(az,b) and llul111 , S II ull112 

for u e HA:(a 2,b). We have an interpolation type inequality for this scale of spaces. 

Lemmal.l.ll. Fora1 > a2 > a 3 >Owe have 
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Proof. It follows from Holder's inequality that 

nun~.= J lu(x)l 2 e-a2 lxl• dx 

IR• 

a 2-a3 a1-a2 

scJ lu(x)1 2 e-a,lxl• dx)a,-a, <J lu(x)1 2 e-a,lxl• dx)a,-a,. 

JR• JR• 

(16) 

[] 

Given a e (O,oo]. Take a sequence of increasing positive numbers {am I me AVo} such that 

am < a for all m e IN o and am ---7 a as m ---7 oo. Corollary 1.1.2 implies that the inductive 

sequence {HA~(am,b) I me AVo} is regular; the corresponding inductive limit does not depend 

on {am} and is denoted by HA~(a+,b). For a< oo the above Lemma 1.1.11 ensured that Theorem 

1.1.4 applies here. In particular, a sequence { um} c HA1(a+,b) converges to zero iff it converges 

to zero in some HA1(a',b) with a' <a. It is not clear how we could directly apply Theorem 1.1.4 

to the inductive limit space HA~(oo,b). It turns out that all the conclusions in Theorem 1.1.4 

remain valid for the space HA1(oo,b). Indeed, in stead of a Banach space we can use the Frechet 

space HA(IR'~), the topology of which means uniform convergence on each compact set of JR'I. 

It is then obvious that each space HA1(a,b) is continuously embedded in HA(IR'~), so is the 

inductive limit HA1(oo,b). Let {um I me AVo} be a sequence converging to zero in HAe(oo,b). 

So it is bounded in HAe(oo,b) and hence in some HAe(a,b), for HAe(oo,b) is regular. It is also a 

zero-sequence in HA(IR'~). Therefore we conclude that {um} is a zero sequence in HAe(a',b) for 

a' > a. Indeed 

II u n;, = J I u(x) 12 e-<~'lxl• dx 

JR• 

wherem(B'~(R)) denotes the Lebesquemeasureofthe ball {x e JR'I I I xIS R}. 

In the above we have considered spaces of harmonic functions. Actually the harmonicity of func

tions in the spaces play no role here; it is assumed here only for easier citation in Chapter IV. 



1.2. Regular Spaces and Hyper-spaces: General Theory 

First we give a brief survey on the definition and basic properties of fractional powers of linear 

operators. For the details the reader is referred to [Ka3], [Kr], [Ko2], [Ta], [Fr] and [Pa]. 

Let X be a Banach space with nonn 11·11. For given constants roe [0,1t) and M:?:. 1, a densely 

defined closed linear operator B : D(B) c X --+X is said to be of type P(m,M) if ~ c p(B), 

II OJ- Br1 n::;; M I A. 1-1 for all A.< 0, and for each e e (0,1t-m) there exists an Me:?:. 1 such that 

II Q.J -Br1 n::;; Me I A. 1-1 for all A. e E<Ote. Here for an arbitrary a e [0,1t),l:a stands for the cone 

inthecomplexplane {A.e t: I I argA.I >a}. WesaythattheoperatorBisoftypeP(m)ifitisof 

type (m,M) for someM:?:. 1. A densely defined closed operator Bin X is of type P(1t/2, 1) iff both 

B itself and its dual operator B* are accretive, or equivalently, iff B ism-accretive, i.e., accretive 

and A. e p(8) for some (hence all) A.< 0. It is well-known that forme [0,1t/2) the operator B is of 

type P(m) iff it generates an analytic semigroup in the cone r: f':/'2,-(o = t:- ~. Here by an ana

lytic semigroup we mean a family of operators {T(t) I t e r:,.,2-(l)} cL(X) such that 

T(t) T(s) = T(s+t) for all t,s e r:f':/'2,-(o, for each u eX and each e > 0 lim T(t)u = u, and the 
1-+0 

mapping T : r: f':l2,..(o ~ L(X) is analytic. (The analycity is equivalent to T~) u : r: 'i.12-<0 --+ X being 

analytic for all u e X, or still, equivalent to (T(· )u, v*): E' dl-&--+ C being analytic for all u e X 

and v* e X*.) 

Assume that B : D(B) c X --+X is an operator of type P(m,M) and 0 e p(B). We can define its 

fractional powers 8(J(cre JR) as follows. Take a neighbourhood 0 of the origin in t: such that 

0 u ~ c p(8). Choose a> 0 and' e (0>,1t) such that 

r= {A.e C I arg(A.-a)=±fll} cOu ~. 

For cr > 0 define 

(17) 

whereA.-(J =I A.I-(J e--..,_; is analytic inC- {A. I A.::> 0} and the path of integration is orientated 

so that argA. is decreasing along r. B-(J thus defined does not depend on the admissible pathes r. 

In particular, forcr e (0, 1) we can transfer the path rto the upper and lowerleft-halfreal axis and 

obtain 

... 
8-(J = sin ncr J A.-(J OJ +8r1 dA.. 

Cf 0 
(18) 

Similarly it is easy to see that B -n = (8 -l )". Moreover, if 8 is a positive self-adjoint operator in a 

Hilbert space X, then 



B-<ru=JA.-<rdE(A.)u, ueX 
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(19) 

where {E(A.)} is the spectral resolution of B. Still other fonnulations of the fractional powers 

exist, especially when B is a generator of a C 0 semigroup ( cf. [Yo]). 

Fractional powers of operators enjoy very nice properties. Some of these properties are listed 

below: 

(i) B-<r is injective for each cr > 0; we define Ba = (B-<rrt forcr > 0 and B 0 =1. 

(ii) For all cr > 0 the operator Ba is densely defined and closed. 

(iii) IfOs; 'ts; cr then D(Ba) c D(B-.) and D(Ba) is a core for B ... 

(iv) {B--(J I cr::=: 0} is a C 0 semigroup of operators on X which can be analytically extended to 

the whole right-half plane. In particular, for all cr, 't e IR 

B<WC u =BaB-e u, u e D(B 9) 

where a= max{cr,'t,cr + 't}. 

(v) {Interpolation inequality) For any cr < 't < 9 there exists a constant C(cr,t,9) such that 

9--'1: 'C-<r 

IIB-culfs;C(cr,'t,9)11Baull&-<r IIB 9 ull&-<r, ueD(B 9
). 

(vi) If B is a generator of a C 0 semigroup, then D(B00

) = t1 D(Ba) is dense in X. 
a>O 

We are now in a position to define a scale of graded Banach spaces. Given a linear operator B of 

type ( ro,M) in a Banach space (X , 11·11) whose resolvent set contains the origin 0, then the same 

properties are satisfied for its dual B* in (X* , 11·11* ). 

Definition 1.2.1. Let cr e (O,co). 

(i) .XZ=(D(Ba),ll·lls,a) where llulls,a=IIBaull for ue D(Ba). X~=(X,II·II). 11·118 a is 

often abbreviated to ll·lla; ll·lls. 0 = 11·110 =II· II. 

(ii) Xjf is the completion of (X, ll·lls,--<J) where 

II u lis, -<r = II u U-<r =II B --(J u II for u e X. 

IJ 

From this definition and the properties of fractional powers immediately follows 

Proposition 1.2.2. 'The scale of spaces {X~ I cr e IR} is a scale of graded Banach spaces. For 

any 't > cr > 0 we have the relation 
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Xjf =>Kif :::>X =>X~ => XiJ (20) 

where each smaller space is densely and continuously embedded into another bigger one. 

Proof We omit the details of the somewhat routine proof of this proposition. Nevertheless we 

emphasize the important role played by the fact that for 0 < a < t , D (B "') is a core for the opera

tor sa in X (Property (iii) of fractional powers listed above). Since no literature, which is avail

able to us, states this explicitly, we give a brief proof here. Without loss of generality we can 

assume that t is an integer. Let u e D(B 6
). Then, for A.> 0, u-.. = A."'(A.I +8)--t u e D(B"'). It is 

easy to see that (A./ +8)-.: 8--.s =B-a(')J +8)-.:. From this follows it that 

8 6 u., = 'A"'(A.l +B)-.: 8 6 u. In view of the standard fact(/ +A.-1 B)-1 u ~ u as 'A- oo for all u eX 

and the continuity of the operator(/ +A.-1 8)--t we have u-.. ~ u and 8 6 u-.. ~ 8 6 u. This com

pletes our proof. 0 

From the scale of Banach spaces {Xi I ae (-oo,+oo)} we can construct their inductive limits 

and projective limits. 

Definition 1.2.3. 

(i) Fora e [-oo,+oo), Xf" = u XiJ with inductive limit topology; x}r-->+ =: JCij. 
'!:>CJ 

(ii) Forae (-oo,+oo],Xf'= n Xi withprojectivelimittopology;Xlr}- = r;. 
't<CJ 0 

We remade that because of Proposition 1.2.2 above tlte inductive limits and projective limits are 

well defined by any sequence of Banach spaces with monotone indices converging to the right 

limits. 

Proposition 1.2.4. Among the Banach spaces {Xi I a e lR } , the inductive limits 

{Xf" I a [-oo,oo)} and the projective limits (Xf' I a e (-oo,oo]} there holds the following rela

tion (0 < (1 < 't < oo): 

X8 => Xii => Xii =>Xi* => XJT =>Kif => X"i/* => xt =>X 

X => xf => Xf' =>Xi => Xf" => X}" => XiJ => Xf => Xjj. (21) 

Here each smaller space is densely and continuously embedded in another bigger one except for 

x; which is only known to be dense in another bigger space when B is of type ('A /2,1 ). D 

We omit the proof of this proposition again only mentioning that XiJ(t>O) is shown to be dense 

in Xh via the same procedure as we used to prove that D(B't) is a core for Ba (0 <a< t). 

The next two tlteorems clarify the topological properties of tltese spaces of inductive limits and 

projective limits. 



Theorem 1.2.5. Assume that either the Banach space X is reflexive or all the operators 

B-a (a> 0) are compact in X. Then we have 

1) All the inductive limit spaces Xf" (cre [-oo,+oo)) are regular. 

2) For any 0' E IR a bounded net { Ua I a E I} in xr converges (to zero) iff it converges (to 

zero) in some X1i ('t > cr). 

3) For any cr e IRa bounded net {ua I a e I} in X.f is a Cauchy net in x_r iff it is a Cauchy 

net in some X1i (t > cr). All the spaces X.f (cre JR) are complete. 

4) For any cr e IR a set G in Xf is compact iff it is a compact set in some Xjj (t > cr). The 

same is true for relative compactness. 

5) Each of the spaces Xf (cre JR) is barreled and homological; it is Montel iff all the map

pings B"""' : X ~ X(t > 0) are compact. 

Proof. It is readily seen that for each cr > 0 the isometry operator B -a : X ~ xz extends uniquely 

to an isometry operator from Xjf onto X, still denoted B-a; its inverse extends Ba :Xi ~X and 

is denoted by Ba again. In this way, via X, we have an isometric operator from Xi onto Xjj, 

denoted by B...-.:, for each cr,t e JR. 

1) If the Banach space X is reflexive, so is each Xi (ae JR). It is also evident that 

B"""' :X ~X (t > 0) is compact iff the inclusion mapping from Xi into Xgt is compact. Then the 

regularity for each of the inductive limit spaces Xf (cre [-oo,oo)) follows from Corollary 1.1.2 

and the remarks following it. 

2), 3) and 4) are consequences of 1) and Theorem 1.1.4 since now we have the interpolation 

inequality 

6-t ~ 

II u 11 .. S C(a;t,9} II u lla&-<J II u 11 118-<J (cr<t < 9) (22) 

which is just the corresponding property for fractional powers. Here for fixed a we take E =Xi in 

Theorem 1.1.4. 

Xf is barreled and homological since it is regular. If all the mappings B"""' :X ~X (t > 0) are 

compact, then, equivalently, all the inclusion mappings i: X~~ Xt" (9e JR) are compact. 

Thus, if a is a closed and bounded set in Xf, then by 1) there exists a > a such that G is bounded 

in X~. Thence it is compact in xr-a)l2, so is it in Xf. This shows that Xf is Montel. Conversely, 

assume that X.f is Montel for some a e JR. Fort> 0 and a bounded set Gin X, B-{<W<)G is 

bounded in Xf", so is it in Xf. Since Xf" is Montel, B-{<W<) G is relatively compact in X.f. By 

4) above there exists some 6 e (0, 1) such that B-{cm) G is relatively compact in X~a*). This in 

tum is equivalent to B(a+&:.) B-<cm> G =B-(H)1: G being relatively compact in X, so is 

B-" G = B..:o B-(t..:o)1: G. This proves the compactness of B-r for each t > 0. [I 

Open problem 1.2.6. For a sequence { u11 I n e IN 0 } converging to zero in Xjj, is there some cr 

such that it converges to zero in the space Xi'! 0 
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Theorem L2.7. Let G e (-oo,+oo]. Then we have 

1) XT is a Frechet space. 

2) A sequence in Xi"" converges (to zero) iff it converges (to zero) in each of the spaces 

Xi ('t <G). 

3) A sequence in XT is a Cauchy sequence iff it is a Cauchy sequence in each of the spaces 

Xi (t<G). 

4) A set G in XT is bounded (compact) iff it is bounded (compact) in each of the spaces 

Xi (t <a). The same applies to relative compactness. 

5) XT is Montel iff all the mappings B---e : X ~ X ( t > 0) are compact. 

Proof. Assertions 1) to 4) follow directly from Theorem 1.1.5. The proof for 5) is similar to that 

for Theorem 1.2.5 5) above and is omitted. I] 

If the Banach space (X ,11·11) and the operator Bare replaced by the dual space (X* ,11·11*) and 

the dual operator B*, then we obtain another scale of Banach spaces (X*)i• (ae R), and their 

inductive limits (X*)it (ae [-oo,oo)) and projective limits (X*)F (Ge (-oo,oo]). The nonn of 

(X*)J is denoted II·I*,B,a• sometimes abbreviated to l·ll*,a· There is a natural duality relation 

between the two scales of spaces. 

Theorem 1.2.8. (Xj)* =(X*)~ and XJ ~[(X*)~]* (G> 0) isometrically via the duality 

pairing <•, • >o : XJ X (X*)~ 

<u ,f>o =(B0 u, (B*)-o f), u e XJ ,je (X*)~ (23) 

where (· , ·) is the duality pairing between X and X*. If, furthennore, the space X is reflexive, 

then ((X* )07. )* = Xj isometrically via the same duality pairing (23). 

Proof. Foru e Xi andje (X*)~ we have 

I <u ,f>o I= I (Ba u, (B*)-o f) IS II uHa 11/11*,-o· (24) 

Now let/ e (X*)~ be given and set g = (B*)-o f e X*. There exists a sequence {v,.} eX such 

that Hv,.ll = 1 and I (v,.,g) I -+ llg II*. Putting u,. =B- v,., then u,. e XJ, II u11 11., = 1 and 

I <u,.,f>a I= r(v,.,g) 1-+llgU* =D/11*·-a· (25) 

(24) and (25) together then implies that F = <· ,f>a: XZ ~ C belongs to (XJ)* and 

UFII=II/11*·-o· 

Conversely, ifF : XJ -+ Cis in (Xj)*, then, since Xi and X are isometric to each other under the 

mapping B 0
, there exists a unique g e X* such that F(u) = (B 0 u,g) for u e Xj. Putting 

f= (B*)a gwe have/ e (X*)~ andF(u) = <u./>a· Thus we have shown that (XJ)* =(X*)~ 

isometrically via the duality pairing (23). 
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Now let u e XZ be given and put v =B 0 u eX. Then, the Hahn-Banach theorem ensures the 

existence of some g eX* such that (v,g) =II v Ill gil*. Putting /=(B*)-o g we have f e (X*)il 

and 

I <u,/>0 1 =I (v,g) I =llull0 11/ll*·-o· (26) 

(26) and (24) together imply that U = <u ,· >(J: (X*)Jji ~ C belongs to [(X*)Jji]* and 

II U II= II u 11(1. This shows that XZ ~ [(X*)/ji ]* isometrically. 

Let now X be reflexive. For given U e [(X~· )-o]*, since (X~· )-cr and X* are isometric to each 

other, there exists a unique v e X** =X such that 

U(f) = (v, (8*)-cr f)= (8(1 u, (8*)-cr f)=< u ,/>0 • 

where u = 8-o v e xz. Thus, if X is reflexive then XZ = [(X*)i~ ]* isometrically via the duality 

pairing (23). I] 

Lemma 1.2..9. 

(i} Given a~ 0. Then 

<u ,f>o =(u,f) for u e XZ and/ eX*. 

(ii} Given 0 < a < 't < oo. Then 

< u ,f>o = <u ./>"' for u e Xh and/ e (X*)Jji. 

Thus the mapping<· ,• >: u XZ x (X*)Jji ~Cis well defined in the natural way. 
o>O 

Proof. 

(i) </, g >('J = (B('J u, (8*)-cr f) 

= (B 0 u , (8-cr)* f) 

=(8-o B<'~u ,f) 

=(u,f). 

(ii) (u ,f).;= (8"' u, (8*r"' f) 

= (B'HJ 8(1 u, (8*}-{'P-<1) (8*)-cr f) 

= (B'HJ 8a u, (B-{'P-<1))* (8*}-cr f) 

= (8° u' (8*)-(1 f) 

=(u,f)(J. 

Theorem 1.2.10. 

(27) 

(28) 

I] 
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(i) Let a e [O,oo). Then 

(Xf)* = (X*)~-r>-, [(X*)~-r>-]* ~ Xf 

and if furthennore X is reflexive, equality ''=" holds instead of "~" in (29). 

(ii) Letae(O,oo].Then 

<xr)* =<X*)b-r>+. [(X*)b-r>+J* ~xr 

and if furthennore X is reflexive, equality "=" holds instead of "~" in (30). 

All the equality relations above hold via the duality pairing < • , • >. 

(29) 

(30) 

Proof The conclusions here directly follow from Theorem 1.2.8, Lemma 1.2.9 and Corollary 

1.1.8. IJ 

We now tum to the study of extendibility of an operator A in X to spaces X/f(a>O) or their 

inductive limits or projective limits. 

Theorem 1.2.11. Suppose that the space X is reflexive. Let A : D(A) eX -+X be a densely 

defined operator and A* : D(A *) eX* -+X* its dual operator. Then 

(i) For given a,'t > 0 the operator A extends uniquely to a continuous operator from X/f to x-; 
iff (X*)h• eD(A*), A*(X*)h• e(X*)Z• and A* ~(X*)B~ is continuous from (X*)h• to 

(X*)Z•. 

(ii) For given a,'t e (O,oo) the operator A extends uniquely to a continuous operator from x-;>+ 
to ~ iff (X*)Ji* eD(A*), A*(X*)Ji"• e (X*)~ and A* t(X•) 8 ~- is continuous from 

(X*)Ji* to (X*)Z*. 

(iii) For given a,'t e [O,oo) the operator A extends uniquely to a continuous operator from "X./T 

to KiT iff (X*)h'io eD(A*), A*(X*)h'* e (X*)it and A* t(X*)B~ is continuous from 

(X*)h'io to (X*)~. 

Proof 

(i) "<=".Set Aa,-t =(A* ~(X*) 8 ;.)*. Then, since [(X*)h• ]* =X/l and [(X*)Z• ]* =X/f by 

Theorem 1.2.8 applied to X* and B* and by the reflexitivity to X, the standard theorem on the 

dual of a continuous operator from a Banach space to another (cf. Theorem 0.8) implies that Aa,-t 

is a continuous operator from Xjf to X/l and IIAa,-t II= II A* t(X*)
8
tll. Let us show that Aa,-t is 

indeed an extension of A. In the following<·,· >a,* : XJf x (X*)Z• (a> 0) stands for the duality 

pairing between (X*)Z• and X/f, and, of course, it has similar properties of<·,· >a as are stated 

in Lemma 1.2.9 above; <·, • >* is understood similarly to<·,·>. By definition we have 

< U, A* f>a,* = <Aa,-t U ,f>-t,*, U E X/f, f E (X*)h•. (31) 

Ifu e D(A) eX eX/f andfe (X*)h• then 
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<u,A* !>a,* =(u,A* f)=(Au,f)=<Au,f>"-*' (32) 

Thus 

<AU ,f>"-* =<A a.~ U ,f>'t,a, f E (X*)b• 

which implies thatAa.~u =Au. The uniqueness follows from the denseness of D(A) in X and X 

inXif. 

"=> ". Assume that A extends to a continuous operator from Kif to XJl, denoted Ac.~· Set 

A* t =(A a,,;)*. Then, since (Kif)*= (X*)i• and (Xi/)*= (X*)b• by Theorem 1.2.8 applied to 

X"' and B* and by the reflexitivity of X, A* t is a continuous operator from (X*)b• to 

(X*)b• cD(A*) and IIA*PI=IIAc,-tll. If we can show that (X*)b• cD(A*) and 

A*~ (X*)b• =A* t, we have completed the proof. By definition 

<Aa.~u,f>'t,* =<u, A* t !>a,*, u e Xjf ,fe (X*)}•. (33) 

If u e D(A ), then 

(Au ,f)= <Aa,'t u ,f>'t,* = < u ,A* t />o,>~<, f e (X*)b• 

which implies that (A· ,f): D(A) eX~ € is continuous and therefore 

fe D(A*); (X*}b• cD(A*). Furthennore, for fe (X*)b• the above equation can be rewritten 

as 

<u,A* f>a,,. = <u, A* t />"'·*, u e D(A). 

This together with the denseness of D(A) in X and Kif implies that A* J=A* t f. Thus 

A* tcx•)Bi.=A*t. 

(ii) " "'*= ". Set A* t CX*>B!'" = S. Then, as is assumed, S is a continuous operator from (X* )Ji* 

to (X*)f+. By Theorem 1.2.10 we have [(X*)ii* ]* =X'ir and [(X*)f+ =XJr. The dual operator 

S* :Xi/'+ ~ Xjf* is well defined via the duality pairing 

<u,Sf>=<S* u,f>, u e Xif+ ,fe (X*)k*· (34) 

A proof similar to the corresponding part of (i) above shows that S * t D(A) =A. Let us prove the 

continuity of S*. Given o' e (O,cr). By the continuity of S, Theorem 1.1.6 (ii) implies the 

existence of some f e (0, 't) such that 

II S /He~.* s Cc~.< 11/ll't',.,., I e (X*)Ji*. 

Let u e Kif c Xi/'*". Then, (34) and (35) implies S* u e xf and 

liS* uH-t' = sup 't'- I <S* u ,f><.• I (since (X*)Ji* is dense in (X*)h•) 
fe~B* 

llfll<,>l< 

(35) 
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= sup -c-1 <S* u,f> I 
fe (X")B* 

11/11{,. =1 

= sup -c- I < u , Sf> I (by (34)) 
fe (X")B* 

11/11{,.==1 

:s; C a,.r II u 11-o'. (by (35)) 

Thus Theorem 1.1.6 (i) is invoked to ensure the continuity of S*. The uniqueness of the extension 

follows from the denseness of D (A) in X and X in 'X."ir. 

" :::> ". Assume, conversely, that A extends to a continuous operator from 'X."ir to 'X.f?, denoted T. 

Define its dual T* via the duality pairing 

<Tu,f>* =<u, T* f>*, u eX;* ,fe (X*)F. 

It is a well defined operator from (X*)F to (X*)i*. If u E D(A) and/ e (X*)F then 

(Au ,f)= <Au ,f>* = <Tu ./>* = <u, T* f>* =(u, T* f) 

(36) 

which implies that fe D(A*) and A* f=T* f. This proves that (X*)F cD(A*) and 

A* t (X*>st" = T*. 

Let us show that T* is continuous. Given a' e (O,a). By virtue of the continuity of 

T : 'X."jj+ ~ 'X.f?, Theorem 1.1.6 (i) guarantees the existence of some t' e (0, t) such that 

II T u II....( :s; C a,.r II u 11-o', u E Xif'. 

For f e (X* )h•, (36) and (37) imply that T* f e (X* >i• and 

U T* fila,,. . 

= sup, I <u, T* f>a,,. I 
ueX-;' 

IINI-o'=l 

= sup , I < T u, f><.• I (by (36)) 
uex-;' 

IINI-o'=l 

:s; Ca.< llfll<.• (by (37)). 

By Theorem 1.1.6 (ii) we have the continuity ofT*. 

(iii) The proof is completely parallel on that for (ii) above and is omitted. 

We have a few rematks to the above theorem: 

(37) 

0 
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a) The conclusion in ii) above is still true foro= oo or 't = oo if we assume that (X*) h* is dense 

in X* in case 1: = oo and if we replace the concept of continuity of operators by a fonnally 

stronger one, as is described in Theorem 1.1.6 (i) (2) (or equivalently (3)). 

b) Similarly to ii) and iii) above we have also characterizations of operators A in X which are 

extendible continuously to one from xr to x-;- or from x;r to x-;+ in tenns of its dual 

operator A*. 

c) Instead of one space X and one operator B we have entirely similar results on the continuous 

extendibility of an operator A : D(A) eX~ Y to one from Xi!' to Y(J, et al, for two spaces 

X and Y and operators Band C. 

To conclude the present section we put the results above in perspective. Given a reflexive Banach 

space X and an operator B of type P(ro,M) therein such that 0 e p(B). Along with the space X and 

the operator B we have the dual space X* and the dual operator B* having similar properties. 

Using the domains of the fractional powers B" and (B * )0 we construct the scales of Banach 

spaces Xi (oe JR.) and (X*)i• and we fonn the scales of spaces of their inductive limits and pro

jective limits, namely, Xf" and (X*)jt (OE [-oo,oo)),X.lr and (X*)i* (cre (-co,oo]). 

Thus we have the following diagram ( o > 0): 

.., 
Xjj ::> X;r+' ::> X/f ::> XJr' ::> xt ::> X 

(X*)~::> (X*)BZ'" ::>(X*)~ ::> (X*)BZ'" ::> (X*)_t- ::>X* 

L(B*)0 l 

~ -B-----, 
X ::> xt ::> X.lr ::> X)l ::> Xf" ::> XB' 

X* ::>(X*)~ ::> (X*))i* ::> (X*)i• ::> (X*)jt ::> (X*)a• 

t • (B*)-..__j 

If X and X* are suitable spaces of functions and the operators B and B * are appropriately taken 

(usually differential operators), then various classical function spaces appear as spaces Xi or 

(X*) i• (a> 0), and different test function spaces and their corresponding generalized function 

spaces emerge as the spaces of inductive limits or projective limit with nonnegative indices and 

nonpositive indices respectively. Thus, we call the spaces to the right of X and X* in the diagram 

regular spaces, and those to the left hyper.spaces. Theorems 1.2.5 and 1.2.7 then clarify the topo

logical structures of all the spaces of inductive limit and projective limit Theorem 1.1.6 can be 

directly invoked to give characterizations of continuous operators between those spaces. 

Theorems 1.2.8 and 1.2.10 establish the duality between the two scales of spaces in the above 

diagram (i.e. between spaces of smooth functions and generalized functions). And Theorem 
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1.2.11 gives criteria which ensures that an operator initially acting on smooth functions could be 

extended to spaces of generalized functions. In short our frame is a kind of Gelfand-Shilov triple 

in a Banach space setting. We notice that in general the spaces to the right of X, in the above 

diagram, cannot be embedded into their dual spaces, i.e., the ones to the left of X* . If, however, X 

is a Hilbert space, this can always be done as long as we identify the dual of the Hilbert space 

with itself. Also, in some instances, spaces "enough" right to X can be embedded to spaces 

"enough" left to X*. Anyway, the spaces right to the spaces X and X* together are included in the 

total of the spaces left to X and X* together. 

1.3. Regular Spaces and Hyper-spaces: Examples 

In this section we present some concrete regular spaces and hyper-spaces, i.e., classical function 

spaces, test function spaces and generalized function spaces, which can be identified with the 

spaces XZ or Xf with an appropriate Banach space X and a suitable operator B. 

Example I. Let X be a complex Hilbert space with inner product (· , ·) and noon II· II, and 

B : D(B) c X ~X a nonnegative self-adjoint operator. Then both the operators B and e8 are of 

type P(O,l}, and e8 is invertible. Let {E(t)lr2:o be the spectral resolution of B. Then, by 

definition 

=-
2

1
. JA.-(j(A.-e'r1 dE(t)u)dA. 

n:l r o 

=i 
2

1
. fA.-(A.-e'r1 dA.)dE(t)u 

0 7tl f 

= l (e1
)-a d E(t) u 

=e-aBu (ueX,a>O). (38) 

Thus (e8
)

0 = e08 for all a e JR. In particular we have x,- = Sx.a. ~ = Tx,8 • X:'~ = -tx,B and 

X-;:'= crx,B• the spaces of De Graafand VanEijndhoven. See [Gr2], [Gr3], [Ei] and [E-G] where 

these spaces are defined and studied and a number of classical test function spaces and general

ized function spaces have been realized as spaces of these types for suitable Hilbert spaces and 

operators. In fact, the present work is very much inspired by theirs. 

Example n. Let X=lP(lSpSoo) with noon llullp=(i I Uj: iP)
11

P for u =(uA:)E [P. Given a 
k=O 
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sequence of complex numbers { A.t I k e IV 0 } such that 

I arg A..t 1 ::;; m for some m e [0, 1t) 

and 

I A.t 1 ~ a for some constant a > 0 

(39) 

(40) 

for all k e IV 0• With this sequence of numbers we define an operator B as follows: 

u = (u.t) e D(B) iff (At U,t) e [P and B u = (A,t U,t). 

It is easy to see that for all k e IV 0• 

{ 

I A I if OS m::;; 1t/2 

IA-A.tl~ (A<O) 

I A I sinm if 1t/2 < m < 1t 

(41) 

and 

I A-A.t I;;:: I A I sinro forAe ~. (42) 

Therefore the operator B is of type (ro, 1) if OS roS 1t/2 and type (ro, 1/ sinro) if 1t/2 < ro < 1t. In 

particular it ism-accretive if ro = 1t/2. Moreover 

()J -Br1 u = ((A-A,t)-1 U,t) for A e p(B). 

Condition ( 40) implies that {A e C I I A I < a} c p(B). Thus, for cr > 0 by definition 

where the integration path r can be taken {Ae C I arg(A-a/2)=cp} cp(B) for appropriate 

cp e (ro,1t). Therefore, by definition, for cr > 0 

Xj = [P·" {A,t} a {u =(U,t)E lP Ill ullp,o =(i (I A,t I" I U.t I)Pi 1P < oo}. (43) 
k:() . 

For -cr < 0 let 

JP·-o {A.t} = {u = (uA:) I II u llp,-o = <E (I Ak 1-<J I U.t I )P)11
P <co}. 

k:() 

(44) 

Then it is readily seen that [P·-<J (A..tl is a notmed space isometric to JP under the mapping 

JP 3 (U,t) H (A~ uk) e [P·-<J {Akl· So [P·-<J {A.t} is a Banach space. Moreover, since obviously 

[Pis dense in JP·-, we have iP = JP·-<J. Namely Xjf = [P·-<J {AA:}. We set xi= [P = JP· 0 (A,t}. If 

no confusion is incurred, [P·" {A,t} (cre /R) is abbreviated to lP·". This applies, of course, also to 
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the inductive limits xr- = [P·a+ p .. k} = u [P·~ p .. k} (a e [-oo,oo)) and the projective limits 
~>a 

X_t =[p,o- {l .. k} = U [P,'t {l .. k} (CJE (-oo,oo]). 
~<0' 

For 1 S p < oo, X*= (lP)* = lq where q =p* = _l!_, andB* : D(B*) c lq ~ lq is defined by 
p-1 

D(B*) = {u = (uk) e lq I (~kuk) e lq} 

B* U = (~k Uk). 

Thus, in accordance with the above notations, (X*)»• = lq,a {~k} (ae D?.). Theorems 1.2.8 and 

1.2.10 then imply the following: (lP·")* = lq,-a for all1 s p < oo and a> 0; (lq,-a)* = [P·" for all 

1 < p < oo; 11
·" ~ (/

00

'-<J)*; and similarly for the inductive and projective limits. 

J!!L 

We notice that for p > q =p*, if J.l.= (!..~~>) e I p-q (t,cre D?.) then [P·" ~ lq.~ and 

llullq.~SIIJ.l.IIJ!!LIIullp,a· Thus, if, for instance, A.k=eakv (a>O,v>O), then [P·O+~lq,O
p-q 

(conf. Theorem 1.1.6 (iii)).lndeed, by Holder' inequality we have 

II u llq, ~ = (1: (I A.k I~ I uk I )q)llq = (1: I A.k I <~)q (I A.k I"' I uk I )q)tlq 

(~)q·_£_ ~ 

S (1: I A.k I p-q) pq (1:(1 A.k I" uk)I')11P =IIJ.l.IIJ!!L II ullp,a· (45) 
p-q 

Let us now consider linear operators. Given an infinite matrix (akj), p e [1,oo], q = p* and 

CJ,t e D?.. Fonnally we have, for u = (uk) and v = (vk) with vk = L aki Uj, the following estimates. 
j 

llv llp,a = (L I Ai; I"P I L akj Uj 1P)11P 
k j 

S [L I A.k I ap • 01 ak.llq,..., ·II u llp.~Y'] 11 P 
k 

II V lip, a= [L I Ak I ap I L bkj Ckj Uj 1P]
11
P 

k j 

s; [L I Ai; I ap II bk.ll~,-1: L(l A.k I~ I Ckj Uj I )1'] 11P 
k j 

(46) 
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(47) 

With the estimates (46) and (47) we have 

Proposition 1.3.1. Given an infinite matrix (a~r.j), p e [1,oo], q = p* and cr,t e JR. Then the 

operator A :A u = v with u = (uk) and vk = l: a~;i ui is well defined and continuous from [P·~ to 
j 

1p,cr if one of the following conditions are satisfied: 

1) 1111 aJc,llq,'""': llp,cr < oo. (48) 

2) a~;i = b~;i Ckj and 

(49) 

Moreover, the nonn of the operator A has the following estimates respectively 

[] 

Corollary 1.3.2. The operator A given above is well defined and continuous from [P· ~ to [P·" if 

(50) 

and with nonn 

Proof. Take b~;i = I a~:j 1114 and Ckj = I a~:i 111
P eiarg(a.J> in case 1) above. 0 

The above proposition and its corollary are generalizations of the well known criteria of the 

boundedness of operators from 12 to 12
• See e.g., Chapter 6 Section 3 of the book [We]. 

From the above Proposition 1.3.3 and Theorem 1.1.6 immediately follows the following criterion 

for a linear operator to be continuous in the inductive/projective spaces lp,cr±. 
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Propositionl.3.3. Given(aA:j),p e [l,oo)andq=p*. 

(i) Forto.ao e [-oo,oo), the operator A given above is well defined and continuous from lP.To+ 

to lp,a,+ if for any 1: > 1:0 there exists a a> o-0 such that one of the conditions 1) and 2) in 

Proposition 1.3.1 is satisfied. 

(ii) For to.o-0(-oo,oo], the operator A is well defined and continuous from lp,To- to lp.ao- if for 

any a< a0 there exists a 1: <to such that one of the conditions 1) and 2) in Proposition 1.3.1 

is satisfied. I] 

We have omitted other two cases: operators from lp,'fo+ to lp,a,- and from IP·"Co- to lp,a,+. 

We continue by discussing the problem of extendibility of linear operators in lP to spaces of 

types [P· -<r and lP· (-<r):l:. According to Theorem 1.2.11 we need to study the behaviour of the dual 

operators in lq. 

With a given infinite matrix (aki) we associate an operator A in lP (lSp <oo) as follows: 

u =(uA:) e D(A) iff vk = :E aki ui converges for each k e /No and v = (vk) e lP; in this case 
je lNp 

A u = v. The following proposition is about the denseness of the domains, the closedness and the 

duals of such operators. 

Proposition 1.3.4. 

(i) If (a.j) e [P for each j e IN 0 then A is densely defined and A* c A+, which is an operator 

in zq defined as the operator A with the conjugate transpose matrix (afi) = (iijk). 

(ii) lfboth(a.j) e fP for each) e /No and (a,t.) e [P foreachk e JN0 , then A is closed. [] 

We omit the somewhat standard proof of this proposition. Conf. [We] Chapter 6 Section 3, where 

the 12 case corresponding to (i) and (ii) above is studied. Applying the above Propositions 1.3.1 

and 1.3.4 and Theorem 1.2.11 we can easily write down some conditions which ensure the exten

dibility of the operator A in JP associated with a matrix (aA:j) to spaces [P·- or /P.(-<r):l:. 

For any two sequences u = (uk) and v = (vk) we define their convolution product to be the 

sequence w = (wA:) where 

k 

wk = :E Uj vk-i , k e IN O· 
j={) 

We use the notation w = u * v = v * u. 

Proposition L3.5. Letp e [l,oo) and 0',1:,9 e JR. 

Define a sequence 11= J.l.(O','t) = (ILA;(a,t)) 
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(50) 

Assume that II f.lllt,e = L I 'A.t 19 Ilk< oo, Then for u e jP·" and v e l'P we have 
ke IN0 

w = u * v e 1
1
•
8 

and 

II w llt,e S llllllt,ell u lip, a II v llq.~· 

ThUS, the COnVOlUtiOn prOdUCt iS a COntinUOUS mapping from [P•
0 

X /q,'f: tO /1•9• 

Proof We have, by Holder's inequality, 

k 

I W.t I :s:; f.l.t(O','t) L I Aj I" I Uj I. I At-j I'!; IV.t-j I 
j=CJ 

from which readily follows (51). 

(51) 

[] 

Corollary 1.3.6. Iffor any o-,1: > 0 there exists a 9 > 0 such that II f.lllt,a < oo, then 12
·0+ is a topo

logical algebra under the ordinary linear operations and the convolution product. 

Proof Note that llwll,,9 :s:; llw llt,e for all r 2: 1 and wE 1'·9
• 0 

To conclude the present example we give simple illustrations of some of the above results. Take 

'A= ('A.t) with A.t = ekv (v>O) and 

[ 

0 ..J1 
0 .J2 0 

(a,tj)= 0 0 ~ . 

which is the matrix representation (with the Hermite functions as a basis) of the anihlation opera

tor in quantum mechanics. Obviously 

Therefore from Propositions 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 it readily follows that: If v > 1 then the anihlation 

operator A is continuous on lp,a (a> 0); if v > 0 it is continuous on lp,a+ (ae [-co, co) and on 

[P·.,.. (ae (-oo,co]). 

From the inequality 
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at +'t(k-i)v ~ 2(m)lh UCk- i>1v12 ~ 2(at)
1

,; (kl2)v (a,'t > O) 

follows that llk(a,t)S e-Z(t:J'(.)"'(k/2)'. Then Proposition 1.3.5 and Corollary 1.3.6 imply that the har

monic product iS continuOUS from lp,o X lq,1: tO 11•9 for 8 < 21-v(at)lh. Thence 12•0+ and !2•"" are 

topological algebras. 

Example m. Let X =LP(JR 11)(t::;;p::;; co, q =p*) with the usual norm ft u Up= ( J I u IP dx)11P. 

IR" 

Let A(x) denote a complex-valued measurable function on 1R 11 satisfying the conditions 

I A(x) I ~ a > 0 for a.e. x e /R 11 

and 

I arg A(x) I::;; ro for a.e. x e .IR 11 with roe [0,1t). 

With the given function A(x) we define an operator B as follows: 

D(B)= {u e £P(R 11
) I A(x) u(x) e £P(JR 11

)} 

(Bu) (x) = A(x) u(x). 

Since A(x) e Lfoc , Co (1R 11
) c D(B) and B is densely defined. It is easily seen that 

{ 

I A. I if OS roS 1t/2 

I A.-A(x) I;::: (A.<O) 

I A. I sinro if 7tl2 < ro < 1t 

and 

I A.-A(x) I;::: I A. I sine (A.e :t.-. 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

Consequently B is an operator of type P(ro,l) if OS roS 1tl2 and of type P(ro,l!sinro) if 

x/2 < ro < x. Condition (53) implies that {A. e C I I A. I <a} c p(B). Moreover 

[(Al-B)-1 u](x) = (A.-A(x))-1 u(x) for A. e p(B). 

Thus, for a > 0, by definition_ 

(B-o u)(x)= -
2

1
. J A.-o(A.-A(x)r1 u(x)dA. 

rur 

= [A(x)]-o u(x) 

where the path can be {A.e C I arg(A.-a/2)=cp} cp(B) for suitable cpe (ro,x). Hence, by 

definition 
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x» = LP·a {A(x)} = {u e LP I II u lip, a= I ( IA(x) Ia I u(x) I )P dx) 11P < oo}. 

For -<J < 0 set 

£P·-<> {A(x)} = {u measurable on /Rn I II u lip,-<>= <I< I A(x) 1-<> I u(x) I )P dx) 11P < oo }. 

LP·-<> {A(x)} thus defined is a normed space which is isometric to the Banach space LP under the 

mapping £P 3 u(x) H [A(x)]-<> u(x) e £P·-<>{A(x)} and hence is a Banach space itself. More

over it is easily seen that LP is dense in LP·-a{A(x)}. Thus X/l =£P·-<>{A(x)}. We set 

xz =LP =£P· 0 {A(x)}. Furthermore, 

x»+ =LP·a+ {A(x)} = u LP·~ {A(x)} (ere [-oo,oo)) 
~>a 

Xf" =LP·a- {A(x)} = 11 LP·~ {A(x)} (ere (-oo,oo]) 
~<a 

are the corresponding inductive limits and projective limits respectively. 

Obviously we have 

(B* u) (x)=A(x) u(x) 

D(B*)= {u e Lq I A(x) u(x) e Lq}. 

Therefore, (X*)»• =Lq,a {A(x)}, (X*)z-t =Lq,a± {A(x)}. Theorems 1.2.8 and 1.2.IO then imply 

the following: (LP·a)* =Lq,-<> for all IS p < oo and er~ 0; (Lq,-<>)* =Lp,a for all I <p < oo; 

L t,a ~ (L oo,-<>)*; similar assertions hold for the inductive and projective limits. 

Most of the conclusions for l P in the above Example II remain valid for the LP case treated here. 

We omit the details. 

Example IV. Let X =LP(/Rn) (ISpSoo q=p* =_/?__)with the usual norm II· lip. The opera
p-I 

tor B in LP is given by 

D(B)= {u e LP I flue LP} 

B u =(1-ll)u 

where I is the identity operator on LP and ll is the ordinary Laplace operator. We note that the 

operator B is well defined on SandS', the Schwartz test function space and tempered distribution 

space. Let F and p-l be the Fourier transform and its inverse, which act on S or S' continuously. 

We have 

F(Al-B)u =(1.-I-x2)Fu, u e S'. (55) 

Therefore, ifA ~ [I,oo), then (AI -B): S'-+ S' is invertible and 
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(AI -B)-1 u =F-1 [(A.-1-x2r 1 F u] 

= _l_F-1[(A.-1-xzr11 * u. 
(27t)lll2 

We note that (by Fubini's Theorem) 

(-A.+ 1 +x2)-1 = J e-<-A+1+r>& d8 
0 

in the sense of tempered distributions. Then 

KA(x) • ~F- 1 (A.-1-x 2 r 1 

(27tf 

00 ~-t>&---1::-x• 
= - 1

- J e 46 (28)_,.12 d8. 
(21t)\i 0 

And 

00 1 2 

$ -
1
- J e(!Wr-l)S (28)-"12 d8 J e 4&x dx 

(27t)lll2 0 JR• 

=(-ReA.+tr1
. 

Thus, according to Young's inequality, we have 

II (AI -Bf1 u lips; (-ReA.+ 1)-1 II u lip, u e LP. 

(57) 

From this inequality it is readily seen that the operator B is of type P(1t12, 1) and 0 e p(B). [More 

detailed analysis actually shows that B is of type P(O, 1).] 

For a > 0 and u e LP, by definition 

(B-u)(x)=-
2

1
. JA.-(J[(AI-B)-1u](x)dA. 

'"r 
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(58) 

Therefore 

(59) 

The spaces Wp,a (cr> 0) are exactly the ones proposed and studied by Aronsjain and Smith [A-S] 

and Calderon [Ca]. See also [St]. 

For -cr < 0 set 

with norm 

II u llp,-a =II F-1 (1 +x2)-at2 F u lip. 

Since each Wp,-a is isometric to LP under the mapping F-1(l+x2r-a12 F: Wp,--a ~LP, it is a 

Banach space itself. And it is not difficult to show the denseness of LP in WP·-a. Therefore 

XJ?'2 = WP·-a. 

For cr e [-oo,oo) we set Wp,a+ = v WP•t with inductive limit topology. For cr e (-oo,oo] we set 
t>a 

WP·<>- = n wp,-c with projective limit topology. Then, of course, x'lf2+ = wp,a+ and 

We can easily see that B* =I-ll in U with domain D(B*)= {u e U I flue U}. Thus, we 

have (X*)»'i = Wq,a, (X*)b"i2>+ = Wq,a+ and (X*)ffP>- = Wq,a-. Theorems 1.2.8 and 1.2.10 then 

imply that (WP· 0 )*=Wq·--a(a;?:O and lSp<oo), (Wq,--a)*=Wp,a(cr>O, l<p<oo), 

W 1•
0 y (Wco•--a)* (cr > 0), and similar relations for the inductive and projective limits. 

Proof We have the identity 

F-1(1+x2)'t12 F u =F-1(1+x2)('t--a)l2 F F-1(1+x2)012 F u 

= [F-1 (1 + x2)('t--a)l2] * [F-1 (1 + x2)at2 F u] (u e S'). 

So our assumption and Young's inequality give rise to the conclusion. 0 
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J_ 

Proof If ~~;~~) > 1, then (1 + x2
)('H1)12 e L q-

2 
• Thus, Hausdoff-Young inequality implies 

that p-I (1 +x2)('H1)12 e L qn. and the desired conclusion follows from that of the last proposition. 

D 

We now discuss operators in those spaces. Recall that a bounded measurable function m(x) on 

JR. 11 is said to be an LP -multiplier if T m u = p-l m(x) F u e LP for all u e L 2 r1 LP and 

II Tm u liPS Mp II u lip for all u e L2 
r1 LP with a positive constantMp; the greatest lower bound of 

suchMp's is called the norm of the multiplier. Each bounded measurable function mC%) is an L 2
-

multiplier with norm identical to the L ""-nonn of m(x). The Fourier transforms of all the finite 

Borel measures on JR." constitute the L 1-multipliers with norm identical to those of the 

corresponding Borel measures. The bounded measurable function mC%) is an LP -multiplier iff it is 

an L q -multiplier. We cite the following condition for a function m(x) to be aLP -multiplier; for 

its proof and the above assertions we refer to [St] Chapter IV Section 3. 

Theorem L3.9. Let m(x) e Ck(/R"- (0}), k an integer> n/2. If 

I [ :x l a m(x) I S C I x 1-lal , I a I S k, x-:/:. 0 

for a constant C. Then m(x) is an LP -multiplier for all p e {l,oo). 

From the above theorem immediately follows 

Theorem L3.10. For p e {l,oo) and r a positive integer we have 

WI'·' = { u e L' I d" u e LP , I a I S r} 

with equivalent norm 

[) 

a 
Proof. Let u e W'·r, then p-l (1 + x2t 12 F u e LP. For any a with I a I S r, m(x) = x 

2 
n. 

(1 +x )' 
satisfies the conditions in the above theorem and therefore is an LP -multiplier. So the identity 

p-l x" F u =F-1 m(x)F F-1(1 +x2)'n. F u 

implies that p-1 X a F u E LP. i.e.' aa u E LP. 

Conversely, assunte that d" u e LP for all a such that I a IS r. Obviously this is equivalent with 

the fact that p-l xa fu e LP for all a such that I a IS r. If r = 2s is even, then 

(l+x2
)'

12 ={l+x2
)". It is then readily follows that p-1(1+x2)'n. Fu e LP. Ifv=2s+l is odd, 

then {l+x 2 )' 12 =(1+x 2 )"(l+x 2 )~. For any lSkSn p-lx°FvkeLP for all a such that 

I a IS r -1 =2s, wherevk=F-1 XkFu e WP· 28. 
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N th (1 2)'1.1 _ 1 + X
2 

- 1 + ~ Xk. And h f the fun tl' 
ote at +x - (l+xz)v.. - (l+xz)v.. f':t (l+xz)v.. xk.. eac o c ons 

1 . Xk. 
m0(x)= 

2 
v.. and mk(x)= 

2 
!1.! is an LP-multiplier by Theorem 1.3.9. Thus the iden-

(l+x ) (l+x ) 

tity 

n 
F-1(1+x2t 12 F u = 1: p-l mk.F F-1(l+x 2Y Fvk. 

k=O 

implies that p-I (1 + x 2t 12 F u e LP. 

The equivalence of the norms is seen readily in the above. D 

Theorem 1.3.10 is due to Calderon; see [St] Chapter V Section 3.3. Here we have given a shorter 

proof using directly Theorem 1.3.9. The spaces WP·" are hence called fractional Sobolev spaces. 

For a e /Rn and A an invertible n x n real matrix we define the operators ta, aa and LA as fol

lows: 

(ta u)(x) = u(x -a) 

(8a u) (x) = eiax: u(x) u e LP 

(LA u) (x) = u(A -T x). 

It is easy to see that they are all bounded operators on LP. Moreover t! = t-a, e: = a .... , 
Ll = I A I LA-'• all as operators in L"(l <p <oo). They are related via the Fourier transform in 

the following way: 

Fta =9-aF 

F9a =taF (inS) 

Note that since all the operators t-a, e_a and I A I LK' are continuous on S, Theorem 1.2.11 

ensures that the operators ta , 9a , LA extend continuously to S' and the above relations are valid 

onS'. 

Proposition 1.3.11. Let 1 ::;;; p < oo and a e IR" , A an invertible n x n matrix. Then all the opera

tors 'ta, Oa and LA are continuous on each of the spaces WP·" (cre /R). 

Proof. We have the following identities: 

F-1[(1 +x2)cr/2 F(ta u)] 



=F-1[(1+x2)a/2 9-aFu] 

= F-1 [9-a (1 +x2)a12 F u] 

= 'ta F-1 [(1 +x2)a/2 F u] ; 

F-1 [(1 +x2)a/2 F(94 u)] 

=F-1[(1+x2)a12 t 4 F u] 

=F-1 't
4

[La(1 +x2)a/2 • F u] 

= 94 F-1 ['t-a(l + x2)a/2 
• F u] 
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t (l+x2)a/2 
= 9

4 
F-1 -a F • F-1(1 +x2)a/2 F u; 

(1 +x2)a/2 

F-1[(1+x2)a/2 FLAu] 

=r1[(1+x2)a/2 lA I LA-rFu] 

=F-1 LA-r [I A I (LAr(1+x2)a/2)· Fu] 

=I~ I LAF-1 [lA I (LAr(1+x2)a/2)·Fu] 

=LA F-1 {[LAr(1+x2)a/2] (1+x2r-o-/2 F F-1(1+x2)al2 Fu}. 

Since the functions [t-a(l+x2)a12] (1+x2)""a/2 and [LAr(1+x2)a/2] (1+x2r-o-'
2 satisfy the condi

tions in the above Theorem 1.3.9, they are Lp-multipliers. Then the desired conclusions follow 

~~ D 

Proposition 1.3.12. Let m(x) be a function on /Rn with polynomial groth, i.e., it is infinitely dif

ferentiable, and for any multi-index a there exist M a > 0 and r a > 0 such that 

I aa m(x) Is; Mr(l +x2t 11 for all X E /Rn. Then for CJ,t E /R, the convolution operator 

T m u = F-1 m(x) F u is continuous from WP·~ to Wp,a if (1 + x2
)(0'-'t)ll m(x) is an Lp multiplier. 

Proof The desired result follows directly from the assumptions and the identity 

F-1(1 +x2)a/2 F • F-1 m(x)F u 

= F-1(1 +x2)<0'-'t)l2 m(x) F F-1(1 +x2)'tl2 F u. 

Corollary L3.13. 

D 
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(i) A differential operator with constant coefficients of order r is continuous from WP·~ to 

WP· '!I-T for each t e m.. 

(ii) The convolution operator Tr,v =F-1 e-t~)v F u (t, v>O) is continuous from WP·-= to 

WP·"". 

Proof. In each of the two cases (1 +x2)<<J-4:)12 m(x) satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.3.9 (in 

case (i) a= t-r, and in case (ii) for any t,a e 8?.). (] 

Corollary 1.3.13. (ii), in particular, demonstrates the smoothing effect of the solution operator of 

the heat-diffusion equation ~; =-(-t!Yu. 

Example V. Let X =L2((0,2x)11
), the space of L2-functions u(x) on the cube [0,2x)11

, with the 

usual norm II u II = ( J I u(x) 12 dx) 'h. As is well known the set of functions 
[0,2Jt]" 

{ e1 I e1 = (2xr"'2 e"·x, l = (l 1, ... ,111 ) e IV3} is an orthonormal basis in L 2 ((0,2 n:}"). Thus, the 

space L2 is identified with the space 12 isometrically via the mapping: L2 e u ~ ((u,e1))1 e 12
• 

Note that A(e1)=-111 2 e1 for le IV3, where A is the Laplacian. The operator B0 =I-A 

defined on the span of { ec 11 e IV3 } is closable in L 2 and its closure B is the operator: 

Bu= L (1+111 2)c1e1, u= L c1e1 
le No le IN; 

D(B)={ueL2 1 L (l+II1 2
)
2 1c1 12 <oo}. 

le IN; 

The operator B is a positive self-adjoint operator, in particular, of type P(O, 1) and 0 e p(B). So, 

as has been derived in Example II above, B-u= L (l+lll 2)-(u,e1)e1 for a>O and 
/e IN; 

X~ 12 =WPe.r={u I L (l+lll 2)(f I(U,et)l 2 allulla<oo}. 
/e IN; 

For -a < 0 the spaces can be identified with spaces of formed Fourier series 

XB'2 =l¥p:r={u= L crerl L (l+lll
2
)-lc1l

2 
=lluiLa<oo}. 

/e IN; le IN; 

The isometric mapping B-0'12 : ~ ~ L 2 is given by B-0'12 u = L (1 + 111 2)-0'12 c1 e,. For 
le IN: 

a E [-oo,oo) we form the inductive limit x'lf+ = WPtr = u ~per• and forae (-oo,oo] the projec-
~>a 

tive limit Xj'2- = w;-r = n ~per· Theorems 1.2.8 and 1.2.10 then imply that (W;er )* = ~. 
~<a 
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(Wp:;.)* = ~r (a~ 0) and similarly for the inductive and projective limits, under the duality 

pairing < u, v >=(Ball u, B--a/2 v) = :r, c1 d1 for u =I. c1 e1 and v =I. d1 e1• It is easily seen 
le IN; 

that each of the operators B -a : L 2 ~ L 2 (a> 0) is compact. Hence w;er is embedded in W' per 

compactly if a > 't and all the inductive and projective limit spaces are Montel. 

Fork e /No let c~ = c~((0,21t)n) be the Banach space of 21t-periodic c.t-functions on /Rn 

with norm 

lul.~:=max max ID1ul. 
Ills kx e [0,2&]" 

We have 

Proposition L3.l4. (Sobolev) w<'per y C~ if a> n/2 + k. 

Proof. Let u = :r, c1 e1 e w<'per and set ui = :r, c1 e1 (j e IN 0). For any a e JN3 we have 
le IN; le IN; 

1/ISj 

Do. Uj = L JO. Cz ez. 
le .M 
IIISj 

From the inequality 

( !, la I c, I )2 S !, (1 + lll2t' I Ct 12 • !, [la(l + 111 2)--a/2]2 

/e IN; le .M le IN; 

(60) 

and the assumption that a > n 12 +kit follows that for each a with I a I S k the series in (60) con

verges uniformly on the cube [0,21t]lt. Hence va u E C~r and 

I u l.t S ( !, (1 + lii 2)C.t-a)l2)'h U u H.,. 
Ill e IN; 

[] 

Proposition 1.3.15. Let c;r = ti C~ be the projective limit of the sequence of Banach 
.te /No 

spaces (C~).te INo· Then~= c;r topologically. 

Proof. The above proposition implies that W~ y C~r if a> n 12 + k. Let us show the con

verse. Given a e IN. Let u e ~· Then, as is well known in the theory of Fourier series 
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le IN~ 
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where the convergence of all the summations is uniform with respect to the cube [0,21t]n, and 

hence in the norm of L 2• Thus 

( L l2a I c1 I 
2)1-2 =II D" u II:::; M I u I cr , I a I :::; a 

le No 

from which readily follows that u e WP"e.r and 

llullcr:s; M' I u lcr (61) 

where M and M' are suitable absolute constant. Since c;;;.. is dense in CPe.r. the above holds for all 

u in CP"er. So C~r ~ W:Cr· Corollary 1.1.9 (ii) then implies that c;;r = w;;r topologically. [] 

Corollary L3.16. wp; is the space of periodic distributions, i.e., lVp; = cc;;;..)*. 

Proof (c;;;.. )* = <w;;r )* = wp;. I] 

Proposition 1.3.17. 

(i) For each 1:::; k:::; n, the differential operator Dk : c;;;.. ~ c;;r extends uniquely to a continu

ous operator from wcrper tow~ (ae /R.). 

(ii) Let cp(x) e c;;;... Then the multiplication operator M + : c;;;.. e u(x) H cjl(x) u(x) e c;;;.. 
extends uniquely to a continuous operator on ~r (a e /R.). 

Proof (i) If U = L Ct e1 e c;;r then Dk U = L Ctlk Ct e c;;;.. and for a e /R 
le No le M 

II Dk U llo-t = ( L (1 + 111 2)<''""1) lt I Ct (
2)\.2 

le No 

:s;( I: (l+ll1 2)cr lc1 12)\.2=11ullcr. 
le No 

Since c;;;.. is dense in WP'er, Dk extends uniquely to a continuous operator from wcrper to w;;-i. 
(ii) First we assume that a~ 0. Then Leibnitz's rule and the inequalities 

IIDaullo:s; lluUial 

and 



imply that 

llull17 s;Ma L IIDaull 
laiSa 
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IIM,ulla::;; MoHulla (ue c;..) 

where M and M a are constants. Therefore M • extends uniquely to a continuous operator on ~r· 

Since obviously (M •>"' = M+, Theorem 1.2.11 (i) leads to the wanted result for cr < 0. D 

Most of the results above are quite standard (see e.g., [BJS], Chapter 3). In the present treatment 

however the various results follow as special cases. 

Example VI. The Range of the propagation operator of the Ordinary Heat-Diffusion Equation. 

Let X= LP(/R.) (t::;;p <co) with the usual norm II u lip= <J I u(x) IP dx) 11
P for u e LP(JR.). Con

/R 

sider the heat-diffusion equation in the space of tempered distributions S' 

au o2u 
ae= ox2 • 

(62) 

Here the differentiation with respect to x is in the sense of tempered distributions, while that with 

respect to t is of the topology of S'. Since the Fourier transform F and its inverse are continuous 

on S', the above equation {62) is equivalent to 

o(~tu) =-xz F u. 

From this easily follows the solution of the initial value problem of (62): 

()2 ~ 
,- 1 --

e Clx2 u=F-1 e-tx
2 

Fu= _r- e 4t * u. 
2"'~nt 

(63) 

(64) 

I 

Hue LP, thene u = v(x) extends to an entire function v(Q (t = x + iy) which is given by 

1 -~ 
v(O =v(x+iy)= _r- e 

41 *<x> u(x) 
2'1nt 

1 L - (x--t;J1+2i(x-Qy 

= _r- e 4t r e 41 u(Qdt. 
2 '~nt iR 

Furthermore, Young's inequality leads to that 

II v(x+iy)llp,x::;; ei'"l4t II u lp. 

Indeed 

(65) 
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(x-St+Zi(x=t)y 

_1_ J le 4t I dt=-1- J e=>'J4tdt=1. 
2 ..J;i 1R 2 ..J;i 1R 

a> a> 
Put B = (e a7 )-1 with D(B) = R(e a7 t L• ). It is not difficult to show that the operator B is of 

,L 
type P(O,M) for some M ~ 1, and for t > 0, 8 1 = (e ~· t u r 1

• Therefore, by definition, 
,L ,L 

X~= R(e ~· t u) fort> 0. Thus, we need to characterize R(e ~· t u) explicitly. 

In view of the above consideration let us assume that v(t) = v(x + iy) be an entire function such 

that 

llv(x+iy)llp,xs;M eS¥', x,y e JR. (66) 

where M and s are nonnegative constants. We intend to find some t > 0 and u e LP such that 
,L 

v(x) = e ~· u(x). A heuristic consideration suggests tlte following candidate for u: 

1 _J._(tttix t 
u(x)= _,- J e 41 v(i'll)d'll 

2 'V'Jtt 1R 

+ooi I ( ·-'""' 1 -x-v 

= ...[:;;;. I e 
41 

v(O dt. 
2 1ttl _..,. 

(67) 

Of. course, we must actually prove the convergence of the above integrals and u e LP and 

,L 
e ~· u(x) = v(x). 

Lemma 1.3.18. If v(O is an entire function satisfying the condition (66) above, tlten, for any 

s' > s tltere exists a depending only on p,s and s' such tltat 

sup I v(x +iy) I s; aM es'y'. 
x+iye C 

Proof. By tlte mean value theorem we have, (R > 0), 

v(x+iy)= ~ I v[(x+O+i(y+'ll)] dtd'll. 
1tR l~+illl <R 

An application of Holder's inequality leads to tlte estimate 

I 1 l--
1 v(x+iy) IS --

2 
(1tR2

) P ( J I v[(x+Q+i(y+'fl)] !P dtd'll)liP 
1tR l~+illl <R 

(68) 
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1-1 

s: ~ (n:R 2) P ( I I v[(x+O + i(y +t'l)] IP dtdt'I) 11
P 

n;R l~+iTtl <R 

+oo 

S: (n:R2) P (2R sup I I v(x+i'q) IP dx)11
P 

1~-yi<R _.,. 

[ ]

1/p 

s; 1t2R M es(ly I+R)'. 

From this estimate follows 1he wanted assertion. 0 

According to 1he above lemma we are now certain 1hat for an entire function v satisfying (66) for 

some s > 0 1he integrals in (67) converge as long as 0 < t < :s . Furthermore, 1he Cauchy 

integral1heorem enables us to transfer 1he path of integration so 1hat (c e R.) 

c+ooi 1 1 -""-1 -,x---v 
u(x)= _r-. I e 

41 
v(Qdt. 

2 "V1ttl c-ooi 

In particular, for c = x we have 

+"" 1 1 1 --Tt 
u(x)= {;; I e 41 

v(x+it'l)d'f'l. 
2 1tt _..., 

(69) 

(70) 

Lemma 1.3.19. As in the above lemma let v(Q be an entire function satisfying 1he condition 

(66). Then fort < :s 1he function u(x) in (67) is well defined and is equivalently given by equa-

tions (69) or (70). Moreover, u(x) e LP, and for any a e (s, ;
1

) holds that 

-(..L-a)Tt' 
II ull :50~ II e 41 II II e-<a-s)Tt' M • 

p 2-J;i If p 
(71) 

Proof As already observed above 1he function u(x) is well defined and is equivalently given by 

(67), (69) and (70). Fix a e (s, ;t ). By Holder's inequality and Fubini's theorem we have 

+oo 

(2f;l)P J I u(x) IP dx 

+oo +oo _..LTI' 

= I I J e 41 v(x +it'l)dt'l IP dx 
-OQ -oo 

+- +- -q(..L-a)Tt' +"" 
:50 J dx (I e 41 dt'lf1

11 ( J e-P~~Tt' I v(x+it'l) IP dt'l) --
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-(-1-aJrl' 
= (11 e 41 llqf (II e-<a-s!rl' llpf MP 

from which readily follows (71). [J 

Lemma 1.3.20. Assume that all the conditions in the above Lemma 1.3.19 are satisfied. Then 

rL 
e ax• u(x)=v(x). 

,L 
Proof. Put w(x} = e ax• u(x). Then, by (64) and (76) 

r 
1 --

w(x)= .r- e 41 •u(x) 
2Vxt 

1 -~-...!..1'12 
= -

4 
Jf e 41 41 v(~+irt)d~dfl 

xt m• 

co r2 21t 
1 --

= J e 
41 

rdr J v(x+re'9)d9 
47tt 0 0 

.... r' 
1 --

= 
4 

J 2xv(x)re 41 dr 
1tt 0 

=v(x) (xe IR). 

0 

Definition 1.3.21. Given p ~ 1 and s > 0. Let Ap,s denote the nonned space of entire function 

v(') such that 

I v lp,s = sup e-sy' <J I v(x+iy) IP dx)11
P < oo. 

ye iR IR 
(72) 

[J 

Proposition 1.3.22. For each p ~ 2 and s > 0, the space A p,s is a Banach space. 

Proof. Let (v11) be a Cauchy sequence in AP·". Then for any£> 0 there exists anNe IN such 
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that 

I Vn -Vm I p,s = sup e-sy•<I I v,.(x+iy)- Vm(X+iy) IP dx)11
P S £for n,m <!: N. (73) 

ye"JR IR 

Then for any givens' < s Lemma 1.3.18 implies that 

s_upC I v,.(x+iy)-vm(x+iy) IS aees'y•. 
x+•ye 

(74) 

This estimate shows that the sequence of functions {vm(x+iy)} converges to an entire function 

v(x+iy) unifonnly on each strip {x+iy I lyl s b} (b>O). On fixing nand letting m ~oo in 

(73), in view of Lebesque's dominance convergence theorem we conclude that v e Ap,s and 

v,. ~ v in A p,s. Thus the space A p,s is complete. D 

Definition L3.23. Forse (O,oo] let Ap,s+ = u Ap,a be the inductive limit of the family of 
a<s 

Banach spaces {Ap,a I a<s}. Forse [O,oo), let Ap,s = n Ap,a be the projective limit of the 

familyofBanachspaces {Ap,a I a>s}. 

In summary of the above discussion we obtain 

Theorem L3.24. Forte [O,oo) 

p,(..!..}+ 

(U)~+ =A 41 topologically. 

Forte (O,oo] 

p,(..!..)-

(U)~- =A 41 topologically. 

a>s 

0 

IJ 

In the casep =2 we can characterize each of the Hilbert spaces (L 2 )~ exactly. In fact, for u e L2 

1..!:.. 
and v = e ax• u, using Plancherel's theorem we have 

1 - _..!..y• 
& Q I v(x+iy) 1

2 
e 

21 dxdy 

1 
1 --y• 1 ° 2 

= -- I e 21 dy I dx I- I eix/c e-ky-tk (F u)dk 12 

&IR IR &IR 
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1 1 • --y•-2k.y 
=-- J e-2tk IFu 12 dk J e 21 dy 

...{2;i IR IR 

=J 1Ful
2

dk 
IR 

=I I u 12 
dx. 

IR 

The above identity and a theorem of Zalik and Saad [Z-S] yield 

(75) 

Theorem 1.3.26. (L 2 )~ is isometrically equivalent to the Hilbert space of entire functions v such 

that 

1 -~ 
llvll2 = _r:-lf I v(x+iy) 12 e 21 dxdy <co. 

V2nt ~ 

0 

Example VII. If we take X = L 2(JR ") and B = x2 
- 11 then X'/P = (LW)2

•
0

• These spaces can be 

characterized by the asymptotic behaviour of the expansion coefficients of a function u in L 2 in 

terms of the basis consisting of Hermite functions. Moreover, for cr a nonnegative integer 

(LW)2
·" = {u e L 2 (JR") I x«()P u e L2(JR"), VIa Is; cr, I ~Is; cr}. 

Of course we have the inductive limits (LW)2·a+ and projective limits (LW)2·.,_. And 

(LW)2
·oo =S, the Schwartz test function space, and (LW)2·-oo =S', the space of tempered distribu

tions. For details we refer to [R-S], Vol. 1, p. 141. 

d2 
x'--

If we take X =L2(1R) and B = e <ix' , then Xf" =SU. one of the test spaces introduced by Gel-

fand and Shilov, cf. [Zh]. Moreover X~= {u I u extends to an entire analytic function u(x+iy) 

suchthatllull~= JI I u(x+iy) 12 exp[tanh(cr
2

)x2
-

1 
y2 ]dxdy <oo}; cf. [E-M]. 

IR2 tanh( ..2:_) 
2 
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II. Regularity and Extendibility of Solutions to Autonomous Evolution Equations 

Recall that in Chapter I we constructed a scale of Banach spaces X'B (v e IR) for a fixed positive 

operator B in a Banach space (X, 11·11). In the first section of this chapter we assume that an opera-

tor A: D(A) eX generates a c0 semigroup e-tA on X and we discuss its regularity and extendibil-

ity with respect to the spaces X'D (ve /R). More precisely, both necessary-sufficient conditions 

and sufficient conditions involving the operators A and Bv or A* and (B*)v are given such that 

e-tA restricts to a c0 semigroup onX'B (v > 0) or e-tA extends to a c0 semigroup on Xi/ (-v <0). 

In the first part of the second section two criteria are given for an infinite complex matrix (ajk.) to 

generate a c0 semigroup on 12
• One of these criteria deals with diagonal-dominant matrices in 

some sense using the well known perturbation theorem of Rellich-Kato-Gustafson-Chemoff. The 

other aims at skew-symmetric matrices; here essential is the technique of the auxiliary operator of 

De Graaf. In the final part of the section the results in the previous section are applied so that 

these c0 semigroups on 12 are regular or extendible with respect to the scale of weighted 12 

spaces l 2·v (v e /R). Several concrete examples are given to illustrate the general results. 

In the last section the theory presented in the first section is applied to the second order partial 

differential operator 

n. iPu n. au 
Au= 1: a;i--+:tMx)-+c(x)u 

i,j=l ax; dXj i=l dX; 

in L 2(!R 11
) and to the operator B =I-!::.. or x2

- !::... So regularity and extendibility of the solu

tions of the corresponding evolution equation ~~ = -Au with respect to the Sobolev spaces 

Hv(/R 11
) and modified Sobolev spaces (LW)2•v(IR 11

) are obtained under certain growth conditions 

of the coefficients. Some estimates involving commutants of two differential operators play an 

important role. In consistence with this the technique of pseudo-differential operators is also 

applied. 

ll.l. General Theory 

Theorem ll.l.l. Let e-tA be a c0 semigroup of operators generated by the operator -A in X. 

Then, the following two properties are equivalent (v > 0): 

(i) e-tA X8 c X'B for all t:.::: 0 and e-tA t x8 is a c 0 semi group on X'B. 

(ii) The operator Bv A B-v ;;; Avis a generator of a co semigroup e -lA. in X. 

Proof (ii) ::::> (i). Let u e X'D and set v = Bv u e X. Since Av generates a c0 semigroup in X, 

there must exist a sequence of points v,. e D(Av) such that llv11 -vii~ 0 and 
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d(e -lA, v..,) -lA 

dt =A..,(e ·v,.),t2:0. 

An application of B-v on both sides yields that 

! [B-"(e -lA, v,.)] =A[B-v(e -tA, v,.)]. 

(2) 

(3) 

Obviously B-v(e -lA, v,.) l 1=0 =B-v v,. = u... This, together with (3) implies that 

B-v[e -lA. v .. ] =e-tA u,.. Here we have used the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for the equa

tion (1). Further from the inequalities 

lle-IA u -B-v e-tA, vii 

S II e-tA II II u-u,.ll +II e-tA u,.-B-v e-tA, v,. II+ II B-v e -lA, (v .. -v)ll 

Slle-1AIIIIu-u11 11+11B-"II Ue-IA'IIIIv,.-vii~O as n~oo 

it follows that 

which in turn implies (i). 

(4) 

(i) =1> (ii) Ifproperty (i) holds, then the family S(t)=Bv e-tA B-v is a c0 semigroup on X. It is 

easy to see that the generator of S(t) is precisely B" A B-v. IJ 

Thus we find essentially the same result as was obtained quite a time ago in [Kal]. See also [Pa) 

and [Ta]. A comparison of the two proofs shows however that they are very different from each 

other. 

The above theorem deals with the regularity of the semigroup e-tA with respect to the space Xg. 

The next one is about the extendibility of the semigroup e-tA to the spaces x; (v > 0). 

Theorem ll.1.2 •. Assume that e -lA is a c 0 semi group of linear operators with generator -A in a 

reflexive Banach space (X, 11·11). Let v > 0. Then the following two statements are mutually 

equivalent: 

(i) e-tA extends (uniquely) tO a Co semigroup of linear operators onxsv. 

(ii) The operator (B*)v A *(B*)-v generates a c0 semigroup of linear operators on X*. 

Proof. (i) =1> (ii). Put e-IA = T(t) and let the extension of T(t) onto the space x; beT ..,(t) with 

generator -A..,. According to the standard result on dual semigroups (conf. e.g. Theorem 0.8 or 

[Ta], Theorem 3.1.6), both the operators -A* and -(A..,)* generate semigroups of operators on 

the spaces X* and (X*)s•, respectively. In fact, e-tA* =(e-tA)* and e -t(A,)* =(e-A.)*. We want 

to show that e-tA* tcx*)s• =e-tC\.>*. Let<·,.>*·" be the duality pairing between (X*).B• and 
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Xi/, i.e. <u,f>*,v =(B ..... u, (B*) .. f) for u e Xi/ and/ e (X*)~•. where(-,·) is the duality pair

ing between X and X*. Assume that u e D(A) andfe D((A .. )*). Then we have 

Thus 

or 

or 

.!!.._ [e -t<A.>* f] =-{A .. )* [e -t(A,)* fl. 
dt 

< u .!!.._ [e -t(A.>'" f] > = < u (A )* [e -t<A.>* fl > 
' dt of<,V J V *•V 

(u .!!.._ [e -t<A.>• f]) = <-A u e -teA.>* f > 
' dt v t •• v 

(u, ! [e -teA,)* f]) =(-Au , e -t(A,)* f)*,v 

from which it follows that e -teA,)* f e D(A *) and that 

d -t<A- >* -t<A: >* (u,-[e 'fl)=(u,-A*e 'f). 
dt 

Since D(A) is dense we have 

d [ -teA.)* f] A * -I(A,)* f. 
dt e =-,.,. e . 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The differentiation with respect to t in the above equation is originally in the nonn of the space 

(X*)~•. and hence also in the weakernonn of X*. By the uniqueness of solutions we have finally 

arrived at e-tcA.>* f= e-tA* /for all/ e D((Av)*). Since D((Av)*) is dense in (X*)~· it immedi

ately follows that the above relation holds for all f e (X*))i•; in other words, we have finally 

proved 

··• -t<A>* e-..n r(X*)s•=e .. (11) 

Then, from Theorem II.l.l follows readily assertion (ii}. 

(ii) => (i). Conversely, if the operator (B*)v A*(B*)-v generates a c0 semigroup on X*, then, 

according to Theorem II.l.l, e-lA* r (X*))/• is a Co semigroup on (X*))/• with generator -A* as 

the part of -A* in (X*))i•. Of course, -{A*)* generates a c0 semigroup e-t(A*)* on 

[(X*)Z• J" =XB', i.e. (e-tA* )usp*. It remains to prove that 

e-t{A*)* rx = e-IA. (12) 

Let u e D(A) and/ e D(A*). Then 
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! (e-tA u)=-A e-tA u. 

Further 

or 

or 

d ( -tA )f -tA A-*f < dt e u , >~~o,v = <e u,- >*,v· 

The last equality shows that e-tA u e D ((A*)*) and 

d ( -lA }f (A-*)* -tA f <-d e u. >.v=<- e u, >•v· t • . 

Since D(A*) is dense in (X*)s• it follows that 

:t (e-tA u) =-(A*)* (e-tA u). 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(15) 

(18} 

(19) 

Differentiation to t in the last equation is originally in tenns of the nonn in X, and hence also in 

the weaker nonn of Xi/. Therefore, from the uniqueness of the solutions follows that 

e-tA u = e-t<A*>* u. Since this is true for all u e D(A) which is dense in X, we finally have proved 

the equation (12). IJ 

The above Theorems 11.1.1 and II.L2 give necessary and sufficient conditions for a c0 semigroup 

e-tA to be regular with respect to the space X8 or to be extendible to the space x:;, respectively. 

In the following we present sufficient conditions which are easier to check in applications. 

Theorem ll.1.3. Let v > 0 be fixed and a generator Q in X given. If there exists a core A c D (Q) 

of the generator Q such that 

B-v !icD(A) 

AB-v llcD(Bv) 

(B v A B-v- Q) ~A quasi-accretive 

and 

(20) 

(21) 

(21') 

(22) 

where Mv is a constant. Then, the above conditions (20), (21), (21') and (22) are actually valid 

for D(Q) instead of A, and B v A B -v generates a c 0 semi group of operators on X. 
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Proof. Let u e D(Q). Then, there exists a sequence {uk} c ~such that uk-+ u and Q u~c -7 Q u. 

From the inequality (22) follows that 

(23) 

which shows that { (Bv A B-v- Q) u~c} is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent. Now we have 

Bv A B-v Uk = Q Ut + (Bv A B-v -Q)u~c converges. 

Therefore, the closedness of A and Bv implies that 

B-vu e D(A) 

Further from (29) and 

II (Bv AB-v -Q)ukll~ Mv II ukll +H Q ukll 

it follows that 

II(Bv AB-v -Q)ull~ Mv II ull +II Qull. 

So conditions (20)- (22) are actually valid for D(Q) instead of A. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

Then, according to the standard result on the perturbation of infinitesimal generators (see, e.g., 

Theorem 0.9 or [Pa], Chapter 3, Sect. 3), the closure of the operator 

Bv A B-v = Q + (Bv A B-v -Q) as defined on D(Q) generates a c0 semigroup. Our proof is com

plete if we can show the closedness of the operator B v A B-v. In fact, for a sequence 

"" e D(Bv A B-v) i.e. B-v Uk E D(A) and A B-v Uk E D(Bv} such that Uk -7 u and 

Bv A B-v uk-+ v, since B-v is continuous, we have B-v uk-+ B-v u and A B-v Ut-+ B-v v. There

fore from the closedness of A follows that B-v u e D(A) and A B-v u =B-v v, i.e., 

[] 

Of course, if conditions (20) - (22) are satisfied for A* instead of A and B* instead of B, then 

(B*)v A *(B*rv generates a c0 semigroup on X*. We emphasize that only having to check con

ditions (20) - (22) for a core instead of the whole domain D(Q} greatly facilitates the applications 

to concrete problems. Recalling the structures of the spaces x'jf the above Theorem 11.1.1 - 11.1.3 

immediately give rise to the following two results on the regularity of a semigroup with respect to 

the regular spaces of inductive or projective type and the extendibility to hyper-spaces of induc

tive or projective type. 



Theorem II.1.4. 

(i) For some v;;: 0 suppose there exists a sequence {vil such that vi> v and vi~ v and each 

B v, A B -v, generates a c 0 semigroup on X (in particular if there exists a core A of some gen

erator Q such that conditions (20)- (22) are valid for all the v = Vj), then e-tA XJt c XJt and 

e -lA t x.yt is a continuous semi group of operators on X'ft. 

(ii) Forv fixed, 0 < v~ oo suppose there exists a sequence {vil such that vi< v and vi~ v and 

each B v, A B-v, generates a c0 semi group on X (in particular if there exists a core A such 

that conditions (20) - (22) are valid for all v = V;). Then, e-tA X'IJ c xr and e-tA t xr is a 

continuous semi group of operators on xr. (] 

Theorem II.l.S. 

(i) For some v, 0~ v < oo, if all the conditions in the above Theorem II.1.4 (i) are satisfied for 

X* , B* and A* instead of X,B and A, then the semi group e-tA extends (uniquely) to a con

tinuous semi group on the space xfj-v>-. 

(ii) For some v, 0 < v ~ oo if all the conditions in the above Theorem II.1.4 (ii) are satisfied for 

X*, B* and A* instead of X,B and A, then the semigroup e-tA extends uniquely to a con

tinuous semigroup on the space xfj-v)+. 0 

We note that in general the restricted semigroups e-tA tzy or the extended semigroups 

e-tA tx~-v)± are not necessarily equicontinuous on the respective spaces (even if after multiplica

tion by a factor e~) under the assumptions of the above Theorems. However, if conditions as 

(20)- (22) are met without the term IIA u II in (22) and with a bounded sequence {Mv,}, then they 

are indeed equicontinuous after multiplication by a suitable factor e ~. 

II.2. c0 Semigroups in 12 and Their Regularity and Extendibility 

Let (aj!,)j,ke !No be an infinite matrix of complex numbers with j,k the row index and column 

index respectively. We suppose that 

{a.~c} e 12
• Tlk e No; {aj.} e 12

• \;f j E /No. 

Corresponding to the matrix (ajl,) we can define an operator A max = Op(aj~c) in 12 as follows: 

with 

D(Amax) = {u = (u~c) e 12 I .E ajk u~c converges for all 
k=O 
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j E /No and { i ajJcUJc}je INc E 12
}. 

k=oO 

If instead of the matrix (aj~c) we use its complex. conjugate @~cj), then we obtain another opemtor 

on 12
, denoted by A~ax· Under the above conditions it is easy to see that 1; c:D(Amax) and 

l~ c: D(A~ ), where 1; = { u = (u,t) I uk = 0 if k <:: K depending on u}, the subspace of finite 

sequences. We fix the notations A max t ~~ =Amin and A;t,.x t 1; =A~. Thus both the opemtors 

Amax and A~ax are densely defined. Actually they are also closed and obey the following rela

tions: 

The above facts are simple to prove and can be found in standard text books, e.g., [We]. In this 

section we first give two criteria under which a matrix (aj.t) (actually a appropriate opemtor 

corresponding to it) genemtes a c0 semigroup in 12
, and finally examine its regularity and exten

dibility with respect to the weighted 12 spaces l 2·a P•~c} = 12
·"' constructed in 1.3. 

For the sake of simplicity in formulation from now on we always assume that the matrices dis

cussed are tridiagonal. Extensions to cases involving more general matrices are immediate. 

Theorem ll.2.1. Suppose that (aji,J is a tridiagonal matrix with the diagonal elements 

aa ~ +oo (k ~ oo) and (A max -Q) t z; quasi-accretive. Here Q = Op[diag{aa)]. Assume that 

there exist constants K e IN 0 and c1 <:: 0 and cit<:: 0 with c1 +cit s; 1 such that 

I ak+l,Jc I a/J :!> c1, I ak-I,k I akl :!> cit, 'rl k <!: K. (31) 

Then the closure of A max t ~~generates a co semigroup of operators on 12
• 

Proof From the condition aa ~ +oo (k ~oo) it follows easily that the opemtor Q genemtes a 

c0 semigroup on 12 with 1; as a core of Q. 

For u e D(Q) we have the estimate 

where 

M~c =2 max {I ak.k-l I, I akk+l I}. 
OSkSK ' 

From this estimate we have D(Q) c: D(Amax) and for u e D(Q) 
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li(A -Q)uiiS: 2Mx II ull + (ci+Cu)ll Q ull (32) 

and 

IIA uiiS 2Mx II u II+ (l+cr+cu) IIQ ull. (33) 

By virtue of (32) with c1 + c,.::;; 1 the well known perturbation theorem (cf. e.g., Theorem 0.9) 

ensures that the closure of AmaxtD(Q) generates a co semigroup on 12
• Moreover (33) implies 

that l~ is a core for A max t D{Q)• and hence also for its closure. 0 

Corollary 11.2.2. If in the above theorem instead of condition (31) we assume the stronger con

dition that 

limsup I D.t+l,k I akl + limsup I ak,k-l I akl < 1 (34) 

then A max t D{Q) generates a co semigroup in 12 with 1~ as a core for A max t D{Q} IJ 

We remark that if (ajk) = diag(a.t.t) + (a)P> + (a)i>) with (a)P> a bounded matrix on 12 and (a)i>) 

skew symmetric, then (A max -Q) t ~~is quasi-accretive. 

Example 11.2.3. With (ajk) given by (J.t,v < 1) 

0 -P 

I" 0 -211 

diag (1,2,3, ... ) + 211 0 -311 

311 0 

0 
I 

1--
I 

0 I~' 2+_!_ 0 
I 

I--
I" 0 211 1 2 

+i 2~' 0 3" 0 
1 

0 
I 

+ 2+- I--
2 3 

3~' 0 
1 

2+-
3 

the operator A max t D(Q) generates a co semigroup in 12 with l~ as a core of it. Here Q is the 

maximal operator corresponding to diag (1,2,3, ... ). [] 

The matrices corresponding to the generator in the above discussion are diagonal-dominant in a 

certain sense. The next theorem avoids such a requirement. 

Theorem 11.2.4. For an infinite matrix (aj.t) assume there exists a diagonal matrix 
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diag (q 0 ,q 1 , ••. )with 0 < qk ~ oo such that its corresponding maximal operator Q and the opera

tors A max and A~ satisfy the following conditions: 

Op(ajk qk_1
) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on /2 

Op(ajk+akj) ~ D(Q) is quasi-accretive 

Op(qr aik qk.~ +qj~ aki qr>t D(Q 'h) is quasi-accretive. 

ThenAmax ~ D(Q) is closable and its closure generates a c0 semigroup on /2
• 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Proof Condition (35) implies in particular that D(Q) cD(Amax). Theorem 0.10 will yield the 

wanted conclusion if we can check the conditions that 

Re(u, A max u)~ ~(u,u), 'Vue D(Q) 

Re(Q u, A max u)~ ~(Q u,u), 'Vue D(Q) 

where ~ is a constant. 

Let u e D(Q). We have 

and 

(u,AmaxU)= L L UjajkUk 
j=Ok=IJ 

= L L uiakjUk· 
j=Ok=IJ 

(38) 

(39) 

Note that the double summations above are interchangable because of the fact that (qj1 aik ak_1) is 

a Hilbert-Schmidt matrix in /2
• Consequently 

Re(u, A max u) = t [(u, A max u) + (u, A max u)] 
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00 00 

=t L L ui@i"+a~cj)l.i~c 
j=Ok=O 

This together with the condition (36) implies (38). 

Similarly, forv e D(Q~) we have 

And 

; ; -~ ~-= £.. £.. Qj Vjakjqk Vk• 
j=Ok=O 

The interchange of summations above is allowable since Op (ajk qt.1) is Hilbert-Schmidt. There

fore for u = Q-~ v e D(Q) 

Re(Q u, A max u) = Re(Q'h v, A max Q-~ v) 

Condition (39) then follows from (37) and the above relation. 

We have a few remarks on the conditions in the previous theorem. Condition (35) is satisfied if 

we take 

qk = a:t1 max {I ak-l,k I , I akk I , I ak+l,k I } 

with {cxt} in l2
• Condition (36) is verified if (ajl,) is a sum of a skew-symmetric matrix and a 

bounded matrix. In case (aji,) s skew-symmetric, then the entry at (k, k -1) of the matrix 

(Cjt) = (q'f ajkQk'h +qj~ akj qr) iS 

Thus if q"/ Qlc-l-+ 1 the operator in (37) might be bounded and hence quasi-accretive in spite of 
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{ I au-1 I } being unbounded. 

Example ll.2.5. If 

0 lv 

-lv 0 2v 

(aft)= -2v 0 3v (vS 1) 

-3v 

and Q=Op[diag(lll,21L,31L, ... )] (JJ.>v+t). then the conditions in the above theorem are 

satisfied. So Op(a1t) t D(Q) essentially generates a c 0 semigroup in 12
• U 

For a sequence of positive numbers {A..~:} with. At-too a corresponding scale of weighted / 2 

spaces, JZ.v {A.t} = JZ.v, has been constructed in 1.3. In the finally part of the present section we 

examine the regularity and extendibility with respect to l2
·v (ve /R) of the c0 semigroups in 

Theorems 11.2.1 and 11.2.4. Let B = Op [diag(A.k)]. 

Theorem ll.2.6. Suppose that a tridiagonal matrix (ajk) with aa -t +oo generates a c0 semi

group e-tA with l~ as a core. Set Q = Op[diag(aa)]. For fixed v > 0 assume furthermore the fol

lowing conditions: 

Bv (A max -Q)B-v t 1~ is quasi-accretive 

I ak+I,k I a;l (At+ I A.i1 
)v S c,, v 

k~K 

(40) 

(41) 

Proof. A=l~ is a core for Q. Obviously B-v(l~)c:l~c:D(A) and 

AB"""(l~) c: A(l~) c: I~ c: D(Bv). Furthermore, entirely similar to the proof of Theorem 11.2.1 

above, corresponding to (32) we now have 

II(BvAB--Q)uiiSM~c,vllull+(cJ,v+Cu,v)IIQull, ue l~ 

where 

So, all the conditions in Theorem Il.1.3 are satisfied and from this theorem readily follows the 

wanted conclusion. [] 

We remark that the condition ( 41) is satisfied if 
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(42) 

In case lim(A.~c+ 1 / l.~:) = 1 condition (42) is equivalent to condition (34). Condition (40) holds iff 

(43) 

In case (ajk) -diag(akk) is skew-symmetric, the entry at (k,k -1) of the matrix corresponding to 

the operator in (43) is 

[
Ak]v [A"]-v 

ak.k-1 [ At-1 - A.t-t ]. 
(44) 

Corollary 11.2.7. Suppose that a tridiagonal matrix (ajk) with akk ~ +oo generates a c0 semi

group e-IA on 12 with l~ as a core. For fixed v > 0, e-tA extends to a c0 semigroup on /2
·-v if the 

following conditions are verified: 

(Bv A~ax o-v -Q) I is quasi-accretive 

I au+t I akl (A..~:+t A.i1 t :s; ct v , k 2: K 

I a.~:,k-1 I akJ. (At-1 A.i1 )v S c:, v , k '2: K 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Proof We have A* =(Art~)* =A~ax· Under the conditions above Bv A~ax n-v generates a co 

semigroup in 12, as is shown in the proof of the above theorem. Theorem II.1.2 then leads to the 

conclusion that e-IA is extendible to /2•-v. I] 

Example 11.2.8. With A.,~:= k + 1 (k e IN 0 ), the semigroup e-tA in Example 11.2.3 both restricts 

to a c0 semigroup on l2·v and extends to a c0 semigroup on /2·-v for any v > 0. 0 

From now on we assume that 

(48) 

Theorem 11.2.9. Suppose that a tridiagonal matrix (aj~c) generates a c0 semigroup e-tA on /2 

with D(Q) as a core for A, where Q = Op[diag(qA:)] with 

If 

qk =max {I ak-1,k I, I akk I, I ak+1,k I}. 

SUQ {I aik I I O"i A.:t1 )v -1 I } < oo 
j,ke TN0 

then e-tA restricts to a c 0 semigroup on l2·v. 

(49) 
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Proof. Because of condition (48) it is easily verified that B-v D(Q) c: D(A) and 

AB-v D(Q) c: D(Bv). Moreover condition (49) implies that (Bv A B-v -A) t D(Q) is bounded. 

Theorem ll.1.3 then leads us to the wanted conclusion. [] 

Corollary TI.2.10. Suppose that a tridiagonal matrix (ajk) generates a c0 semigroup e-tA on 12 

with its adjoint semi group e-tA* having D(Q) as a core. 

Here Q = Op[ diag(q t)] with 

q t =max { I ak.k-1 I • I akk I • I ak.k+l I } . 

If 

(50) 

then e-tA extends to a c0 semigroup on 12·-v. 

Proof. A proof similar to the one above shows that Bv A* B-v generates a c0 semigroup on 12
• 

From Theorem ll.l.2 it follows readily that e-tA extends to a c0 semigroup on l2·-v. IJ 

Example TI.2.11. The c0 semigroup e-tA in Example 11.2.5 both restricts to a c0 semigroup on 

i 2
·v and extends to a c0 semigroup on 12·-v for anyv > 0 with At= k + 1 (k e !No). 

Example ll.2.12. The co semigroup e-tA generated by the matrix 

0 1~ 

-1~ 0 2~ 

(ajk) = -2~ 0 3'h 

-3'h 

as in Example 11.2.5 both restricts to a c0 semigroup on t2·v and extends to a c0 semigroup on 

12.-v with At = e<k+t>'h. for all v > 0. IJ 

TI.3. Application to Second Order Differential Operators 

In this section we apply the general results in Section 11.1 to the following autonomous evolution 

equation 

~ n ~U n ~ 
- = :E ai' -- + :E b;(x)- +c(x)u 
at ij=l J ax; axj i=l ax; 

(51) 

where x = (x 1,x2, ••• ,x,l e JR". Here all the a;i are complex constants, and all the b;(x) and 

c(x) are given complex functions on JR." (in the sequel whenever we write aa b; or aa c it is 
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implicitly assumed that the respective derivative exists and is continuous). Finally u = u(x,t) is 

the unknown function. Throughout the whole section we assume that the operator 

11 cPu II au 
-Au= L a;j --+ L Mx) -+c(x)u 

i,j=l dX; dXj i•l dX; 

generates a c0 semigroup e-IA in L2(1R") with the Schwartz test function spaceS as a core for A. 

(See, e.g., [Ka2] and [Grl] for such conditions.) Our putpose is to prove the following two 

theorems. 

Theorem TI.3.1. 

(i) If for an integer N holds that 

aab;=O(l), aac=O(l), lai~2N 

then e-IA(H2N) cH'IN and e-IA r H'IN is a Co semigroup of operators onH'IN. 

(ii) If for an integer N the conditions 

a«b;=0(1), I a I~ 2N+1; aac =0(1), I a I~ 2N, 

are satisfied, then e -lA extends to a c 0 semi group of operators on the space n-'IN. 

(iii) If the conditions 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

are satisfied, then e-tA both restricts to a c 0 semi group on the space Hoo and extends to a c 0 

semi group on the space n-oo. 

Theorem TI.3.2. 

(i) If for some integer N hold the conditions 

b;=O(l+lxl), c=O((l+lxl)2) (55) 

and 

aab;=O({l+lxl)1a1- 1), aac=O((l+lxJ 1«1), 0< lai~2N, (56) 

then e-IA(LW)r c (LW)r and e-IA t(LW)r is a Co semigroup of operators on (LW)r. 

(ii) If for an integer N hold the conditions (55) and (56) and moreover 

(57) 

then e-IA extends to a c 0 semigroup on the space (LW)z'IN. 

(iii) If the conditions (55) and (56) are satisfied for all multi-indices a, then e-IA both restricts to 

a c0 semigroup on the Schwartz test function spaceS and extends to a c0 semigroup on the 

Schwartz tempered generalized function spaces S'. 
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For the proof of these theorems we need the following two simple lemmas, both of which are 

consequences of Leibnitz' s rule. Their proofs are omitted. 

Lemma ll.3.3. Forc(x) e Ck(JR") and u(x) e Ck(JR") holds the following identity 

ti(cu) = c Ak u + r, PW (o(l c)(a~ u) 
lmr~l =Zk 
l~lSZk-1 

.where the PW are suitable absolute constants. 

Lemma ll.3.4. For N a natural number the following identity is valid: 

(x2-Af= !(-1f-k [;] xZk!iN-Ir.+PN 

where 

PN = !, S&':'J Xa ()~ 
I~IS2N-2 

while the s&':'J are absolute constants. 

Now we can give the proofs of Theorems II.3.1 and 11.3.2. 

(58) 

I] 

(59) 

(60) 

[] 

Proof of Theorem II.3.1. (i) ForB =B 1 =I-A we have X~ =H2N; see Example 4 in Section 1.3. 

By Theorems 11.1.1 and 11.11.3 we only need to verify the conditions (20)- (22) in the presence of 

our assumption (52). From the effects of the Fourier transformation on xa ()11 u and on B 1 it fol

lows immediately that B(l (S) c S c D(A). Also, if the condition (52) is met, then 

A(S) cH2N =D(B/{). Thus, the conditions (20) and (21) are verified. Further, since all the aii are 

assumed to be constants, Lemma 11.3.3 implies that for u e S 

B/{ Au= k~ (-1)/c [~]Ale Au 

n az n a 
= I: a;i -- (1-Af u+ I: b; (1-Af u+c(l-Af u 

i,j=l dX; dXj i=l 

n au 
+ r, r, Pi,a.J3 (oa b;) (o11 :;-:-) + r, Po.a.P (OU c) (o~'~ u) (61) 

i=l la+fllS:tN QX, I~IS:?N 

lf11S2N-l lf1IS2N-1 

where all the Pi,a,fl (i =0, l, ... ,n) are constants. Therefore from the condition (52) follows 

II [A, B/{] u II S: M,. II B/{ u II , u e S 

which is (22) with the term U A u II dropped. 

(62) 
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(ii) Obviously 

It cPu II - du II db; 
A*u= L aj;--+!;(-b;)-+(I;--+c)u, ueS. 

i,j•l dx; ()xi ;.1 dx; i=t dx; 

Thus, from the proof of (i) above, we see that under the condition (53), A* S c D(BjN) and 

II [A* ,Br]uiiS MIIIIBr ull' u E s. (63) 

Then. according to Theorems II.1.3 and II.l.2, e-tA extends to a c0 semigroup on the space 

xt. =H-m. 

The assertion in (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) directly. I] 

Proof of Theorem 11.3.2. (i) ForB= 8 2 =x2 -A we have X~= (LW)f"; see Example 7 in 1.3. 

Obviously B;f S c S and in the presence of conditions (55) and (56) we have 

AS c(LW)f" =D(B~). For u e B;f S cS, applying Lemmas II.3.4 and II.3.3 successively we 

have 

N [N] n . (} + I: (-lf-s: k x2k I: I: P&:> caa b;)(a~ ~) 
k=O i=t Ia+~ Is 2{N-k) dx, 

I~IS2(N-k}-l 

+ f (-l)N-k [~] x2k I: p/e!f> (an c)(i1~ u) 
k=O la+~IS2{N-k) 

I~IS2{N-k)-l 

(64) 

where 

and 
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ABf -APNu. 
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(66) 

(67) 

From the expressions (65) and (66) it is readily seen that each Aijk is a linear combination of 

terms in the form xa a~ u with I ex+~ I s 2N, and each Bik is such a sum with I a+~ I S 2N -1. 

Therefore, because of the assumption that b; = 0(1 + lx I) in (55), the absolute value of the 

second term in (64) is bounded by 

M 1: (1+1xl)1a1 lo~ul. 
la+PIS2N 

(68) 

It is also easy to see that, under the assumptions (55) and (56) the third and fourth terms in (64) 

are bounded by an expression like (68). This applies equally well to -A PN u + PN A u. Thus we 

have finally the estimate 

I[A,Bf]uiSM 1: (l+lxl)ala~ul 
la+PIS2N 

from which follows (conf. [R-S], p. 141) 

II[A,Bf]uiiSMIIBf ull. 

Having verified all the conditions (20) - (22) we arrive at the assertion in (i). 

(69) 

In view of the expression for A*, the proof of the above assertion (i) and Theorems 11.1.2 and 

11.1.3 imply assertion (ii). 

Assertion (iii) is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii). IJ 

In the above Theorems 11.3.1 and II.3.2 the regularity and extendibility of the solutions to the 

equation (43) have been discussed in the Sobolev spaces Hv and the modified Sobolev spaces 

(LW)2 with v even. Using the calculus of pseudo-differential operators we can treat the case Hv 

for arbitrary index v under the somewhat strong condition (54). We are wondering about the case 

(LW)z with odd index v. 

Theorem 11.3.5. If the condition (54) is satisfied, then the semigroup e-tA both restricts to a 

semigroup on each of the spaces HV, Hv+ (OS v < oo) and Hv- (OS vS oo), and extends to a c0 

semigroup on each of the spaces H-v, H<-vr (OS v <co) or H(-v)+ (0 <vS oo). 

Proof Take ll=S. If is easily seen that B"'t12 S cS cD(A) and AB'f'2 S cAS cS cD(Bi12
). 

In the following, for the standard concepts, calculus and other results of pseudo-differential 

operators we refer to the monograph [Ku2] and the paper [Ku1]. 
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The symbols corresponding to the pseudo-differential operators A and B are respectively 

" " 
<rA(x,O=-:EaikCj~+i :E bj(X}Cj+c(x) (70) 

j,k j=l 

and 

(71) 

Then O'A e st.o and O'Bf e Sl,o. Furthermore 

" 1 dO'A dO'Bf 
O"ABf (x,O=crA<rBf + :E-:- -:.r. --:.-. +R2(x,O 

j=l I o'oJ oX1 

(72) 

and 

(73) 

Thus 

O'ABf (x,Q-O'BfA (x,~) 

" ob~c " ac 
= ~ (~ 2 +I)v 12 - 1 

[i :E -~j~+ :E ~j]+Rz-Rze Si,o· 
l j,k=l dXj j=l 

(74) 

Therefore the operator (ABI12 -Bi12 A) Bl.12 is bounded on!! in L2(1R"). This is equally true for 

A* instead of A. An invocation of the theorems in ll.l will complete the proof. [] 
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ill. Generation of Locally Equi-Bounded Semigroups in Inductive 
Limit of Banach Spaces 

Since the end of sixties locally equi-continuous semigroup on locally convex spaces have been 

studied by several mathematicians. Cf. [Komu], [Ou], [Ba] and [De]. In those works necessary 

and sufficient conditions on a linear operator in a locally convex space are given so that it gen

erates such a semigroup. The conditions are usually formulated in terms of the so called general

ized resolvents or asymptotic resolvents involving the continuous semi-norms of the locally con

vex space. However, for the inductive limit space E+ of a sequence {(£,.,11·11 11 ) In e IN0 } of 

Banach spaces very often it is hard even to imagin its continuous semi-norms. In this chapter we 

present a Hille-Yosida type theorem for the so called locally equi-bounded semi groups on such 

an inductive limit E+, using directly the norms of the constituent spaces (E,., ll·ll,.)(n e IN 0) 

instead of the continuous semi-norms of E+. The concept oflocally equi-bounded semigroups is 

in general stronger than that of locally equi-continuous semigroups. If, however, the inductive 

limitE+ is regular and satisfies a certain interpolation type inequality as in Theorem 1.1.6, then it 

turns out to be that the two concepts are equivalent. The results obtained together with Ouchi's 

theory can be readily applied to the spaces X'/f (ae IR or ±co} constructed in Chapter I. If the 

operator A generates a c0 semigroup etA in X, then the results obtained here could be viewed as 

results of more flexible regularity and extendibllity of the semi group etA, Cf. Chapter II. 

Let { (E,., 11·11,.) I n e IN 0 } be a sequence of Banach spaces such that each E,. is densely and con

tinuously embedded in En+t for all n e IN O· Then, as in Chapter one, we can assume that the 

sequence {11·11,. I n e IN 0 } of norms is monotone decreasing. From the sequence of Banach 

"" 
spaces {E,.} we form its inductive limit space E+ = v E11 with the corresponding topology 

n=O 

denoted 'tind· In this section we are concerned with the so called locally equi-bounded semigroups 

of linear operators on such inductive limits. 

Definition fiLl. A family { T a I a e I} of linear operators defined on the inductive limit E+ is 

said to be equi-bounded if and only if 

'r/ n e IN o 3 k e IN o 3 C11,k 'r/ a e I 'r/ u e E,. 

TauEE.t and 11Tauii.~:::Oc 11 ,.tiiU11 4 • (1) 

In particular, a linear operator TonE+ is said to be bounded if { T} is equi-bounded. [] 

Definition IILl. A family of operators {T(t) I t~ 0} one E+ is called a locally equi-bounded 

semi group onE+ iff it has the following properties: 

(i) T(O) =I, the identity operator onE+; 
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(ii) T(t) T(s) = T(t +s) for all s,t;:: 0; 

(iii) For any t > 0, the subfamily { T(t) I 0 ~ t ~ Y} is equi-bounded; 

(iv) 'iff> 0 'Vn e /No 3k e /N0 'Vue E,. 'Vt e [O,YJ [T(t)u e Ek and T(·)u: [0,1] ~Ek is 

continuous). IJ 

Definition m.3. For a locally equi-bounded semigroup (T(t) I e;:: 0} on E+ we define its 

infinitesimal generator A as follows: D(A) = v D(A,.) and Au= A 11 u for u e D(A 11), where 
ne IN0 

for all n e IN o· 

D(A
11
)= {u e E+ 131;. > O'Vt e [0,7

11
]. T(t)u e E,. and lim T(t)u-u ex:istsinE,.}. 

1-+0+ t 

and 

A ~ 1
. T(t)u-u 

,.u= 1m 
1-+0+ t 

IJ 

Before we can formulate a theorem of Hille-Yosida type still another definition is needed. 

Definition m.4. Let V be a locally convex: spaces and A : D(A) c V ~ V a densely defined 

linear operator in V. A pseudo-resolvent triple of A is a set (P rs(A), R, S) such that 

(i) Prs(A) c C; 

(ii) R : Pr.r(A) ~ L(V) : 1.. H R(l..), 

S : Prs(A) ~ L(V) : 1.. H S(A.); 

(iii) 'VA. e P,8 (A) R(l..) V c D(A); 

(iv) 'VI.. e, Prs(A) 'Vue D(A) A R(l..)u =R(I..)A u; 

(v) 'VA.,Jl e P rs(A) R(A.) R(J..L) = R(Jl) R(A.); 

(vi) 'VA.e PrsCA) 'Vue V, (IJ-A)R(A.)u =u +S(A.)u. [] 

Theorem ID.S. Let A : D(A) c E+ ~ E+ be a linear operator in E+. Then, A is the infinitesimal 

generator for a locally equi-bounded semigroup {T(t) I t;:: 0} onE+ iff the following conditions 

are satisfied: 

1) A,., the part of A in E,., is densely defmed and closed in E,., for each n large enough. 

2) There exists a pseudo-resolvent triple ((ro,oo), R, S) (ro> 0) such that 

(i) 'Vn e /No 3m e /No [R(A.)E,. cD(Am)] 
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(ii) R(J,.) and S(/..) are infinitely strongly differentiable on (ro,oo), i.e. "::n e /No 3m e /No 

"://..> ro":/u e E,. [R(·)u: (ro,co)-'tEm and S(·)u: (ro,co)-'tEm are infinitely dif

ferentiable]. 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Ak+l 

The family of operators { k! R<k> I A> ro, k e /No} is equi-bounded onE+. 

There exists some t > 0 such that the family {(f)-A: en. s<A:>(t..) I A> ro, k e IN 0 } is 

equi-bounded onE+. 

I] 

The proof below is very much inspired by the work [Ou]. We first give the proof to the necessity 

of the conditions. In order to do so we need 

Proposition ill.6. Assume that {T(t) I t :<:: 0} is a locally equi-bounded semigroup onE+. Then 

we have 

(i) "::n e /No 3m e JN0 "::u e E,. 

h 

(Em) lim J T(s) u ds = u 
hlo 0 

Here and in the sequel the symbol (Em) in front of an integral or another operation indicates that 

the respective operation is meaningful in the space Em. 

(ii) ":/ n e IN o "::t > 0 3m e IN o ":/ u e E,. ":/ t e [O,t] 

and 

t 

(Em) JT(s)uds e D(Am) 
0 

t 

Am(J T(s) u ds) = T(t)u- u. 
0 

(iii) "::n e /No "::t> 03m e /No Vue D(A,.) Vt e [O,t] 

T(t) u e D(Am) 

and 

d ~ -
(Em) dt (T(t)u) =Am[T(t)u] = T(t)A,. u. 

(iv) Vne 1No"::t>03me INoVueD(A,.)":/t,se [O,t] 
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t 

T(t)u- T(s)u =(Em) J T(r)An u dr 
s 

t 

=(Em) I Am [T(r)u]dr. 
s 

Proof (i) follows readily from (iv) in Definition III.2. 

(ii) Again by (iv) in Definition Ill.2 we have 

'Vn e /No Vt> 03m e /No 'Vue En} 

T(·) u : [0,7 + 1] -t Em is continuous. 

Consequently, for h e (0, 1) and t e [0,7] we have 

T(h) I 1 1 t+h 1 h 

h- Jr(s)uds=h I T(s)uds-h Jr(s)uds. 
0 t 0 

t 

Letting h -t 0 we conclude that I T(s) u ds e D(Am) and 
0 

t 

Am <I T(s)u ds) = T(t)u- u. 
0 

(2) 

(iii) As in (ii) above we have (2), which together with the equi-boundedness of the family 

{T(t) I t e [0,7]} implies that 'Vt e [0,7] 'Vue D(An) 

T(h)-1 T(h)-1 -
h T(t) u = T(t) h u -t T(t)An u (h -t 0+) in Em. 

Thus T(t) u e D(Am) and 

d+ - -dt [T(t)u]=AmT(t)u=T(t)Anu. 

However, from the equi-boundedness of {T(t) I OS: t S: 1} it follows that 

T(t)u-~(t-h)u -T(t)Anu 

=T(t-h)[ T(h):-u -Anu] +[T(t-h)Anu-T(t)Anul 

-t 0 (h -tO+) in Em. 

This together with (3) proves the existence of ! [T(t)u] and hence the wanted assertion. 

(3) 
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(iv) is obtained from (iii) by direct integration. 0 

Using the above proposition we now give 

Proof to the necessity of the conditions: By (i) and (ii) in Proposition III.6 for n = 0, T = 1 there 

exists m e IN 0 such that 

and 

I 

(Em) J T(s)u ds e D(Am), 'v'u e Eo, 'v't e [0, 1] 
0 

1 t 

- JT(s)uds ~ u(t~O+)inEm, 'v'u e Eo. 
t 0 

(4) 

(5) 

t 

Relation (4) implies that 1. JT(s)uds' e D(Am), which together with (5) shows that D(Am) is 
t 0 

dense in Eo in the norm of Em. Since Eo is dense in Em, we arrive at the conclusion that D(Am) is 

dense in Em. 

By (iv) in Proposition III.6 we have 

I 

T(t)u -u =I T(s)A u ds', 'v'u e D(A) 
0 

where the integral is meaningful in some En depending on u and t. Now let Uj eD(A) (j e /No) 

be such that 

{uj} cEm, {A Uj} cEm and Uj ~ u e Em, 'v'ui ~v e Em 

for some m e Em. It holds true that 

t 

T(t)ui- ui = J T(s)A uids'. 
0 

In view of the equi-boundedness of the family { T(s) I 0 S s S t} letting j ~ oo in the above 

equality we get 

t 

T(t)u -u =I T(s)v ds. 
0 

Dividing both sides of this equality by t > 0 then letting t ~ 0+ we see that u e D(A) and 

Au=v. 

Put A =A. In abuse of notation we write An for the part of A (i.e. of A) in En (n e JN0). Obvi

ously D(An) ::::> D(An) for all n e IN O· Then, form fixed above, D(Am) is dense in Em. It is also 
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closed in Ek. Indeed, for {uj} c D(Am) such that Uj ~ u e Em and Am u ~ v e Em it follows 

from last paragraph that u e D(A) and Au= v. So, u e D(Am) and Am u = v. 

Lett> 0 be fixed. By the equi-boundedness of the family {T(t) I O:S: t:S:1+ 1} we have 

'Vn e No 3m e No 3C,.,m > 0 Vue E,. Vt e [0,1+ 1] 

T(t) u e Em and II T(t) u 11m :S: C~~,m II u II,.. 

Consequently a family of operators {R(I..) I 1.. > 0} onE+ is well defined by 

T 

R(l..)u =(Em) J e-'A.l T(t)udt, u e E,.,).. > 0, n e No. 
0 

Therefore we have in Em 

So 

T 

II R(k)(A.) u 11m :S: l tk e-'AJ II T(t) u 11m dt 

:S: Cn,m J l e-'AJ dt II ull,. 
0 

which is precisely 2) (iii) in Theorem III.5. 

For u e E,. , 0 :s; s :S: 1 and A.> 0 we have 

T(s)-1 R(A.) u 
s 

l T T 

=- <J e-AJ T(t+s) u dt- J e-'AJ T(t)u dt) 
s 0 0 

~ r 
+~ J e-'AJ T(t)udt 

s 8 

(6) 

(7) 
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-H-'Af T(l) u - u + t..R (i..) u in Em ass ~ 0. 

Thus R(A.) E,. c D(Am) c D(Am), i.e., condition 2) (i) is satisfied, and 

AR(i..)u = e-XIT(l)u -u + i..R(i..)u 

or equivalently 

(l/ -A) R(i..)u = u -e-XI T(t)u . 

. Set S(i..) u = -e-XI T(l) u for A.> 0 and u e E+. Condition (iv) in Theorem III.S is obviously 

verified. It is also easy to see that all the conditions in Definition III.4 are met, so ((O,oo), R, S) is 

indeed a pseudo-resolvent triple. We thus have completed the proof to the necessity of the condi

tions in Theorem m.s. IJ 

Assuming that an operator A : D(A) c E+ ~ E+ satisfies all the conditions in Theorem III.S, we 

prove that it is the infinitesimal generator of a unique locally equi-bounded semigroup onE+ by 

the following four lemmas. 

Lemmalll.1.7. 

(i) 'l:f n e IN o 3m e IN o 'l:f u e E,. 

lim 'A.R(i..)u = u in Em. 
A~co 

(ii) PutA(i..)=-li+'A.2 R(i..).Then'l:fne JN0 3me JN0 '1:fueD(A,.) 

lim A(i..)u =Au in Em. 
A~oo 

(iii) The family of operators 

{ 
'AJ'+Zen.. [R(k+l)+(k+l)R('A.)R<">('A.)] I 'A.>m,ke /No} 

(fi..)k+l + (k+ I)! 

is equi-bounded onE+. 

Proof (i) Conditions (ii), (iij.) and (iv) in 2) of Theorem III.S manifest themselves in the follow

ing way: 

'l:fne /No3me 1No3C11,m>O'I:fke INo'l:fi..>m'l:fueE,. 

A.k+l 
liM R<"> ullm~ Cn,m llulln (8) 

and 
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II ("f)-k en. S (k)(A.) u II S C n,m II u lin. (9) 

In particular for all u e En 

lim R(A.)u =lim S(A.)u =0 in Em. (10) 
4-+oo 4-+oo 

On the other hand, conditions (iii), (iv) and (vi) in Definition III.4 imply that 

A.R(A.)u = u + S(A.)u +R(A.)A u, \:;/u e D(A). (11) 

Relations (10) and (11) lead readily to the conclusion that lim A.R(A.) u = u in Em for all 
4-+oo 

u e D(An). This is actually true for all u e En, for we can suppose D(An) =En and we have the 

following inequality 

II A.R(A.)v- vllm 

S II A.R(A.) (v-u)llm +II u-vllm +IIA.R(A.)u -ullm 

S Cn,m II v-u lin+ II u -vlln +II A.R(A.) u- u 11m. 

(ii) We have from (11) 

A(A.)u = A.R(A.)A u + A.S(A.)u, \:;/u e D(A). (12) 

In view of (9) and the conclusion in (i) above we arrive at (Em) lim A(A.)u =Au for all 
4-+oo 

(iii) Condition (vi) in Definition III.4 and condition 2) (i) in Theorem III.S imply that 

-AmR(A.)u=u-A.R(A.)u+S(A.)u, \:;/A.>ro, \:;/ueEn. (13) 

By condition 1) in Theorem III.1.5 we can consider Am to be closed in Em. Differentiating both 

sides of the above equality (k + 1) times, in view of the closedness of Am we have in Em 

-Am R(k+l)(A.) u = -A.R (k+l)(A.)- (k + l)R<t>(A.) u + s<t+l)(A.) u 

\:;/ u e En , \:;/A. > ro. 

Multiplied on both sides by R(A.) from the left the above equality becomes 

(AI-Am) R(A.) R(k+l) u = -(k+ 1) R(A.)R<t>(A.) u + R(A.) s<t+l)(A.) u 

or 

R(k+l) u + (k+ 1) R(A.) R(k)(A.) u = -8(A.) R{k+l)(A.) u + R(A.) s<t+l)(A.) u 

(14) 
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'Vue En, 'VA> ro. 

We finally anive at the assertion in (iii) by combining (15) with (8) and (9). 

Lemma m.s. (i) A family of operators {T ~(t) I ;.. > ro, t e [O,T/4]} onE+ is well defined by 

It is equi-bounded on E+. Moreover 

A('J..) T 11(t) = T 11(t) A('J..), 'V'A,tJ. > ro, 'V t e [O,T/4]. 

(ii) 'Vn e /No 3m e /No 'Vue En 

(Em) lim T ~(t) u exists unifonnly in t e [O,T/4]. 
~~ ... 

(15) 

[] 

(16) 

(17) 

The limits, denoted by T(t), t e [O,T/4] constitute an equi-bounded family of operators onE+. 

Proof. (i) From (8) it readily follows that the family of operators (T ~(t) I 'A> ro, t e [O,T/4]} is 

well defined and equi-bounded on E+. Indeed 

IIT~(t)u11m::;;Cn,m11UIIn, Vue En, V'J..>ro, 'Vte [O,T/4]. 

Moreover the relation R(A.) R(tJ.) = R(tJ.) R(A.) in Definition III.4 (v) implies (17) directly. 

(ii) Differentiating both sides of ( 16) we have for all u e En 

!!_[T~(t)u]=-'J..T~(t)u+e-~ I; (-l)t ('J..
2

t)"'A
2 

R(")('J..)u 
dt k..O k! k! 

in Em. This can be rewritten in the form 

d 
dt [T~(t)u] =A('A) T~(t) u + P~. 1 u 

where 

Lemma lll.7. (iii) implies that form large enough and u e En, ;.. > ro and t e [O,T/4] 

... (')..2 t)k+l (fA.)k+l + (k+ 1)! II U lin 
IIP~. 1 ullm::;; 'A

2 
e-~ Cn,m k~ (k+l)! (k+l)! ;..t+Z en. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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- 4(1+7) A t t At If I ... [ (' 2 1)k+l (' )k+l l 
-A.e Cn,m ~ (k+l)! {k+l)! + (k+l)! U In 

(21) 

Since T'J.(O)=/ for all A.> ro and since the family of operators {T'J.(t) I A.> m, t e [0,7/4]} is 

equi-bounded, we have for some sufficiently large m that in Em 

T'J.(t)u -Tp.(t)u 

t d 
=Ids [T'J.(s)Tp.(t-s)u]ds 

0 

t d d =I{ds [TA(s)]Tp.(t-s)u+T'J.(s) ds [T11(t-s)u]}ds 
0 

t ! {A(I.)Tl.(s) T 11(t-s) u- TA(s)A(Jl) T p.(t-s)u 

+ P4.s T 11(t-s)u- T 'J.(s) P p..t-.r u} ds, Vue En. 

Therefore, in view of (17) we have form' sufficiently large 

I 

S II I Tl.(s) T IL(t -s) (A(A.)u- A(J.J.) u] ds 11m' 
0 

+II P4.8 T p.(t-s)u- T;.(s) P p..t-s u 11m' 

S Cm',m IIA(A.)u -A(J.J.)ullm +Cm',n (le-tn. +!J.e-FP.)II ulln, Vue E,.. (22) 

Lemma lll.7 {ii) and (22) then lead to the conclusion that for any u e D(An) 

II T ;.(t) u-- T 11(t)u 11m'~ 0 as A.,IJ. ~oounifmmly in t e [0,7/4]. 

Hence uniformly in t e [0,7/4] lim T;. (t) u exists, the limit of which is denoted by T(t) u. In fact 
A-+'"' 

this is true for all u e E,., for D(A,.) =En and 

II Tl.(t)v- T 11(t)vllm' 
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S II T4(t)v- T4(t)ullm• +IIT~(t)u- T 11(t)u11m• +II T4(t)u- T11(t)vllm• 

S C11,m•ll u -111111 +II T 4(t) u- T 11(t) u 11m' (u e D(A11 ), 11 e E11 ). 

The equi-bounded of {T(t) I t e [0,7/4]} follows from that of {Tl.(t) I A> ID, t e [0,7/4]} and 

the unifonn convergence in t of {T 4(t) u} as A.~ co. ll 

Lemma m.9. The family of operators {T(t) I t e [0,7/4]} has the following properties: 

(i) T(O)=/; 

(ii) '1::/n e /No 3m e /No '1::/u e En 

Tf) u : [0,7/4] ~ Em is continuous; 

(iii) T:/ne /No3me INo"tue D(A11 ) 

T(·) u : [0,7/4] ~ Em is continuously differentiable 

T(t) D(A11 ) c D(Am) for all t e [0,7/4] and 

dT(t)u 
dt =AmT(t)u=T(t)A11 u; 

(iv) T(t) T(s) = T(t+s) for all t,s ~ 0 such thats + tS 7/4. 

Proof. Statement (i), T(O) = l, is obvious from the definition. Statement (ii) follows from the 

continuity of T4(-)u: [0,7/4] ~Em and the unifonn convergence of T4(·) u to T(·)u on [0,7/4] 

(Lemma III.8 (ii)). 

(iii) For n e IN 0 let m be chosen such that Lemma III.7 (ii) and Lemma III.8 (ii) hold. Since the 

family {T4(t) I A> ID, t e [0,7/4]} is equi-bounded (Lemma m.s (i)) there exists anm'~ m such 

that for any u e D(A11) 

II T 4(t) A(A.) u- T(t) A u 11m• 

S II T 4(t) (A(A.) u-A u)llm• +II (T 4(t)- T(t))A u 11m• 

S C11,m•IIA(A.)u -A ullm +II (T4(t)- T(t))A ullm. 

Thus, Lemma lll.7 (ii) and Lemma III.8 (ii) lead to the assertion that T4(·)A(A)u converges to 

T(· )Au in Em• unifonnly in t e [0,7/4). This combined with (19) and (21) implies that 

! [T 4(t)u] converges to T(t) Au in Em'• unifonnly in t e [0,7/4]. Therefore ! [T(t) u] exists in 

Em' and 

d
d [T(t) u] = lim dd [T l.(t) u] = T(t)A u, u e D(A11). 

t l. ....... t 
(22)' 

On the other hand for u e D(A11 ) 
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Am R(f..)u =R(l.)A11 u. 

Differentiating the above equality. for k times, by virtue of the closedness of Am we get 

R (kl(f..) D(A11 ) c D(Am) , \1 k e IN o , 'VA. > (I) 

AmR(k)(f..)u=R(k)(f..)A
11

U, \Ike /No,\/).>(!), \lueD(A
11

). 

From (24) and (25) by the same reason as above we have 

T .,(t) D(A11) c D(Am). 'VA.> (I), \1 t e [0,7/4] 

AmT.,(t)u=T.,(t)A,.u, \f).> (I), \lte [0,7/4]. 'Vue D(A,.). 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Letting A.-+ oo in (26) and (27), in view of the closedness of Am again and Lemma III.8 (ii). We 

obtain finally 

T(t)D(A 11)cD(Am), 'Vte [0,7/4] 

Am T(t) u = T(t) A,. u, \1 t e [0,7/4], \1 u e D(A11). 

(22)' and (29) together provide the wanted result. 

(28) 

(29) 

(iv) Let u e D(A11 ). From the equi-boundedness of the family {T(t) I OS: t:S: 714} and what we 

have proved in (iii) above it follows that for sufficiently large m' the function 

T(t -·) T(s +•) u : [O,t] -+ Em· is continuously differentiable and 

T(t+s)u- T(t) T(s) u 

I d 
= J -d [T(t-r)T(s+r)u]dr 

o r 

I 

= J [-T(t-r)A T(s +r)u + T(t-r) T(s+r)A u]dr 
0 

t 

= Jr(t-r)T(s+r) (Au-Au)dr=O. 
0 

Since D(A11 ) = E11 and each of the operators T(t) (0 :s: t s 714) is continuous, 

T(t) T(s) u = T(t+s)u for all u e E,., hence for all u e E+. {] 

Lemma m.IO (i) If we extend the family {T(t) I t e [0,1'/4]} of operators onE+ to the family 

{T(t) I t e [Q,oo)} of operators onE+ defined by 

T(t) = [T(il4)]k T(t'), fort= k 714 + t', 0 :S: t' < 714 (30) 

then the later is a locally equi-bounded semigroup of operators onE+. 

(ii) The infinitesimal generator A of {T(t) I t e [O,oo)} is equal to the operator A. 
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(iii) If {S(t) I t::?! 0} is a locally-bounded semigroup of operators onE+ which has A as its 

infinitesimal generator, then S(t) = T(t) for all t::?! 0. 

Proof. The assertion in (i) follows readily from Lemma III.9. 

(ii) Since D(A) == u D(A,.), Lemma II1.9 (iii) implies that A cA. Let us show the converse. 
liE IN. 

We have 

R(p.)T,..(t)u=T,..(t)R(p.)u, 'v'A.,p.>ro, 'v'te [O,t/4], 'v'u e E+ 

and 

R(p.) T(t)u ==T(t)u =T(t)R(!l)U, 'v'p. > ro, 'v't e [O,t/4], 'v'u e E+. 

Let u e D(A,.). Choosem e /No such thatR(A.)E,. cD(A111) 

IIR(A.)uii 111 ~C,., 111 11ull 11 , 'v'ueE, 

and such that Lemma 111.7 (i) is verified. Letting t ~ 0+ in 

T(t)-1 R(A.)u =R('A.) T(t)-1 u 
t t 

we get 

Am R('A.)u =Am R('A.)u =R(A.)A 11 u. 

Multiplying both sides of the above equality by A. and then letting A.~ co, by the closedness of 

Am we have u e D(Am) and Am u =A,. u. In conclusion we have proved that A =A. 

(iii) Let u e D(An). In E,. with sufficiently large m we have 

T(t)u -S(t)u 

I 

=Ids {S(t-s)T(s)u}ds 
0 

I 

=I {-8(t-s)AT(s)u +S(t-s) T(s)A u} ds 
0 

I 

=I {-8(t-s) T(s)A u +S(t-s) T(s)A u} ds =0. 
0 

Since D(A,) = E, this is true for all u e E11 , hence for all u e E+. [I 

x2_..!:._ d2 d 
Example m.n. Let X=L 2(m),B=e ttx

2 

and A=ia dx
2 

+b dx +c with 

a e m_ , b E C , C e C. Then, in the notation of Chapter I, xr = S~, one of the spaces of type S 
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introduced by Gelfand and Shilov, cf. [Zh]. There are several characterizations of the spaceS~. 

Here we use the one given by Van Eijndhoven and Meyers ([E-M]) 

X]J = {u I u extends to an entire analytic function u(x+iy) such that 

llull~ = JI I u(x+iy) 12 exp[tanh(
2
't )x2

-
1 

dxdy <co}. 

JR' tanh(.!.) 
2 

We can eonsider operator A as acting on the space S of Schwartz rapidly decreasing functions on 

JR. Moreover 

A u = p-1 (-a i ' 2 + b i '+c) F u , u e S 

where F and p-l are the Fourier transform and its inverse. Recall that each of the spaces Xh is F 

and p-1 invariant. Then, it is easy to see that the operator A maps each space Xh into Xi for any 

cr e (0,-c). Therefore A maps xt =S~ into itself and for any 1: > 0, A't, the part of A in X]J is 

densely defined and closed. Let 1 > 0 be fixed. Put 

and 

Note that 

1 

RQ..)u = J e-t'J.. F-1 e 1 (-ai~·+bi~+c) F u dt (A.> 0, u e S~) 
0 

I exp2t [-ia(x+iy)2 + i b(x+iy)+c] I~ 

~ exp2t[la I (ex2 +.!y2)+!. I Reb I (l+y2) +-
2
1 (11mb I (ex2 +.!)+ I Rec I]. 

e 2 e 

Then clearly R(A.) and S(A.) (A.> 0) are well defined linear operators on S~. It is simple to check 

that ((O,co), R(A.), S(A.)) is a pseudo-resolvent triple on S~. Also, for each -c > 0 there exists a 

cr> 0 such that R(A.)Xk c.xl; thus R(A.)Xk cD(Aa) for a' e (O,cr), i.e. condition 2) (i) in 

Theorem m.s is satisfied. Moreover, for any 1: > 0 there exists cr e (0, -c) such that 

R(·) u : (O,oo)-+ XI and S(·) u : (O,co)-+ X}1 are infinitely differentiable for all u e X1J. Expli

citly, for all k e No any u e Xk 

and 

I 

R{k.)(A.) u = J (-t)k. e-'1..1 p-l e 1 (-ai~'+bi~+c) F u dt 

0 

It then readily follows that 
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and (l>O,ke INo,ueXiJ) 

II s<k>(A.) u II.,~ C ~ ... (i)k e-'II II u II~. 

So conditions 2) (ii), (iii) and (iv) in Theorem 111.5 hold true 

In summary we have checked all the conditions of Theorem III.5, which then garantees that the 

operator A inS~ is the infinitesimal generator of a locally equi-bounded semigroup {T(r) I t ~ 0} 

on S~. Indeed we have the explicit expression 

T(t) u = F-1 e 1 (-<~it
2

+bi~+c) F u. 

A family of operators {T(t) I t ~ 0} onE+ is called a locally equi-continuous semigroup onE+ if 

in Definition Ill.2 of locally equi-bounded semigroups conditions (iii) and (iv) are replaced by the 

following ones respectively. 

(iii)' For any I> 0, the family {T(t) I 0~ t~ 1} is equi-continuous. 

(iv)' The mapping T~) u : [O,oo) ~ E+ is continuous for all u e E+. 

Obviously a locally equi-bounded semigroup {T(t) I t~ 0} onE+ is a locally equi-continuous 

semigroup onE+. We are going to prove 

Theorem m.12. Assume that the inductive limit E+ is regular and satisfies an interpolation type 

inequality as in Theorem 1.1.6. Then a locally equi-continuous semigroup {T(t) I t ~ 0} onE+ is 

in fact a locally equi-bounded semigroup onE+. IJ 

Before the proof of this theorem we formulate a more general result of an arbitrary family of 

operators. 

Theorem m.l3. Suppose that the assumptions on the inductive limit E+ in Theorem lll.12 are 

. satisfied. Then for a family of operators {Ta I ae J} onE+ the following three statements are 

mutually equivalent: 

(i) { T a I a e I} is equi-continuous onE+. 

(ii) For any sequence {U.t} converging (to zero) in E,. there exists m e IN such that 

{Ta U,t} c Em for all k e /No and a e I and the family {{Taukl.te /No I a e 1} of sequences 

converge (to zero) uniformly in Em. 
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(iii) For any n e IN 0 there exists m e IN 0 and constant M n,m such that 

Proof The same arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1.6 apply to a family of operators here. We 

omit the details by only pointing out that the equi-continuity of a family of operator {T a I a e I} 

implies the boundedness of the set { T a u I a e I} for any fixed u. [] 

Now we give 

Proof of Theorem III.12. According to Theorem ill.13 condition (iii)' above implies condition 

(iii) in Definition III.2. It remains to check condition (iv). Let n e IN 0 and I> 0 be given. By 

condition (iii) just verified there exist me IN 0 and constant Mn,m > 0 such that 

II T(t)u 11m S Mn,m II u lin, 'Vue En, 'Vt e [0,1]. (31) 

On the other hand, form so fixed, by our assumption there exists m' e IN 0 such that 

(32) 

Here 4>m.m': IR+ x IR+-+ IR+ is a function monotone increasing in each of its arguments and 

such that 4>m,m•(M,s) -+ 0 as s -+ 0 for each fixed M > 0; 11·11 is the norm of a nonned. space E 

such that E+ ~E. 

For u e En relations (31) and (32) lead to that 

II T(t)u -T(to)UIIm•S 4>m.m' (2Mn,m II ulln ,IIT(t)u -T(to)ull) 

from which follows readily the continuity ofT(·) u : [0,1] -+ Em•. So condition (iv) in Definition 

m.2 is satisfied. [] 

To conclude we remark that the spaces Xj+ (ae /R) satisfy the assumptions in Theorem lll.12 

above so the concepts of locally equi-bounded semigroups and of locally equi-continuous semi

groups on them are equivalent. 
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IV. Hilbert Spaces of Harmonic Functions and Linear Operators 

In Section 1 we give a brief review of the classical theory of hannonic functions and spherical 

hannonics, especially the results which will be used in the subsequent sections. 

In Section 2 we give conditions on a weight function 1.1.: (O,oo) ~ (O,oo) and a nonnegative 

sequence (A.mlme.Wo such that the (pre-) Hilbert space HAq(ll)= (u I u hannonic in /Rq and 

lluii 11 =(J lu(x)I 2 J.L(Ixl)dx)~<oo} can be identified with (D(A},II·IIA) where 
JRf 

A : D(A) c L 2(sq-t) ~ L 2(sq-t) is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in L 2(sq-t) defined by 

for 

u e D(A) = (u e L 2(Sq-l) I II ull~ = l: A.~ 11Pmu112 < oo). 
m=O 

Here Pm: L2(sq-l) ~ H~ is the projection operator onto the subspace of spherical hannonics of 

degree m in q dimensions. 

In Section 3 we give a characterization of the ranges of the propagation operators for the frac. 

tional spherical reaction-diffusion equation 

dU =-(-LlUJ)v/2 U 

ot 
with ilUJ the spherical Laplace-Beltrami operator on sq-l. 

Finally in Section 4 we are concerned with several naturally arising linear operators in spaces of 

hannonic functions on /Rq. Namely, the differentiation operators d~c, the multiplication operators 

M~c> the "general linear" operators LA and the hannonic product 0. In particular we present 

weighted Hilbert spaces of hannonic functions wherein the differentiation operators are continu

ous or even compact. 

IV.l. Preliminaries 

Let q e IN. As usualJRq stands for the Euclidean space of dimension q. The inner product in /Rq 

is denoted by x • y for x,y e /Rq with nonn lx I. For x e /Rq and r > 0 we set 

Bq(x,r) = {y e /Rq I ly -xI < r }, the ball in /Rq with center x and radius r; Bq (x,r) stands for 

the closure of Bq(x,r). We adopt the abbreviations thatBq(O,r) = Bq(r), Bq(O,r) = Bq(r). 

For a twice continuously differentiable function u(x) on n, an open set in IR.q, we define the 

Laplace operator Ll and the orbital angular momentum operator L 2 as follows 
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q o2u(x) 
(~ U)(X) = L --

2
-, X E Q 

k=l axk 

A direct while somewhat tedious calculation gives rise to 

Proposition IV.l.l. For a C2 function on n there always holds the identity 

lx 12 ~u =L2 u +a~u + (q-2) dn u 

q au 
where an U = L Xk -d • 

k=l Xk 

If spherical coordinates are introduced, viz. 

Xt = r COS0t 

.xq=rsinOtsinOz · .. sin9q-zSin9q-l 

then clearly an = r :, . Similarly 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

0 

(4) 

az q-1 1 azu q-Z ctanak au 
L 2 u=~+ :r, -+ :r, (q-k-1) (5) 

aer k=2 sin20t .•. sin2ek-l ae~ k=l sin20t ... sin2
9t-1 aek . 

Thus we have the expression for~ in polar coordinates 

a a 
,z~u=~LBu+(r dr)2u+(q-2)(r or)u. (6) 

Here t.uJ stands for the right hand side in (5), namely, the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 

Let Sq-1 = {x e /Rq I lx I = 1} be the unit sphere in /Rq. The points on Sq-l will be denoted by 

Greek letters t.'ll et al. If not mentioned otherwise we always adopt the custom of relating x and t 

such that x = rt with r = lx I. Similarly, if a function u is defined on a domain Q containing 

sq-1
, u(x) represent the function defined on Q while u(t) stands for its restriction on sq-t. 

A function u(x) in C2(Q) is said to be harmonic iff~= 0. For a harmonic function u(x) on /Rq 

which is homogeneous of degree m, one has, since 

a a 
(r ar) u(x) = (r ar )(rm u(t)) = m ,m u(t) = m u(x), that 

L 2 u(x)=-m (m+q-2) u(x) (7) 

or 
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llLB u(~)=-m (m+q-2) u(Q. (8) 

Let H'/,. denote the set of all homogeneous hannonic polynomials of degree m in q variables, and 

let H'l,. be the set of the restrictions p(O of p(x) in H'l,.. The entries in H'l,. and H'/,. are respectively 

called solid harmonics and spherical harmonics of degree m and dimension q. Both H'l,. and H'/,. 

are vector spaces with the usual linear operations and they are isomorphic to each other in the 

natural way. Let N(q,m) denote their dimension. Then we have via a clever counting (cf. [Mii]) 

N(q, 0)= 1 

_ r(m+q-2) 
N(q,m)-(2m+q-2) r(m+l)r(q-l) 

(9) 

m"2:1. 

In particular N(2,m) = 2 and N(3,m) =2m+ 1. From (9) readily follows the estimate that 

N (q,m)!!, Kq m q-
2 (Kq constant). (10) 

Let L 2(Sq-1) betheL 2 -space of functions on sq-1 with inner product defined by 

(u, v) = J u(~) v(O d crq-1 (~) 
s•-1 

(11) 

for u, v e L 2(sq-1 
), and corresponding nonn 

llull=( J I u(~) 12 dcrq-1(~))~. 
s•-1 

(12) 

Here d crq_1 stands for the area element on sq-1. Each of the spaces HZ. is a finite dimensional 

subspaceofL2(sq-1
). Forpm e H'l,. and q11 e H~. Green's theorem implies that 

Since ~~ = m u for a homogeneous function of degree m we have (n -m) (pm,qn) = 0. Thus, if 

n :¢:. m then (pm,q11 ) = 0. This shows that the subspaces H'/,.(m e IN 0) are mutually orthogonal. 

Their linear span is actually dense in L2(sq-1). In order to show this let us first prove that any 

polynomial Pm in P'l,. (the set of homogeneous polynomials of degree min q variables) can be 

uniquely written as Pm(X) = fim(X) + I x 12 Pm-2(x) where Pm e H'l,. and Pm-2 e P'fn-2· In fact, if 

we define 

(13) 

then it is easy to see that <·,·>is a inner product in P'l,.. For any fim e H'l,. and Pm-2 e P'f,._2 we 

have 

<fim, IX 1
2 

Pm-2 > =Pm-2(()) llfim =0 

which implies that H'l,. is orthogonal to lx 12 P'/,._2 in P'l,.. They are in fact orthogonal duals of 

each other. For, if <Pm• lx 12 
Pm-2 > =0 for all Pm-2 e P'fn-2 and some Pm e P'l,. then 
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< llPm•Pm-2 > = 0 with tlpm e P'!..-2 and hence tlpm = 0 by setting Pm-2 = dPm· Therefore the 

decomposition Pm(x) = Pm(X) + lx 12 Pm-2(x) holds true. Continuing in this way we derive the 

decomposition 

{

Pm(x)+ lx1
2

.Pm-2(x)+ lxl
4

ftm-4(x)+ ··· + lxlmpo(X) 

Pm(X)= Pm(X)+ lx1 2.Pm-2(x)+ lxi 4 .Pm-4(x)+ ··· + lxlm-!Pt(X) 

m 

(14) 

form even or odd respectively. In particular we have shown that Pm(O = L p j(t). On the other 
j=(J 

hand the space C(Sq-t), functions continuous on sq-1, is obviously dense in L 2(S4-1) and the 

Stone-Weierstrass theorem in its tum implies that Span [pm(C) I Pm e P'!,., m e IV o} is dense in 

C(S4-1). In summary we arrive at the assertion that 

00 

L2(S4-1)= EB H'/,.. 
m..O 

In the sequel P m : L 2(sq-I) ~ H'/,. will be the projection mapping onto H'/,.. 

(15) 

Using the invarlance property ofH'/,. with respect to the group SO(q) we have the following cru

cial 

Proposition IV .1.2. Given m e IV 0 and any orthonormal basis { e'!n..; I m e IV 0 } of H'/,.. Then 

Nr) e'/,..j(t) e'!n,/11) = N(q,m) P'/,.(t·11), C,11 E S4- 1 (16) 
j=1 <Tq-1 

where cr4_1 =sf-~ d cr4_1 = ~(=q~) is the total area of the unit sphere. Here P'/,.(t) is a Gegenbauer 

polynomial given by 

r(q-t) 

P'/,.(t)=(-ll2)m 
2 

l (1-t) 

r(m+ q~ ) 
(17) 

[] 

For the proof we refer to [Mii]. Multiplying both sides of (16) by u(11) and integrating with 

respect to 11 we arrive at 

Proposition IV.1.3. For u(Q e L 2(sq-t) and m e IV 0 it holds true that 
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The Gegenbauer polynomials enjoy the following properties. 

Proposition IV .1.4. 

1) P'ln is a polynomial of degree m 

1 rl 
2) J P~(t)P'/n(t)(l-t 2 ) 2 dt=O for n:;tm 

-1 

3) P'/n(l)= 1, me !No 

4) Fort,te /Rwith It I< 1 and l'tl ~ 1 

- 1-~ I; N(q,m) tm P'/n(t)= 
2 12 

m..O (1 +t -2t't)q 

where for each fixed t the series converges unifonnly in 't e [-1, 1]. 

Setting ~='11 in (16) and using 3) in Proposition IV.1.4 we have 

Proposition IV.1.5. For u e H'/n 

I u(O I~ [ N(q,m)] ~ llull, 'e sq-t. 
O'q-l 

(18) 

[J 

(19) 

(20) 

[] 

(21) 

The following characteristic property of harmonic functions, the mean value property, is proved 

by a clever use of Green's theorem. 

Theorem IV .1.6. 

I) If u ; n c /Rq ~ cis a harmonic function in the region n. then, for any x0 
E n and r > 0 

such thatB(x0 ,r) en, we have 

(22) 

2) Conversely, if a function u: n c !Rq ~Cis continuous and for any x 0 e n there exists an 

r0 > 0 such that B(x0 ,r0
) c n and whenever r c r0 equality (22) holds true, then u is 

infinitely differentiable and hannonic in n. [J 

The above Theorem IV.1.6 has the following two corollaries. 
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Theorem IV.1.7. For a harmonic function u: 0 c /Rq-+ IR, on the region 0 if 

A = SUP u(x) <co and u is not a constant on n, then u(x) <A for all X E n. Thus, if 
xell 

u : n c lR q -+ 1R is hannonic in n and continuous in 0, then either u is a constant on 0 or u 

attains its maximum only on the boundary. 0 

Theorem IV .1.8. Let { un (x)} be a sequence of hannonic functions on the region n. If for any 

x0 e n there exists an r 0 > 0 such that B(x0 ,r0
) en and {un(x)} converges uniformly on 

B(x0 ,r0
), then it converges to a hannonic function on n. 0 

Applying the above properties of harmonic functions we can solve the Dirichlet problem for the 

unit ball. 

Theorem IV .1.9. 

(i) Assume that u(~) E L 2(sq-l) and let p m u (mE IN o) be its projection onto the subspace 

HZ,. Then the series 

00 00 

l: (Pmu)(x)= L rm (Pmu)(,), X =r C, r < 1 (23) 
m=O m=O 

converges uniformly on the ball Bq(p) for each p < 1, the sum of which, denoted by u(x), is 

hannonic in Bq(l) and is equivalently given by the Poisson formula 

1 J 1-lxl
2 

u(x) = --
2 

u(O d O'q-1 (C). 
O"q-1 s•-' lx-~1 

(24) 

Moreover, setting u,(O = u(rO for r e (0, 1) and ~ e sq-1
, we have II u,-u II -+ 0 as r i 1. 

(ii) If u(O e C(sq-1 ), then there exists a unique function u(x) which is harmonic in Bq(l) and 

continuous on iiq (1) with the given boundary values u(~) on sq-1
• It is given by (23) or 

equivalently by the Poisson formula (24). 0 

The following theorem on the central expansion of harmonic functions is important in our further 

work. 

Theorem IV.l.lO. (Cf. [Gr]) 

(i) u(~) e L2(sq-t) can be extended to a harmonic function u(x) on Bq(R) (R > 1), iff 

E r2m11Pmu112 <co forany re (O,R). (25) 
m=O 
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(ii) If u(x) is a harmonic function on Bq(R), then the series 

... ... 
:£ rm(Pmu)(t)= L (Pmu)(x) 

m..O m..O 

converges to u(x) unifonnly on each ball Bq(r), r e (O,R). 

Proof. i) Assume that the condition (25) is satisfied. Then for 0 < r < p < R we have 

::;;.!. 
2 

(by (10) and (21)) 

(26) 

(27) 

Therefore, the series in (26) converges unifonnly on each ball Bq(r) (r e (O,R)). Theorem IV.1.8 

above then implies that the sum, denoted by u(x), is hannonic on Bq(R). Especially, 

i: (Pm u) (0 converges unifonnly in t e sq-1 and hence in L 2(Sq-1). This shows that u(x) is 
m..O 

indeed an extension of u(t). 

Conversely, suppose that u(t) is extendible to a harmonic function u(x) on the ball 

Bq(R) (R > 1). For fixed r e (l,R) set u, by u,.(t) = u(rO, t e sq-t. Theorem IV.1.9 (ii) above 

then leads to the assertion that the function v1 (x) on Bq (1) defined by 

{

Vt(X)= i pm(Pmu,)(O, x=pt,p<l 
m..O 

V1 (0 = Ur(0 = U(rt), t E Sq-1 

is harmonic in Bq(l) and continuous on Bq (1). On the other hand it is easy to verify that the func

tion v2(x) = u(r p t) (x=pt) is hannonic in Bq(l) and continuous on Bq(l) with the boundary 

values vz(O = u(rt) (t e sq-l ). By the uniqueness of the solution to the Dirichlet problem 

(Theorem IV.1.9 (ii}} we then have Vt = vz. Inparticularvt(.! 0 =vz(.! 0. namely 
r r 

U(0 = i: r-m(P m u,)(Q unifonnly in t E Sq-l. 
m..O 

Thus we conclude that 

from which it follows that 

(28} 
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i r2m11Pmu112 = i 11PmUr112 <co. 
m=O m..O 

This completes the proof for (i). 

The assertion in (ii) readily follow from the proof for (i). [J 

Finally we give the following theorem which provides estimates for the values of the derivatives 

of a homogeneous harmonic polynomial in terms of the L 2 -norm on the unit sphere of the poly

nomial itself. This will play an essential role in our investigation of differential operators in 

spaces of harmonic functions (cf. Section IVA below). 

Theorem IV .1.11. For Pm e H'/, and a. e INS there exists a constant C a such that 

(29) 

For the proof of the above theorem we need 

Lemma IV.1.12. For a harmonic function u in Bq(i,r) and a e JNg 

(30) 

where A a is a constant depending only on a. 

Proof Take a radial C ... function cp(x) on !Rq (i.e., q,(x)=•(lx I) for a function.: JR+ ~ /R.), 

which has its support in B q (1) and which is normalized in the sense that J cp(x) dx = 1. Then 
JR• 

I I 

I pq-1 
CSq-1 .(p) dp =I pq-1 dp I cp(p~) d CSq-1 (~) = f q,(y) dy = 1. 

0 0 S•"' JR• 

From this and the mean value theorem, for$,(y)= r-q $(y/r) we have 

I u(X-y)cp,(y)dy 
IR• 

r 

=fp11-1dp J u(X-p~)r-q$(.E..Qdaq-1(~) 
o s•-' r 

= J p11-
1 
dpr-11 ~ [ -;] aq-l u(X)dp 
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1 

= <J pq-1 
Gq-1 ~(p)dp) u(X) = u(X). 

0 

This can be rewritten as 

u(X)= J u(y)$,(X-y)dy. 
JR9 

Hence 

i:Fu I aa,, 
-(X)= u(y)- (X-y)dy. 
dXa JR• dXa 

Noticing that i:Fljl, (x) = ,-q-lal ()"ljl [ .!] we have by Schwartz inequality 
axa ox" r 

where 

laa: 00 1~( I lu(y)lzdy)'h( I ,-2q-21allaa:[x~y]l
2

dy)'h 
I dx I B•(i,r) B•(i,r) I dx I 

_.!__Ia I 

~Aa r 2 ( J I u(y) 12 dy)'h 

B•(i,r) 

Proof of Theorem IV.l.ll. Fore> 0 we have 

1-Hl 

J I Pm(X) 12 dx = J rq-1 dq J I Pm(rC) 12 d Gq-1 (Q 
B•(1-Hl) o s•-• 

l+e 

= I r2m+q-l dr J I Pm(O 12 d Gq-1 (Q 
o s•-• 

= (1 +e)2m+q 
11 11

2. 

2m+q Pm 

For X E sq-1 by the above lemma we obtain 

D 
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_.!L_Ial 

s;Aae 2 
( J 1pm(X)I 2 dx)~ 
B•(l+e) 

Choosing e = lim we anive at 

I I 
~lal aa Pm (1 + 1/m)m+q/2 m 2 

-- 'x) <A -'-"-'---"'-'c..:L...-___:_;..;.-- llpm II 
axa ,.... - a (2m+q)~ 

.i=!_+lal 

s; Cam 2 llpmll. 

IJ 

The above Theorem IV.1.11 can be found in [St], Appendix C. Here we have a little more precise 

estimate on the power of m in (29), which is important to us. 

IV .2. Identification of Weighted Hilbert spaces of Harmonic Functions on IR q with Domains 

of Positive Self-adjoint Operators in L 2(sq-1) 

As is seen in the last section we have an identity decomposition for the Hilbert space L 2(sq-I) 
00 

into spherical harmonics: L 2(sq-1
) = Ee HZ,. For a sequence {A.,. lme INo of positive numbers, 

m=O 

then, we have a well defined positive self-adjoint operator A on L 2(sq-1 ), i.e. 

D(A) = {u e L2(Sq-l) I i A.~ II Pm u 11 2 <co}. 
m=O 

The domain D(A), equipped with the inner product 

00 

(u,v)A = L A.~(Pm u, Pm v) 
m=O 

and corresponding norm 

lluiiA =<i A.~ 11Pmu11 2 )~ 
m=O 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

is a Hilbert space by itself. If the sequence { A.m} is such that R m I A.m = 0 ( 1) for any R > 0, then 

Theorem IV.l.lO implies that each u in D(A) extends uniquely to a harmonic function on /Rq. 
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On the other hand, it is easy to see that the space 

HAq(J.L)= {u(x)hannonicon /Rq lllull
11

= {I I u(x) 12 JJ.(Ix l)dx}~ <oo} (34) 
IR• 

is a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product 

(u, v)11 = I u(x) v(x) JJ.( lx I) dx. (35) 
IR• 

Here J.1: (O,oo) ~ (O,oo) is a Lebesgue measurable weight function. 

The following fundamental result is on the identification of a space HA q(J.L) with a space D(A) for 

an appropriate pair of weight function J.1 and sequence { J...k}. 

Theorem IV .2.1. Assume that a weight function J.1: (O,oo) ~ (O,oo) and a positive sequence 

{'Amlme !No satisfy the conditions below: 

1) J r2m+q-i JJ.(r)dr < oo, Vm e /No 
0 

2) Rm1Am=0(1), VR >0 

3) {'A~}- J r2m+q-i JJ.(r)dr. Here and afterwards, for two sequences of positive numbers 
0 

{am} and { bm} we write {am} - { bm} iff 0 < liminf (am b;!) S: limsup (am b;.1) < oo. 

Then the space HA q(J.L) is isomorphic to the space D(A) as nonned spaces. The isomorphism is 

exactly the restriction-extension mapping. Furthennore, if, instead of condition 3) above, 

'A~= I r2m+q-i J.L(r) dr, then the isomorphism is actually an isometry. 
0 

Proof. Let u(~) e D(A). Because of the condition 2) above Theorem IV.l.lO ensures that u(O 

extends uniquely to a harmonic function u(x) on /Rq, namely 

00 

u(x) = u(r~) = :E rm (P m u)(Q. (36) 
m=O 

It is clear that 

J I u(r~) 12 dO'q-1(~)= i r2m 11Pmu112
. 

s•-· m=O 

(37) 

Therefore 
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J f.l.(lx I) I u(x) 12 dx 
IR• 

=Jrq-l!J.(r)dr J lu(r01 2 daq-t(0 
o s•-• 

= J rq-l IJ.(r)dr 1: r2m llPmull2 

0 m=O 

= i <J r2m+q-l 1J.(r)dr)11Pmu112. (38) 
m=O 0 

This, in view of the condition 3) above, leads readily to the conclusion that u(x) e HA q(f.l.). 

Conversely, if u(x) e HAq(IJ.), then Theorem IV.l.lO. ii) implies that Equation (36) is valid, so 

are (37) and (38). From the latter and the condition 3) immediately follows that u(O e D(A). 

Finally the relation (38) and the condition 3) lead readily to the conclusion that the restriction

extension mapping is an isomorphism or isometry between the spaces HA q (f.l.) and D(A) under 

the respective conditions. [] 

Corollary IV .2.2. Under the conditions in Theorem IV.2.1 above the space HA q(IJ.) is complete. 

So it is a Hilbert space. I] 

00 

Corollary IV .2.3. Under the conditions in Theorem IV.2.1 above we have HA q(f.l.) = ED H'fn. 
m=O 

Moreover, if { e'fn..;(O I 1 ~ j ~ N(q,m)} is an orthonormal basis in H'fn, then 

{ -
1
- e'tn,1(x) I 1 ~ j ~ N(q,m)} is an orthonormal basis in H'fn considered as a subspace of 

fJ.m 

HA q(fJ.). Here 1J.m = <J r2m+q-l m(r)dr)v.. 
0 

Proof. For Pm e H'fn and qn e HZ we have 

(pm,qn)p. = J f.l.( IX I) Pm(X) qn(X) dx = (j ,m+n+q-l IJ.(r)dr) (pm,qn)• 
m• o 

HenceH'fn ..LH% inHA q(f.l.) if m ~ n, for H'fn ..L H% ifm ~ n. 

Let u e HA q(IJ.). Since the last expression in (38) is obviously i II P m u II~, we have 
m=O 

(34) 
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!lull~= i IIPmull~. (35) 
m=O 

Therefore 

co 

u = L Pmu in HA9(Jl). (36) 
m=O 

Thus HA q (Jl) = EB H'/,.. The last assertion in the present corollary follows directly from (34). 
0 m=O 

Corollary IV.2.4. Under the conditions in Theorem IV.2.1 above the space HA 9 (Jl) has a repro-
co 

ducing kernel K~(x,y). Explicitly K~(x,y) = L K~m(x,y), where for each m K~m(x,y) is the 
m=O 

reproducing kernel for the subspace H'/,., namely 

Kq (xy)= N(q,m) lx 1m ly 1m p9 [_.£__· J_l 
Jl,m ' cr

9
_

1 
1.1~ m lx I ly I 

(37) 

where P'/n is the Gegenbauer polynomial (see (17)). 

Proof For the theory of reproducing kernel we refer to [Ar], [Yo], [Mal] and [Ma2]. 

co 

Let u e HA 9(Jl). Then u(x)= L rm(Pmu)(~). In view of the estimate N(q,m)S.K
9

mq-Z and 
m=O 

condition 2) in Theorem IV.2.1 we have 

co 

I u(x) IS. L rm I (Pmu)(~) I 
m=O 

S. i rm [ N(q,m)] 'h IIPmull (Prop. IV.1.5) 
m=O Cfq-1 

S. C II ull 11 

where Cis a constant depending only on q,Jl and {A.ml· The above inequality implies that for 

each fixed x e JR9, the functional u H u(x) is continuous on HA 9(Jl). Hence HA 9(Jl) is a Hil

bert space with a reproducing kernel. 

Let {e'/n,j I 1 S. j S. N(q,m)} be an orthononnal basis in H'/,.. Corollary IV.2.3 above then shows 

that { -
1
- e'!n,j(x) I 1 S. j S. N(q,m)} is an orthononnal basis in H'/,.. So its reproducing kernel is 

Jlm 

give by 
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N(q,m) 1 
K~m(x,y)= L - eZ.,j(x)· -eZ,,j(y} 

m=O lim lim 

_ lx 1m ly 1m N(q,m) q ·[-x-J q { y ] 
- 2 L em,J lx I em,J ly I 

l!m m..O 

= N(q,m) lx lm ly lm PZ, [ X • _L_l· 
a,_ 1 !J.~ lx I ly I 

{38) 

co 

Of course the reproducing kernel of HA q (li) is given by K~ (x,y) = L Ktm(x,y ), for 
m..O 

Corollary IV .2.5. 

(i) Foru e H'/n. 

I u(x) I S: [ N(q,m)] 'h 

<iq-1 

(ii) For u e HA q (!!) 

I u(x) IS: [ i N(q,m) 1 ~ 1 2m] 'h llullw 
m..O <iq-1 lim 

{iii) For u e HA '(!!) and m e IN 0 

(] 

(39) 

(40) 

(Pmu)(x)=N(q,m)l:lm J lylmPz.[-x-,_L_] u(y)dy. (41) 
<iq-llim JR• fx I ly I 

Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the last corollary. Multiplying both sides of {38) by u(y) and then 

integrating over R' we obtain (40) readily. (] 

The above considerations on reproducing kernels is motivated by [Mal] and [Ma2] where Mar

tens treated in effect the space HA '(e-t lxl\ 

[
2m] tm !LJ, 

ExampleiV.2.6. FoqJ.(r)=e-ar• {a,b>O}andl.~= eab m b 
2 

(me /No) all the condi-

tions in Theorem IV.2.1 above are satisfied. Thus, HA'(e -ar.) is a Hilbert space isomorphic to the 

space D(A) and all the assertions in the above corollaries hold true. In fact we have 
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Lemma IV.2.7. 

~. l e-arb r2m+q-l dr::: (2n:)l'z b-1'1 (eab)-(2m+q)lb (2m +q) b 2 
(41) 

Here and in the sequel for two sequences {am} and { bm} of positive numbers we write 

{am}= {bm} iff lim ami bm = 1. 
m-~ooo 

Proof. Substituting 8 for arb we have 

~ ~1 
= J e-s a b b-1 8 b ds 

0 

~ [ ] =a b b-l r 2mb+q . 

Then an invocation to Stirrings fonnula 

r(e):=.(21t)l'z e&-1'1 e-a ce~oo) 

yields (41). (] 

IV .3. The Range of the Propagation Operator for the Spherical Reaction-Diffusion Equa

tion 

We proceed to discuss the spherical reaction-diffusion equation 

du 
at =ALBU· (42) 

Here u = u(,,t) (' e Sq-l , t > 0) is the unknown function and ALB is the Laplace-Beltrami opera

tor for sq-t (cf. (2)-(6) in IV.l). As is observed in IV .I we have 

ALB u = -m(m +q -2) u, 'ifu e H:fz. (43) 

Thus the operator ALB, as defined on the algebraic direct sum of H:fz (me IN 0), is essentially 

self-adjoint in L 2(sq-t ). Its self-adjoint closure, still denoted ALB, is given by 

ALB u =- :E m(m+q-2)Pmu 
m=O 

ueD(ALB)={ue L2(Sq-1
), i [m(m+q-2)]2 11Pmu112 <oo}. 

m=O 

(44) 



The solution u = u(t,t) of (42) for the initial value u(O) = v e L 2(sq-l) is given by 

u=etf:.uv= i e-tm(m+q-2)pmv. 

m;(l 

(45) 

The range of the propagation operator at timet, R(e
1
t:.u.), i.e., the possible states of the system at 

time t starting from the initial states in L 2(sq-l ), is given by 

D(e -tt.u) = {u e L 2(Sq-l) I i e2tm(m+q-2) II P m u 112 < oo}. 
m;(l 

(46) 

If instead of Equation (42) we consider the more general fractional spherical reaction-diffusion 

equation 

iJu v/2 
a;=-(-ALB) u (v>l) 

then in place of ( 44 )·( 46) we have 

and 

-(-ALB)v12 u=- i {m(m+q-2)}v12 Pmu 
m=O 

u e D(-(-ALB)v12)= {u e L 2(Sq-l) I i (m(m+q-2W 11Pmu112 <oo} 
m=O 

-tt-" ·)v/2 "" v/2 
u = e ,......, v = r. e-t{m(m+q-2)} p m v 

m=O 

(42)' 

(44)' 

(45)' 

t(-l:.u)v/2 
The purpose of this section is to characterize D(e ), more precisely, to identify it with a 

weighted space of harmonic functions on JR. q. Note that D (e t(-t:.u)v/
2

) equipped with the norm 

II u llv,t = ( i e21!m(m+q-2)Jv/2 II p m u 112)Y2 

m=O 

is just the space Xh for X = L 2(sq-l) and B = e <-t.u)v/
2

, in the notation of Chapter I. 

(47) 

Theorem IV .3.1. Given 1 < vS 2 and t > 0. The space Xh =D(/(-t.u),.) is isomorphic to the 

space HA q (!!) as normed spaces under the restriction-extension mapping. Here ll : (0, oo) -f (0, oo) 

is the weight function given by 

2-

!J.(r)=r-2 llogr I 2(v-l) e llogr I , r > 0. (48) 

The Hilbert space HA<l(!l) has all the properties stated in Theorem IV.2.1 and Corollaries IV.2.2-
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5. 

Proof. Obviously conditions 1) and 2) in Theorem IV.2.1 hold true. The assertions in the present 

theorem are proved provided condition 3) in Theorem IV.2.1 is verified, which is done in the next 

lemma. D 

Lemma IV.3.2. For 1 < vS.: 2 and t > 0 fixed and J.L described as in Theorem IV.3.1 above we 

have 

j r2m+q-1 J.L(r) dr- e2t{m(m+q-2)}v/2. 

0 

(49) 

[I 

In order to prove this lemma we need the following delicate result of Brands ([Br]) on the asymp

totic behaviours of integrals. 

Theorem IV .3.3. Assume that a function M R+ ~ R+ satisfy the following conditions: 

(i) Me C([O,oo,R),Me C2([a,oo,R) for some a~O. M"(x)>O (x~a) and 

M'(x)~oo (x~oo). 

(ii) There exists a positive function a on [b, oo) for some b ~ 0 such that 

a(x) (M"(x))'h ~ oo (x ~oo); 

a(x)S.: x (x~b); 

V'e > 0 3A > 0 V'x:?! A V'y:?! 0 [ly-x Is;; a(x) => I C"(y)-C"(x) Is;; eC"(x)]. 

Then the integral 

+oo 

l(M,t) = I etx-M(Ix I) dx 

has the following asymptotic behaviour as t ~ oo: 

l(M,t) = [ 2 
n: l 'h eM'(t) (1 +0(1)) 

m'(m~(t)) 

= [2lt(m~)'(t)]'h eM'(t) (1 +0(1)) 

I 

wherem(t) =M'(t), m~(t) is the inverse function of m(t) andMx(t) =I m~('t)d't. 
0 

Corollary IV .3.4. ForM: R.+ ~ JR+ satisfying the conditions in the theorem above and 

(50) 
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M(x)= __:!__xa+1 +clogx forx sufficientlylarge(A >0, a>O, ce JR) (51) 
a+l 

we have 

(52) 

Proof We need to know the asymptotic behaviourofm+-(t) as t--+ oo. We have 

y =m(x)=M'(x)=Axa + £ (x large). 
X 

(53) 

Since 

m'(x) =M"(x) =A axa-l- c > 0 for x large enough 

the function m(x) is strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of oo, Therefore the inverse function 

m<-(y) exists in a neighbourhood of oo. Substituting -
1
- for y and 

1 
for x in (53) we 

a 

have 

F(cr,ro) = roa- A- c crroa+l = 0. (54) 

Clearly F(O,A Ita}= 0 and F(cr,ro) is analytic in (cr. ro) in the neighbourhood of (O,A 11a). Accord

ing to Weierstrass' theorem we have the following expansion in a neighbourhood of cr = 0: 

So is true the expansion 

1 
--c---=l-w1 cr+ ··· 
A-lia(l) 

(55) 

(56) 

Inserting (55) in (54) and equating the coefficient of a on both sides we obtain w 1 = cAlla . This 
a 

together with (56) implies that 

1 
x=-.,.--1-

A-lia 
=--

1
-(1-wla+ ... ) 

cr a+l 
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1 
c -(2+-) 

=A-llaylla __ y-1 +c'y a + · · · (forylargeenough) 
a 

(57) 

where c' is a constant. The series converges unifonnly in a neighbourhood of y = oo, so does its 

derivative. Thus we have 

I 

Jm<-('t)d't 

eM'(t)- ea 

Relation (52) then follows from relations (50), (58) and (59). 

Proof of Lemma IV.3.2. For 1 < vS 2 we have 

y v !l.::::J:_ 
2t{m(m+q-2))v/2 21m [1+2 m ] 

e -e 

For M(x) in Corollary IV.3.4 we have 

/(M,2m+q-2) 

Consequently if we could take a,c and A such that 

then 

.!.(..!_-1)- _£. =0 
2 a a 

l+..!.=v 
a 

1+_!_ 
A-lla2 a =2t 

l+a 

I(M,2m+q-2)- e211m(m+q-Z)Jv/2. 

It turns out that the system of equations (62) indeed has a set of solutions: 

(58) 

(59) 

IJ 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 



1 
a=-

v-1 

v-2 
c = -:--"'--

2(v-l) 

On the other hand 
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I r2m+q-t fJ.(r) dr = I e<2m+q-2Y" f.l.(e") e2l: dx. 

0 

(64) 

(65) 

Relation (49) then follows from the relations (63), (64), (65), (48) and the fact that for any con

tinuous function fJ. on (0, oo) and a < 1 there exists a constant C,. such that 

l-1-0' 

I I r2m+q-l fJ.(r)dr I 
l--3 

s: c - 1- [(1 +a-1 )2m+q - o-a)2m+ql 
v. 2m+q 

= o(e2tm(m+q-2W
12

) (m .-+oo). 

Thus Lemma IV .3.2 is proved, so is Theorem IV.3.1. 

Finally we remark that Theorem IV.3.1 is still valid forv > 2 in case q = 2. 

IV .4. Linear Operators in Spaces of Harmonic Functions 

[) 

In the last sections we introduced some Hilbert spaces of harmonic functions on JR.q. We are now 

in a position to discuss several naturally arising linear operators in these spaces. In order to do so 

it seems appropriate to introduce the space HA ( IR q) of all harmonic functions in IR q. 

Proposition IV.4.1. The spaceHA(JR.q) equipped with the norms {ll•llr I r > 1} 

llullr=<i: r2m11Pmu112)1h 

m=O 

(66) 

is a Frechet space. For any R > 0, a sequence of functions {un} in HA(JR.q) converges to zero 

uniformly on each ball Bq(r) with r <Riff !I un llr-+ 0 for all r < R. So, convergence to zero of a 

sequence { un } in HA q (JR. q) means its uniform convergence to zero on each compact set in JR. q. 

Proof. The inequality (cf. (27) in IV.l) 
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(67) 

e e (0,1), p e (r,R) 

leads to the assertion that if II u .. II, -+ 0 for all r < R then {u .. } converges to zero unifonnly on 

each ball B'~(r) with r < R. 

Set u,(x) = u(rx). Then the equality (cf. (28) in IV.l) 

implies the converse, i.e., that if {u .. } converges to zero unifonnly on each ball B'~(r) with r < R 

then II Un II, -+ 0 for all r < R. 

As a consequence it follows that HA(JR'~) is complete with respect to the nonns {11·11,} (cf. 

Theorem IV.1.8). [] 

In the following for a pair (1.1, {A.mlmeJN
0

) of weight function 1.1 and positive sequence {A.,.} we 

always assume that the conditions in Theorem IV.2.1 are satisfied so that the space HA'~(I.l.) is iso

morphic to the space D(A) under the restriction-extension correspondence. Corollary IV.2.5 (ii) 

then implies that the space HA 'i (1.1) for each 1.1 is continuously and densely embedded in the space 

HA(JR'i). 

For convenience of reference here we settle down a few special notations for the spaces we are 

most interested in. HA'~(e-ar•)!!! HA'~(a,b) (a,b>O) (cf. Example IV.2.6). The symbol 

HA!UJ(v,t) (l<vS2,t>0) stands for the space HA'~(I.l.) with 1.1 given in (48), i.e., the space 

corresponding to the range of the propagator for the fractional spherical reaction-diffusion equa

tion (cf. IV.3). We also fonn inductive limits and projective limits of these spaces: 

HAHa+,b) indlimHAf(a',b) (O<aSoo) 
(if a 

HAf(a-, b) =proi_lim HAf(a', b) (OS a<<><>) 
a'"J,a 

HA!u(v, t+)=indlimHA!UJ (v, t') (OS t <oo) 
t' .l.t 

HAL (v, t-) = prQilim HA!UJ (v, t') (0 < tS oo). 
t'it 

Let us begin with the differentiation operators 
0
° a dk (IS kS q). 
Xk 
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Proposition IV.4.2. (i) The differentiation operator d~c(ts; kS q) is continuous in HA(IRq) and 

Pmd~c=d~cPm+l (ISkSq, me /No} onHA(IRq). 

(ii) If l~(2)/A~+t(l) = O(m-<q+l)) then the differentiation operator ()" is continuous from 

HA q(J.L(l)) to HA q(J.L(2)). 

(iii) Ifl~(2)/ l~+t (1) = o(m-<q+t) then a" (IS: kS q) is compact from HA q(J.L(l)) to HA q(ll(2)) . 

... 
Proof (i) Let u e HA(/Rq). We have u(x)= I: (P111 u)(x) with uniform convergence on com

m=O 

d(Pm+l u)(x) 
pacta of lR q. Form e IN o clearly e H'/,. and by Theorem IV.l.ll we have 

(68) 

... i1(P111 u) (x) 
Therefore the series I: " converges uniformly on compacta in /Rq and hence holds 

m=O riXk 

true the equality 

()u(x) ... ()(Pmu)(x) 
--= I: --=---

dXk m=O dxt 

So P mat u =at P m+l u. From (68) and Proposition IV.4.1 follows also the continuity of {)" in 

HA(IRq). 

(ii), (iii) For u e HA q(J.L(l)) we have 

ll()~cuiiX(2)= l: l~(2)11P 111 (d~cu)ll 2 

m=O 

= l: A.~(2)11()kpm+1 ull2 

m=O 

S i A.;.(2) C(m + l)q+l II P m+t u 11 2 

m=O 

The assertions in (ii) and (iii) then follow easily from the above estimate. 

Corollary IV .4.3. 

(69) 

ll 
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(i) The differential operator CJ1 is continuous in the Hilbert spaces HAt.,. (v,t) (1 <vS 2, t > 0) 

and HA% (a,b) with a > 0 and 0 < b s; ~l . It is in fact compact in those spaces except for 
q+ 

b = ~ 1 for which we do not know whether it is compact. 
q+ 

(ii) The differential operator a" is compact from HAHa 1,b) to HAHa 2 .b) for all 

a1 >O,az>Oandb>Osuchthatat <az. 

(iii) The differential operator a" is compact on each of the spaces HM(a+. b) andHA~(a-, b). 

Proof The assertions in the present corollary follow from Proposition IV.4.2 above and the next 

lemma. IJ 

Lemma IV.4.4. (i) Forv > 1 

{(m+ 1) (m+ 1 +q-2)}"12
- {m(m+q-2)}"12

- m'~- 1 

(ii) For 0 < a 1 s; az and b > 0 

IJ 

We continue to study the multiplication operators. For 1 s; k s; q define 

Mk : L 2(sq-l) ~ L 2(sq-t) by (M~c u) (0 = 1;.t u(Q. It is obvious that M1 is continuous and 

IIM~cll = 1. For u e HA(/Rq) we first define (M~cuHO=~u(O on sq-t as above, then extend it 

to a harmonic function on /Rq provided this is possible at all. Such an operation is still denoted 

byMt. 

Proposition IV.4.5. (i) Forme IN o and Pm(O e H:C, we have (H!t = {0}) 

(70) 

where 

(71) 

and 

(72) 

Corresponding 
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and 

(ii) M,t;[HA(Rq)] c HA(Rq) and M.t: HA(Rq) ~ HA(Rq) is continuous. Moreover 

(PmMku)(Q=y;(Pm-lu)(~)-
2 

l 
4 

(o.tPm-tU)(I;,) 
m+q-

and 

(iii) If 

1 
+-2m (o.tPm+t u) (x) 

+q 

A 2m(2) A 2 (2) 
0(1) m =0{1) 

A~+t (1) = ' A.~-t (1) 

thenM.t [HAqijt(1))] cHAqij!(2)) andM.t: HAqijt(l)) ~ HM(J..L(2)) is continuous. 

If instead of (79) we have 

A2 (2) J..2m(2) 
m =o(1), -o(l) 

J..~-t(l) -

then M.t is compact 

Proof. (i) For Pm(X) e H'/n we have by calculation 

l\.(lx I" Pm(X))= n(2m+n+q-2) lx 1''-2 Pm(X). 

In particular n = 2 gives rise to the identity 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

(78)' 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 
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A(lx 12 Pm(X))=2(2m+q) Pm(X). 

On the other hand we have 

A (XkPm(X)) = 2(d~cPm) (x). 

The identities (82) and (83) together suggest that 

lx 12 

A[XkPm(X)- Z(m-l)+q (d~cPm(X)]=O. 

This together with A [(i1~cPm(x))] = 0 leads readily to all the assertions in (i). 

~ -

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

(ii) For u(x)e HA(JR<I) we have u(~)= L (Pmu)(O and (M~cu)(Q= L ~cPmuHO where 
m~ m~ 

the series converges unifoimly and absolutely in t e s<~- 1 • From (70), (71) and (72) follow, there-

fore, (76) and (77). In particular 

SinceiiM~cii=IIPmll=l wehaveforr> 1 

IIM,~:ull; = E r2m 11PmM~cuii 2 S E r2m QIPm-1 ull +11Pm+1 ull)2 

m~ m~ 

S 2 E r2m QIP m-1 u 11 2 +II Pm+1 u 112). 

m~ 

(85) 

This together with Theorem N.l.lO and Proposition N.4.1 ensures that M~cu e HA(JR<I) and 

that M,~:: HA(JR<I) --1 HA(JR<I) is continuous. (78) then follows directly from (77). 

(iii) The respective assertions follow easily from the following estimate 

IIM,~:u11X(2) = E l~(2)11PmM.~:ull 2 

m.O 

S 2 E A~(2) 01 P m-1 U 11 2 +II P m+l U 11
2

). 

m~ 

D 

Corollary IV.4.6. The multiplication operator M~c is a compact operator from HAZ(a 1, b) to 

HAHa2, b)(O<at <az, b >0) or from HAXu(V,tt) to HAL(v,t2) (1 <vS2, O<t2 <t 1). 

Hence it is compact operator on the inductive limits HAHa+, b) and HAL (v,t+) or on the pro

jective limits HA~(a-, b) and HAZ"' (v,t-). 

Proof. The assertions in the present corollary are immediate consequences of the above Proposi

tion IV.4.5 and Lemma N.4.4. D 
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We remade that the possibility of the decomposition (70) was known before, see [S-W] Chapter 

VI, Lemma 3.4, and [Marl], Lemma 2.12. 1n (i) of Proposition IV.4.5 above we gave an explicit 

formula for the components P m-1 MkPm and P m+l MkPm· 

Recall that by definition -ALB is the nonnegative se1f-adjoint operator in L 2(sq-l) given by 

"" 
(-Al..Bu)(O= L m(m+q-2)(Pmu)(O 

m=O 

for 

u = ~ Pmu E D(AL.B) = {u e L2(sq-l) I L {m(m+q-2)} 2 11Pmu 112 < oo}. 
m=O m=O 

Now for u e HA(/Rq) we first define (ALB u) (0 as above (note that indeed u(t) e D(ALB)) then 

extend it to a harmonic function in /Rq. Theorem IV.l.lO ensures that this is allowable. Further

more Proposition IV.4.1 implies that such an operation (still denoted ALB) is continuous on 

HA(/Rq). 1n fact it will be shown that it coincides with the arbital angular momentum operator 

L 2 defined in (2) in N .1. Equation (78) demonstrates that M" differs from x" • by a term 

For some special expressions involving the dk's andM"'s, we will show, however, that it does not 

matter if the M"'s are replaced by the ordinary multiplications xk·· We will also show that the 

multiplication operators M" are not continuous in any Hilbert spaces of harmonic functions 

HA q(J.1.) where the differential operators a" are continuous. 

Proposition IV.4.7. (i) For u e HA(IR.q) we have 

and 

"" 
ALBu=- L m(m+q-2)Pmu -a;u-(q-2)o,u=L2 u. 

m=O 

(iii) For u e HA(/Rq) and 1::; j, k::; q 

(M"'iJrM1'iJ")u =(x"arx1o")u. 

So 

(86) 

(87) 

{88) 

(89) 
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t I. (MkarMiodu=L
2

u=I!!..LBu. 
IS k,j!.q 

.., 
Proof (i) For u = I, P m u e HA ( 8:?. q) we have by Propositions IV .4 .2 and IV .4 .5 that 

m=-0 

Therefore 

and 

2 .., 1 az 
+(1-lxl) I, -

2
--( kPm+tU). 

m=-0 m+q 

From these follow readily (86) and (87) (note that I!!..P 111 u = 0). 

(90) 

(ii) The continuity of I!!..LB : HA(D?.q) -t HA(D?.q) was already observed in the remarks prior to 

the proposition. Furthermore 

I!!..LBu=- I, m(m+q-2)P111 u 
m=-0 

=- i [o;+(q-2)o 11 ]P111 u 
m=-0 

q -
=-[(I, OkMki +(q-2)(I, ()kMk)] L PmU 

k=-0 k=-0 m=-0 

(CI.{s and Mk's are continuous in HA(D?.q)) 

=-[a; + (q-2) Clnl u (by (i) again) 

Statement (iii) is proved similarly by noticing that 
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Corollary IV .4.8. 

q 

(i) r, MJ:: dJ:: is continuous in no Hilbert spaces of hannonic functions HA q (J.L). 
J:=l 

D 

(ii) Mk is not continuous in any Hilbert spaces of hannonic functions HA q(Jl) in which the dif

ferentiation operator is continuous. 

Proof. By (i) of the above proposition we have 

q 

(r, MJ::dJ::)Pm =dnPm =mpm forpm e H'/,. (mE /No). 
k=l 

[] 

Now for any given real q x q square matrix A we define an operator LA on HA(/Rq) as follows. 

For u e HA(JR'l) first define (LA u) (0 = u(AO onCe sq-l, then extend it to a hannonic func

tion on JR. q. The possibility of such an extension will be seen below. 

Proposition IV.4.9. 

(i) The operator LA is a well defined continuous operator on HA (JR. q). 

(ii) If AT A =I, then LA is unitary on any of the Hilbert space HA q(Jl). 

(iii) If I A I = sup { I Ax I I x e JR. q , I x I = 1} < 1 then the operator LA is compact on any Hil

bert space HA q (J.L). 

(iv) If 

'),:z (2) 
_m_IAI2mmqe 11 

i..~(l) 

then LA is compact from HA q(J.L(l)) to HA q(J.L(2)). 

Proof. (i) Let u e HA(/Rq). By definition 

(LA u)(t) = l:<Pk u)(AC) 
k=O 

where the series converges uniformly in~ e sq-t and hence also in L 2(sq-t ). Therefore 

(91) 
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(P,.LAu)(C)= 1:; P,. [(PtuHAOJ 
k=O 

~ 

= 1:; P,. [(Pku)(AQ]. 
k?.m 

Here we have used the fact that (Pk u) (Ax) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k and hence 

P,. [(Pku)(AO] =0 form> k. Further, we have 

Therefore 

OQ 

IIP,.LAuiiS 1:; IP,.[(Pku)(AOII 
k?.m 

00 

S 1:; II(PA:u)(AOII 
k?.m 

(~ r2m IIP,.LA uii2)YI (r> 1) 
m=O 

S ~ ~ r"' lA l.t [ N(q,k)l YIIIPkull 
m=O k?. m O'q-1 

:S; ~ (k+l)rk lA lk [ N{q,k)l YIIIP.tull 
m=O O'q-1 

(92) 

Theorem IV.l.lO and Proposition IV.4.1 imply then that LAue HA(/Rq) and LA is continuous in 

HA(/Rq). 

(ii) is readily seen by 

IILAull~= J !J,(Ixl) lu(A,)I 2 daq-t(0 
IR• 
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= J J.l.(lx I) I u(Q 12 daq_ 1 (Q=IIull~. 
IR• 

(cf. (92)) and the fact that 

:i: (k+l)q lA 12k <=for lA I< 1. 
k=O 

Corollary IV.4.10. 

(i) For any matrix A, LA is a compact operator from HA'f.:.LB (v,t1) to HA'f.:.LB (v,t2) (0 < r2 <t 1) 

or from HAHa 1• b) to HA1(a 2 , b) provided either [ ::] b lA I < 1 or [ ::] b lA I = 1 but 

2 
b<--1. 

q-

(ii) LA is compact on each of the spaces HAt..,(v,t+), HA'f.:.L.(v,t-), HAH=+,b) and 

HA~(O-,b). 

Proof The claims in the present corollary are direct consequences of the above Proposition 

IV.4.9 and Lemma IV.4.4. 0 

Our next concern is the so called hamtonic product. For u(x) e HA(!Rq) and v(x) e HA(!Rq) we 

will show below that their point wise product on the sphere, w(Q = u(Q v(Q for' e sq-t, can be 

extended to a hamtonic function w(x) on the whole space !Rq. It is called the hamtonic product 

of u and v and is denoted w = u 0 v. 

Proposition IV .4.11. 

(i) The mapping 0: HA(!Rq) xHA(JRq) ~ HA(!Rq) is well defined and continuous. 

(ii) Assume that J.lm(1) J.ln(2):.:: c-1 m1 for a positive constant c and all m,n,l e /No with 

m + n =1. Then, 0: HAq(J..11)xHAq(J..12 ) ~HAq(J..1 3 )iscompact if {J..11(3)m1 lq-2 } e 11
• 
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Proof (i) Let u, v e HA(!Rq). By definition we have 

"" 
w(Q = u(') v(Q = L L (Pm u)(Q (P11 v)(') 

1=0 m+n=l 

where the series converges absolutely and unifonnly in' e sq-t. We note that 

Pt[ L (Pm u) (')(P11 v) (Q] = 0 for k > l. 
m+n=l 

On the other hand 

I L (P,.. u)(,)(P11 v)(') I 
m+n=l 

~ lq-2 L IIPmull IIP11 VII. 
O"q-1 m+n=l 

The above (93), (94) and (95) lead to that 

llwllr=(i r2ki1Ptwll2)'11 
k=O 

S irk iiiP~;[ L (Pmu)(Q(P11 V)(Q]II 
k=O 1=0 m+n=l 

"" "" K 
~ L r" L -,f--zq-Z L 11Pmu1111P11 vll 

k=O l~k O"q-1 m+n=l 

"" K 
~ L-.f--zq-2 r1 L 11Pmu1111P11 vll (r>l) 

1=0 O"q-1 m+n=l 

"" K 
=L-.f--lq-Z(rtRi L Rm11Pmuii·R 11 11P11 VII (R>r) 

1=0 O"q-l m+n=l 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

K .. 
~ + (L zq-Z (rtRi)lluiiR llviiR. (96) 

<1q-l 1=0 

From this estimate and Proposition IV.4.1 it readily follows that the mapping 

0 : HA(IRq) x HA(IRq) is well defined and continuous. 

(ii) The assertion follows from the next estimate which is derived entirely similarly to (96) above 

(97) 
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Corollary IV .4.12. 

(i) The mapping 0 acts from HAL(v,t)xHA!..,(v,s) to HAL(v,p) continuously for 

l<v~2.t>O,s>Oand 

ts 
p <po(t,s)= --,-1-;;:;_,_.....1 -- (98) 

(t '"-1 + s v-1 )v-1 

(ii) Given g e HA!.., (v,s), the operator of multiplication by g, Mg, defined by Mg = g 0 •, is 

a compact operator from HA!u (v,t) to HAL (v,p) where p meets the condition (98) above. 

Consequently Mg is compact on the inductive limit HAZ.., (v,O+). If, moreover, 

g e HAL (v,oo), then Mg is compact on each of the inductive or projective limits 

HAL(v,t±). 

(iii) HAAusuq(v,O+) and HAL (v,oo) are topological algebras, i.e., the operations of addition, 

scalar multiplication and hannonic product are well defined and are continuous in each of 

the two spaces. 

Proof We have for t,s 2: 0 and m,n,l e TN 0 with m + n = l the estimate 

t{m(m+q-2W12 +s{n(n+q-2)}vll 

2: t [ 
1
1 l v + s [I- 1

1 l v 

(tis) v-1 + 1 (tis) v-1 + 1 

= Po(t,s)lv. 

Now it remains to apply Proposition IV.4.11 above. 

(99) 

(] 

At the end of this section let us examin the translation operator-t4 defined by (t11 u) (x) = u(x -a). 

Proposition IV .4.13. 

(i) The translation operaton:4 (a e JR. 'I) is well defined and continuous on the space HA(JR'~). 

(ii) The operator 'ta -1 is compact in each of the spaces HA!u (v,t) (1 <v~ 2, t > 0) and 

HAZ(a,b) with 0 < b < 
1 

and a> 0. It is continuous in HAZ(a,b) for all a> 0 and 
q+ 

O<b<l. 

(iii) The Taylor series converges properly in each of the spaces HAL (v,t) (1 <v~ 2, t > 0) and 

HA:(a,b) (O<a, O<b~ ~~) 
q+ 
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(100) 

Namely 

co ( 1)m 
u(x-a) = L --=--.--- [(a, V)m u] (x) 

m=O m. 

= i (-1)m L a~ ({)<' u) (x). 
m=O Ia I =m a. 

(101) 

Proof (i) Proposition IV.4.1 implies the assertions here directly. 

(ii) and (iii). Under the conditions in (iii) above the operator (a, V) is continuous in the respective 

spaces. Hence the series 

co ( 1)m 
e-<a.V) = L _-__ (a, V)m 

m=O m! 
(102) 

converges to a continuous operator. On the other hand Taylor's theorem reads 

M < 1r 
(tau) (x) = u(x-a) = L --=--.---[(a, V)m u] (x) 

m=O m. 

( 1)M+l 
+ (~ + 

1
)! [(a, V)M+l u] (x-9a) (0 < 9 < 1). (103) 

For u in the respective spaces the convergence of the series in (102) implies that the series in 

(101) converges uniformly on compacta of /Rq. Therefore 

( 1~+1 
- [(a V)M+l u] (x) ~ 0 as M ~ oo 

(M+1)! ' 
(104) 

uniformly on compacta of /Rq. Now (104) and (103) together yields the equality (101) or (100). 

From this immediately follow the first assertion in (ii) and the second assertion for b::;; -
2
-. 

q+1 

However the latter is true also forb e (-
2
-, 1). This can be observed from the relation 

q+1 

e-alxl• -e-alx+al• as lxl ~oo (b<1). (105) 

D 
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Summary 

This thesis is concerned with constructions of special scales of Banach spaces and with the study 

of linear operators and of evolution equations in such scales. 

In Chapter I we deal with the construction of so called regular spaces and hyperspaces as well as 

linear operators therein. For a Banach space (X, 11·11) and an invertible operator B of positive type 

in X a scale of Banach spaces {X~ I cr e lR} is defined. More precisely, for 

cr<:: 0, X~ = (D(B"), 11·11.,.) with II u II.,.= II Bcr u II for u E D(B.,.), and Xjf = completion of X with 

respect to the norm II u IL..., =II Bcr u II for u e X. From these Banach spaces we form their natural 

inductive limits X)f = V X] (cre [-oo, -too)) and projective limits xr = n X!J (cre (-oo, -too]). 
't>O' 't'<O' 

Thus we have the scheme 

In the above diagram the spaces to the right of X are called regular spaces and those to the left of 

X hyper-spaces. We are thus led to the study of the inductive limits and projective limits of a 

sequence of Banach spaces in general, as well as linear operators therein. In doing so, the topo

logical structures of the regular spaces and hyper-spaces are clarified and several types of con

tinuous linear mappings on them are characterized. By choosing different space X and different 

operator B various classical spaces of functions or generalized functions are realized functional

analytically as regular spaces or hyper-spaces in the above sense. 

In Chapter II we discuss the regularity and extendibility of a C 0 semi group e -lA on X with respect 

to a scale of Banach spaces {Xi I cr e lR} constructed in Chapter I. More precisely, conditions 

between the operators A and B.,. (or A* and (B*)cr) are given so that the semigroup e-IA on X res

tricts to a C0 semigroup on xz (or extends to a C0 semigroup on Xjf). Applications to matrix 

operators in 12 and to second order partial differential operators on L2(JR") are presented. We 

also set two criteria for an infinite matrix (ail,) to generate a C 0 semigroup on 12
. 

In Chapter III we formulate and prove a Hille-Yosida type theorem for locally equi-continuous 

semigroups on the inductive limit space of a sequence of Banach spaces. We emphasize that 

instead of semi-norms of the inductive limit, which are hard to find and to deal with, we use the 

norms of the constituents of the inductive limit. The result together with that of Ouchi applies 

readily to the spaces X'/f defined in Chapter I. 

In Chapter IV weighted L 2 spaces of harmonic functions on lR q (q 2:: 2) and several naturally aris

ing linear operators in them are studied. The central idea is an identification of a weighted L 2 

space of harmonic functions on lR q with the domain of a suitable positive self-adjoint operator in 

L 2(sq-!) (Sq-! the unit sphere in /Rq); the identification is the natural restriction-extension pro

cedure. In particular, we have natural weighted L 2 spaces of harmonic functions on lR q wherein 

the differentiation operators are continuous or even compact Also, working in the opposite 
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direction we arrive at a complete characterization of the ranges of the propagator of the fractional 

spherical diffusion equation ~~ =-(-AUJ)v12 u, where AUJ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on 

sq-l. 
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1. 

For a homogeneous harmonic polynomial h of degree min JRtf the following estimate holds true: 

I ah I [ N(q,m)] v.. 
~(0 S m Ciq-! llhllt:.'<s<->>· 

Here sq-t is the unit sphere in JRtf with center at the origin and with total Lebesque measure 

crq-t> and N(q,m) is the number of linear independent homogeneous harmonic polynomials of 

degree min /Rq. See [L-M]. 

2. 
q 

The operator L 2 +I: akak (a~ce €) generates a Co semigroup in HAl,(v)(l <vS2) and 
k=l 

f/ 
HA1(a,b)(a > 0, b >0 if qS 4; a >0, 0 < b < .. if q > 4). Here L 2 =-} I: (x~r.a;-Xjds) 2 , 

q-. k,j=! 

and HAt, (v) and HA:(a.b) are the weighted Hilbert spaces of harmonic functions defined in 

Chapter IV Sections 2 and 3 of this thesis. 

3. 

The operator Xi:()" (1 S k S q , I a I = 2) is compact in the spaces HAl, (v) (1 < v S 2) and 

HM(a,b) (a> 0, 0 < b < __1_
3 

), and continuous inHA~(a.b) (a> 0, b = __1_
3 

). 
q+ q+ 

4. 
q 

Since I: atMk (ak e C) is a bounded perturbation of the positive self-adjoint operator fl.w in 
k=! 

q 

L2(sq-t), the operator llUJ +I: akMt is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup T(t) in 
k=! 

L 2(sq-t ). Actually T(t) restricts to a Co semigroup on each of the spaces HAt, (v) or HA1(a,b). 

5. 

Let A : D(A) c X ~X be an ro-accretive nonlinear operator in a Banach space (X, 1·11) with X* 

Frechet differentiable. A and J ~ denote the closure and the resolvent ('J..J +A )-1 of A respectively. 

Assume furthermore that R(/ +AA) :::> D(A) for sufficiently small positive value of l. Then the 

semigroup {S(t) lP-o on D(A) generated by A is differentiable in the following sense: 

(i) For each X E D(A)= {x E D(A); lim t-1 nx-J,xll < oo} both lim C 1(x-S(t)x) and 
1-->!H- 1-->!H- . 

lim t-1(x-J1x) exist and are equal. 
t ..... (H. 

Defining the common limit to be A* x for each x e D(A ), A* is precisely the infinitesimal 

generator of {S(t)}P-o· 
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(ii) (AP is single valued, D((A)0)=D(A)=D(A) and (A)0 =A*. Here for an operator Bin 

X, B 0 x = {y I y e B x , llyll = I B xI } with I B xI = inf {llyll I y e B x}. 

Thus 

dt [S(t)x]+(APS(t)x=O,'v'xeD(A), Vt~O. 

See [Ll]. 

6. 

Let (E, 11·11, K) be a regular and strongly minimal ordered Banach space and let (V,d) be a com

plete quasimetric space with d : V x V ~ E. Assume that F : V ~ E is a lower semi-continuous 

mapping bounded from below. For arbitrary e > 0, e > 9 (zero in E), choose u e V such that 

F(u) ~ inf F + ee. 
v 

Then, there exists some v e V (an approximate Pareto minimum) satisfying the following rela

tions: 

See [L2]. 

e :$ d(u,v) 

F(v)~ F(u) 

F(w) «I F(v)-ed(v,w), Vw e V 

F(w):$ F(v)-ed(v,w), Vwe Vsuchthatd(v,w)»9. 

7. 

Let {Tk I 1 ~ k ~ K} be a finite family of bounded linear operators in a Banach space (X, II· II) 

with spectral radii { y(Tk) I 1 :::> k ~ K}. If they are mutually commutative, i.e., T~c Ti =TiT" for all 

1 ~ j , k :::> K, then, for any given e > 0 there exists an equivalent new norm 1·1 on X such that 

and 

Here liT ~eft and I T~c I stand for the operator norms of Tk with respect to the old norm 11-11 and new 

norm I· I of X respectively. See [Y-L]. 

8. 

World peace can only be realized by its partition into a large number of small states, not by 

grouping together into a few ones. 
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